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Merchants Join
Together In 'Pot
Of Gold'Event

:

NEW JAWS OF LIFE — (Left photo) Members of various civic organizations
in Murray and Calloway County took the time recently to talk to Chief Jim
Hornbuckle (right) of the Murray Fire Department about the Jaws of Life
equipment which will be used in the Murray-Calloway County area.
Representatives of those organizations which have made donations
toward the purchase of the equipment are (from left) Burton Young (standing), Murray Dental Society; Lou Ann Atkins, Kentucky Nurses

Association; George Lilly, Murray Lions Club; and Wayne Williams, Murray
Civitan Club.(Right photo) Pat Scott (right), rescue vehicle driver, holds the
Jaws of Life and demonstrating its uses to Mac Fitts (left), representative of
the Murray Optimist Club, and Rick Hall, representative of the Moose
Lodge and the Murray-Calloway County Jaycees. Donations from nine civic
organizations, including the Murray Kiwanis Club and the Murray Rotary
Club, have amounted to $1,100 toward the purchase of the equipment.

Meeting Set For Friday Morning

Foundation Trustees Face Several Items
Sixteen itew re listed on the agenda
for the fall mggang Friday, Sept. 12, of
the 15-member board of trustees of the
Murray State Foundation.
The meeting, scheduled for 10 a.m. in

Wells Hall, will be highlighted by the
election of 1980-81 officers and four new
members. Also included is a progress
report from the architect designing the
university's proposed Frances E.

Burkeen Arrested;
Released On Bond
Danny Joe Burkeen, Route 6, Murray, was arrested Tuesday morning
and charged with trafficking in marijuana.according to Sheriff Max Morris.
Burkeen, 26, surrendered to
authorities and was arrested when a
car driven by Gary Don Eaker, 907
Olive, wrecked on Lawring Road, Morris said. Eaker. 19, fled on foot into the
woods and led officers on a six-hour
chase before surrendering early Tuesday morning. He was charged with
wanton endangerment in the first
degree, trafficking in marijuana and
trafficking in amphetamines.
Morris said that Burkeen was not ar-

Council To Act On
Appointments And
Recommendation
Two appointments to local commissions and a recommendation on the purchase of new patrol cars for the Murray
Police Department are expected to be
presented at the regular meeting of the
Murray City Council Thursday at 7:30
p.m.
Mayor Melvin B. Henley is scheduled
to make recommendations to the council on appointments to slots on the
Murray-Calloway County Parks Board
and to the Murray Planning Comrnission.
Also scheduled on the agenda are:
— The first reading of an ordinance
rezoning property at Calloway and Kentucky avenues from residential R-2
classification to residential R-4
classification which will allow the construction of multi-family dwellings.
— Consideration of a resolution setting forth the revised citizen participation plan.

rested until the next morning in order
that officials could further investigate
the case. The arrest was not released
by the sheriff's department until Tuesday afternoon.
Burkeen was released on $5,000 bond
from the Calloway County Jail.
In Tuesday's story on the Eaker arrest, a statement that Eaker shot at two
officials with an automatic rifle was attributed to Morris. Kentucky State
Police officials released this information.

City Board To Hear
Overview Of Program
An overview of the in-service program, improving professional performance for 1980-81 and the Educational
Improvement Act will be presented by
Doralyn Lanier, supervisor of curriculum, at the Thursday, Sept. 11,
meeting of the Murray Independent
Board of Education.
The meeting will be held at 7:30 p.m.
at the board office building.
Other items on the agenda include
consideration of the working budget for
1980-81 and personnel recommendations.

Today Last Day To
File For Board Seats
Today is the last day to file for seats
on the Murray Independent and
Calloway County school boards for the
November General Election, according
to County Clerk Marvin Harris.
Two seats for up for election on the city board, while three seats will be filled
on the county school board.
Harris also said that Monday, Oct. 6,
is the last day to register to vote in the
November General Election,

inside today
Collecting Depression Glass Is anything but depressing. See a feature
story on Calvin and Gwyn Key's unique hobby on page 2-A of today's
society section.
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clear and cool
Clear and cool tonight with
lows in the mid 50s. Sunny and
pleasant Thursday with highs in
the low 80s.
Extended Forecast
Mostly clear skies and warmer
temperatures Friday and Saturday.
LAKE LEVELS
Lake Barkley
Kentucky Lake

356.03
356.06

Miller Memorial Golf Course.
Three of the new members will be
replacing threewhose three-year terms
have expired, while one will replace Dr.
Donald E. Huntef, former dean of the
College of Human Development and
Learning and now assistant deputy
superintendent of public instruction in
Frankfort.
The.three whose terms have expired
are:
Dr. Harry M. Sparks, president
emeritus of the university; Dr. Marshall Gordon, vice-president for university services at Murray State; and Leon
Smith, retired superintendent of McCracken County schools, Paducah.
Murray State President Constantine
W. Curris is president ex officio of the
board, while former Lt. Gov. Harry Lee
Waterfield, Frankfort, is the vicepresident. Dr. Thomas B. Hogancamp,
Murray, is the executive director.
The other members of the board include:
James A. Davis, retired banker and
former regent, Point Clear, Ala.; Dr.
Adron Doran, Lexington, president
emeritus, Morehead State University;
Dr. Clara M. Eagle, retired art department chairman; and Mrs. Anne

Wrather Hoke, Murray.
Also, Roy McDonald, retired Trigg
County schools superintendent,,Cadiz;
Edwin 0. Norris, attorney...Kingsport,
Tenn.; LeRoy Offerman, insurance executive, Evansville, Ind.; William H.
Thompson, building, contractor,
Owensboro; and Dalton Woodall,
automobile dealer, Paducah.
Other business expected to be
discussed by the foundation trustees includes the acceptance of gifts for the
establishment of three new scholarship
programs to be administered through
the Foundation:
The Wilson Ray Hoover Scholarship
Fund,the Paul and Nina Rickard Lyons
Scholarship Fund and the Paris-Henry
County Murray State University
Scholarship Fund.
With more than $2.7 million in
primarily restricted funds for the 198081 school year, the Foundation provides
a multitude of financial services for the
faculty and students at the university.
A non-profit corporation, it receives
and administers funds from federal and
state-supported grants and contracts as
well as gifts and entrustments for more
than 200 scholarships, trusts and student loan programs.

25,625 Persons Use
Parks Pool Complex
During 1980 Season
By DEBBIE N.LEE
Staff Writer
A total of 25,625 persons utilized the
Murray-Calloway County Park pool
complex during the summer season,according to a report given by Gary
Hohman,parks director,to members of
the parks board Tuesday afternoon.
Hohman noted that this figure does
not include any people who used the
pool during the seven times it was
rented to private organizations.

Civitan Club To
Co-sponsor Race
By Balloons
The Murray Civitan Club is cosponsoring the "World's Greatest
Balloon Race" with the local unit of the
Association of Retarded Citizens as
well as the Kentucky ARC.
Helium filled balloons wig be released from Frankfort by Gov. J. Y. Brown
on Oct. 11. Each balloon will carry a
card to be returned to the Kentucky
Association for Retarded Citizens. The
card returned to Frankfort from the
hest distance by Oct. 27 will be
rewarded with $100 in cash.
Murray Civitans and members of the
Association for Retarded Citizens have
the necessary tickets to be placed on
the balloons and can be obtained by a $1
donation.
Ticket chairman for the Morray
Civitan Club is Cynthia Hart and may
be reached by telephone at 753-7422.
The Civitans will complete the ticket
sales campaign on Sept. 25. Local
citizens are encouraged to purchase
these tickets, Hart said.

The pool receipts through Labor Day
totalled $25,212.75, or $1,569 more than
the board had anticipated in the budget,
Hannan said. Concession receipts for
the same dates were $22,112.60. The
director pointed out that this amount is
$4,066.38 more than budgeted.
"The favorable weather conditions
and the large number of tournaments
held in the park this year were factors
in the increase of both pool and concession receipts," Hohman said. "Unfortunately, such variables make it impossible to predict whether we will exceed, or even meet,these figures every
year," he continued.
Holtman also told board members
that representatives of the Murray Optimist Club will be meeting with the
Murray Soccer Association to discuss
alternate solutions for the construction
of soccer fields in the park. The club is
underwriting the cost of the construction.
It appears now that only one
regulation-size soccer field will be built
northeast of the ballfield complex in the
new park since the cost of fill material
to construct two regulation-size fields
would be prohibitive,the director said.
In other business, Bettye Baker was
elected as chairman of the board for the
coming year. Carolyn Adams will serve
as vice-chairman and Steve Sammons
as treasurer. The position of secretary
will be filled in the near future.
Sherwood Potts and Bill Bailey began
their service on the board at Tuesday's
meeting. Potts, a county appointee, will
fill the unexpired term of Buddy Hewitt
and then serve a full four-year term.
Bailey, a city councilretim, will fill the
unexpired term of Dick George.
George, who recently moved to North
Carolina, resigned from the council.

As of today, 61 Murray merchants
have joined together in the city-wide
•'Pot of Gold" promotion scheduled for
Friday and Saturday.September 12-13.
The event, sponsored by the retail
merchants committee of the MurrayCalloway County Chamber of tommerce, will provide a bonanza for the
lucky shoppers who find the "Pots of
Gold" hidden in the participating merchants' stores during the two-day
event.
A spokesman for the chamber committee said today that the response to
the promotion has been good and "all
the comments have been positive."
"I know of one store that's giving
away a thousand dollars worth of merchandise (over the two-day promotion," the spokesman said.
Each participating merchant in the
"Pot of Gold" promotion will have 20
"Pot of Gold" cards which will be hidden in various places throughout his
store during the two-day promotion.
The fortunate shoppers who find the
"Pot of Gold" cards will be able to
redeem them in the store for merchandise.
"In some cases," a spokesman said,
"the merchant may charge the
customer up to a dollar for the 'Pot of
Gold' card, but the merchandise the
card can be exchanged for will be worth
much,much more."
The spokesman pointed out that
several participating stores have indicated that at least one of their "Pot of
Gold" cards will be redeemable for
items such as a home appliance, a sport
coat or other valuable merchandise.
A special "Pot of Gold"section of The
Murray Ledger & Times will be

published Thursday, Sept. 11. Merchants participating in the promotion
are expected to announce some of their
"Pot of Gold" prizes at that time.
All participating merchants will have
a "Pot of Gold" poster on display in
their window.
"Any merchant who has not been contacted and who wishes to participate in
the promotion should call the chamber
office at 753-5171," the spokesman said.
Merchants participating in the promotion, according to the committee
spokesman,include:,
Settle-Workman, Jeffreys, Freds,
Specialty Shop, Graham & Jackson,
Wallis Drugs, National Store, Bank of
Murray, Cherry's, Ryan Shoe Store,
Madamoiselle Shop, Furches Jewelry,
Holland Drugs.
Also, Murray Theatres, Hair House,
That's It Levis, Vernons, Ltd., The
Green Door, Beauty Box, Wild
Raspberry, Buckingham-Ray, King's
Den, Footprints, Murray Datsun, Pier
I,Shoe Tree,Stepladder.
And, The Place, Shoe Bizz,
Michelson's Jewelry, D & W Auto
Parts, Bel Air Decor, Denean's, Montgomery Ward, Murray Home & Auto,
Murray Appliance, Thurman Furniture, Shipwash Boat and Motor, Corn
Austin.
Plus, Twin Lakes Auto Supply, Roses,
Cooks Jewelry, Murray Supply,
Peoples Bank, Enix Interior, Dunn Furniture, Burger Queen, Littletolis,
Bentley's, Parker's Market, Crass Furniture, Brights.
Also, Lermans, Ward-Elkins,
Pagliai's, Scott Drug, Family Shoe
Store, Dwight's Shoes, Dennison-Hunt
Sporting Goods, Shoe Shack and Minnen's.

Andrews To Perform At
University Auditorium
The very mention of the name,"The
Andrews Sisters," is enough to
generate visions of mom and apple pie
for most Americans and Friday night,
Sept. 12, the melodies of some of the
famous trio's greatest hits will waft
through Murray State University's
Lovett Auditorium.
On stage will be Maxene Andrews,
one of the three sisters who in the late
1930s and 1940s were the toast of the
entertainment world with their parade
of hits.
While performing as a team, the Andrews Sisters La Verne, Patty and
Maxene - sold more
than 75 million
records, including
19 Gold Records,
with such World
era
War
II
favorites as "Rum
,44
and Coca Cola,"
"Apple Blossom
Andrews
Time," "Beat Me Daddy," "Eight to
The Bar," "Pennsylvania Polka,"
"Don't Sit Under The Apple Tree" and
others.
Miss Andrews will be appearing on
the Murray campus in a free concert in
conjunction with the university's annual observance of Parents' Weekend,
during which parents of present Murray State students will be guests of the
university for two days of special, plan-

ned activities.
When La Verne Andrews passed away
several years ago, it seemed to signal
the end of the trio's era, but Bette
Midler revived one of the sisters' alltime classics, "Boogie Woogie Bugle
Boy," and albums of their old hits
started to flood the record market.
Maxene and Patty soon found
themselves starring in their own smash
hit Broadway show, "Over Here!", at
New York's Shubert Theatre, and since
then Maxene has been performing in
major regional theatres.
She currently is recording a solo
album, her autobiography is due to be
released within the year, and she is
touring with her own nightclub act.
During their time together, the
sisters recorded more than 1,800 songs,
starred in 21 movies, and appeared on
all the major television and radio networks.
In addition to Miss Andrews' concert,
the visiting parents will be treated to
escorted tours of residence halls,
academic departments, fraternity and
sorority facilities as well as Stewart
Stadium, beginning at 9 a.m.Saturday.
A reception is planned for them in the
Racer Room of Stewart Stadium from 1
until 3 p.m.
That evening they will be guests of
the Racers at the Murray StateYoungstown non-conference football
game, which begins at 7:30 p.m.

League Head Announces
Registration Drive Start
Joan Weber, president of the League
of Women Voters in Murray-Calloway
County, announced today the start of a
voter registration drive September 15
in an effort to make sure that all area
residents are able to cast their vote this
coming election day.
In making the announcement. Weber
said: "Voting is a vital thread that links
individuals to the political process. The
Murray-Calloway County League is
committed to strengthening those links
— by helping citizens get the facts on
candidates and issues; by making the
registration and voting process as easy
and understandable as possible; and by
encouraging citizens to jump in and
participate in all phases of the political
process. Our goal is to get every potential voter to be involved — join a civic
organization, join a political party,
identify Issues of common concern — so
that voting is no longer considered an
isolated rite each November."

.11111 OM A/Mb MEMO

Weber added that once citizens see
the relationship between casting a vote
and getting the kinds of action they
want on issues they care most about, we
will be able to surmount the growing
problem of the increasing percentage of
citizens who are staying away from the
polls.
Weber said citizens will be able to obtain information on the candidates
through publicity and through the
debates sponsored by the league. Local
information will be published during
the weeks between now and October 6
when the books will be closed for the
November 4 election.
The local league president concluded
the remarks by saying that "Electron
'80 gives us all a terrific opportunity to
strengthen the participatory protess in
Murray and Calloway County - a process that will continue to benefit all of
us long after the election is over.
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—Sheppard-Barton Wedding-Jo Burkeen, Local Scene Editor
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald C.
Sheppard of Bridgeton, N. J.,
announce the engagement and
approaching marriage of their
daughter, Corrine, to Brad
Borton, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert B. Borton, Sr., of Benton Route 4.
Miss Sheppard, a 1975
graduate of Bridgeton High
School, received a Bachelor of
Science degree in agriculture
from Murray State University
in 1979. She will complete a
Master of Science degree in
communications in December
from Murray State.
The bride-elect is presently
employed at Radio Station
WIChtS in Murray as associate
director of news and public affairs.
Mr. Borton, a 1975 graduate
of Paducah Tilghman High
School, received a Bachelor of
Science degree in business
from Murray State in 1979. He
is presently employed as
advertising manager of the
Tribune-Courier in Benton.
The wedding is planned for
Saturday, Oct. 18, at 11 a.m. at
Saint Steven's Episcopal
Church in Waretown, N. J.
A dinner and reception will
follow at the Oyster Bay
Restaurant in Forked River,
N. J.
Formal invitations are being sent.

Depression Glass Collecting Is Hobby Of
Calvin And Gwyn Key; Attend Shows

L'ows To Be Read At
Episcopal Church

DON'T
SELL YOUR

OLD
GOLD
AND

Miss Corrine Sheppard
and Brad Borton

DIAMONDS
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Chapter Plans Meet
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Henry County General
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Community Happenings Listed
Wednesday,Sept. 10
Circles of the First Uruted
Methodist Church will meet at
7:30 p.m. as follows: Ruth
Wilson with Mrs. Paul Kiesow;
Wesleyan with Mrs. Nate Beale;
Hannah with Mrs. Jim Stahler.
Bible Overview will be at 6:30
p.m. at the First Christian Church.
Gene Phillips, missionary to
France, will show slides of his
work at the Sinking Spring Baptist C'huch at 7:30 p.m.
Murray Bass Club will meet at
6:30 pm.at the Sirloin Stockade.

Thursday,Sept. 11
Ellis Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for activitles by the Senior Citizens
with lunch at 1130 a.m.
The First Baptist Church
Softball Team will play King
and His Court at the CityCounty Park at 7:30 p.m.
Legion of Mary meeting will
be at 10:30 a.m. at the rectory
of St. Leo's Catholic Church.
A Student Government
Association-sponsored lecture, "Promise Them
Anything," will be at 8 p.m. at
the
Student
Center
Auditorium, Murray State
University. No admission will
be charged.

Tryouts for all school age
children for the MurrayCalloway County Community
Theatre productions in
September will be held from
Murray Woman's Club will
3:30 to 5 p.m. at the Calloway
hold its first general meeting
Public Library.
at 7 p.m. at the club house. All
members are urged to attend.
Thursday,Sept. 11
Second day of tryouts for all
Senior Citizens Rally Day
school age children for the
Jonathan
Murray-Calloway County will be held at the
Assembly starCommunity Theatre produc- Creek Baptist
tions in September will be held ting at 9:30 a.m.
from 3:30 to 5 p.m. at the
Mothers Day Out will be at 9
Calloway Public Library.
a.m. at the First Baptist ChurWelcome _Wagon Club will ch.
have a salad supper at 6:30
p.m. at the fellowship hall of
the First Christian Church,
North Fifth Street, just off the
court square.
Gamma Gamma Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi Sorority will
meet at 7 p.m. at the home of
Linda England.
North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church.Women will meet at 7
p.m. at the home of Virginia
Jones.
Camp 592 of the Woodmen of •
the World will meet at 6:30
p.m. at the Triangle
Restaurant.

i

Calloway County Board of
Health will meet at 12 noon at
DeVanti's.
Blankenship Circle of the
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the home of
Marilyn Liddle.
Dexter Homemakers Club
will meet at 9:30 a.m. at the
Dexter Center. A potluck luncheon will be served.

i
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Grove 6126 of the Woodmen
of the World will meet at 6
p.m. at the Triangle
Restaurant.
Murray Chapter of Royal
Arch Masons will meet at 7:30
p.m. at the lodge hall.

featuring Maxine Andrews, a
Activities by the Hazel member of the famous AnSenior Citizens will be from 10 drews Sisters trio of the 19406,
a.m. to 2 p.m. at the Hazel will be held at Lovett
Center with lunch at 11:45 Auditorium, Murray State
.M.
University, at 8 p.m. This is
free to parents of MSU
Douglas Center will be open
students. A small charge will
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for acbe made for others.
tivities by the Senior Citizens
with lunch at 12 noon.
Workshop in Watercolors
Friday,Sept. 12
with Emily Wolfson as inMurray Preschool Corpora- structor will be from 1 to 4
tion will have a potluck picnic p.m. at the Murray Art Guild.
with hotdogs, drinks, and ice For information call 753-409.
cream being furnished by the
preschool at 5:30 p.m. at the
Transportation for shopping
City-County Park. This is for for Senior Citizens will be held
all students and their families. and call 753-0929 by 9:15 a.m.
Club membership social will for morning shopping and by
be held at 5:30 p.m. at the 11 :30 a.m, for after-noon shopping.
Murray Country Club.
Mothers Morning Out will be
held at 9 a.m. at the First
Christian Church.

The Western Association for Children Under Six will hold
its fall conference on Saturday, Sept. 13,from Ito 3:30 p.m.
at the Child Development Center, Murray State University.
Debbie Smith of Berea College will present the program,
according to Betty Gore, WACUS president.
This meeting is for all persons who work with children in
kindergarten, headstate, nursery school, or day care.

'Preschool Picnic Herel
The Murray Preschool Corporation will have a potluck picnic for all students and their families on Friday, Sept. 12, at
5:30 p.m. at the City-County Park..
Hotdogs, drinks, ailelice"..:--^^^ will.be furnished by. the,,,,,„
Preschool,a spokesman said.

Jaws Of Life Is
Project, Sigmas

Artcraft Photography
Portraits, Weddings, Frames

IT'S A SNAP...HERE!
One Day Processing
118 So. 12th

Friday,Sept. 12
Murray State University
Men's Cross Country Team
will open its 1980 home season
against Arkansas State in a
five-mile run at the Murray
Workshop in Acrylic-Pastels Country Club beginning at 11
with Kathy Dowdy as in- a .171.
structor will be from 1 to 3
p.m. at the Murray Art Guild.
A Parents' Doty concert

Thursday,Sept. 11
After School Bible Club will
meet at the First Christian
Church.

WACUS To Hold
Meet At Child Center

The Sigma Department of
the Murray Woman's Club
met Monday, Sept. 8, at 6:30
p.m. at the club house for a
salad supper.
Lois Keller reported on the
amount of funds received to go
toward the purchase of the
department's project, The
Jaws of Life. All proceeds
from the Charity Horse Show
will go for this lifesaving
equipment, Mrs. Keller
stated. Funds are being
solicited from all civic groups

•
753-0035

-- "Mar.4604.

to help complete payment of
the equipment,she said.
Sue Spann, department
chairman, welcomed seven
new members. Introduced
were Julie Whitford, Gaye
Haverstock, Tara Dennison,
Debbie Keller, Jan Rowlette,
Ruth Pickens, Lochie Belle
Overbey, and Mary Beth Warren.
Judy Muehleman,chairman
of the 1981 Kentucky Charity
Horse Show, reported on plans
being made for the annual
event which will be held in the
West Kentucky Exposition
Center at Murray State
University on April 17 and 18.
Committee reports were
presented by Mrs. Rowlette,
Anna Ruth Harris, Janet Denton and Lois Keller.
Hostesses for the suppermeeting were Annette Alexander, Marilyn Barksdale,
Mary Barlett, Pat Binford,
Charlene Butwell, and
Charlotte Foreman.

Blazer Sale
3P39
$49
Corduroy Blazers
Velveteen Blazers
Wool Blazers
Solids, Plaids, Tweeds
Reg.'38 to'69
Sizes 5-15,6-16

Layaway Now Or Dacambar24th
•
Pictured

Corduroy Blazer
Patch pockets, Lapel tab
Camel, Brown, Berry
Reg '38, Sizes 5-15

Sale s31

_Mow 6atclicutol.644. Thkeej1

Activities for Hazel Senior
Citizens will be from 10 a.m. to
2 p.m. at the Hazel Center with
lunch at 11:45 a.m.
Douglas Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by the Senior Citizens
with lunch at 12 noon.
Annual WMU Leadership
Conference for all WMU and
age-level directors will be held
at Jonathan Creek Baptist
Assembly from 9 a.m. to 3
p.m. Lunch will be $2.50 if
desired and reservations
should be made by Sept. 11.
Registration and insurance
fee is 50 cents.
Murray Christian Women's
Club will have its guest night
banquet at the Community
14.-nta of the 111m2h Branch of
the Peoples Bank at 6:45 p.m.
Jack Crook and Cathy Newton
will present the program.

By R.4/.NEY APPERSON
The press covering the
Democratic National Convention made an observation
about our first lady of Kentucky, which has set off much
conversation. Phyllis George
Brown, who has been either
having a baby or had a baby,
most of the time since she has
been in our fair state, was
described as looking
"valkyerian." Now, believe
you me,that's no compliment.
She didn't take it as one
either, because she came
home, and then immediately
took off for the Golden Door in
California. She is hoping I'm
sure that after two weeks of intense exercise and small doses
of food - the press will look at
her again and say, "My
doesn't she look svelte."
Let's examine this word
"valkyerian." It stems from
Scandinavian legends and the
place called Valhalla, the
residence of Odin, and the
palace in which the souls of
those fallen in battle had their
habitation and spent their
time in joyous feasting. It was
supposed that the heroes,
when aroused by the crowing
of the cock in the morning,
went out to fight one another
until noon. At that time all
wounds were healed and the
heroes were permitted to banquet with Odin.
Ludwig I of Bavaria erected

a magnificent temple on the
Danube, near Ratisbon in
1830. This temple became
known as Valhalla, since the
idea for its erection was derived from the Valhalla of the ancient Scandinavian legends.
Now comes the other word The Valkyries in Scandinavian mythology, were the
well-fed, large frame maidens
who attended upon Odin. He
sent them to the field of battle
to choose who were to be slain.
The Vallcyries were mounted
on horses and armed with
helmets and spears. They bore
the souls of the brave to
Valhalla, to serve as an army
for Odin in his inevitable fight
against the giants.
This is only a smathering of
the old legend, which you
might wish to go to the
Library and find the rest of it.
+ ++
Three big happenings turned out successfully this past
week-end. Murray High football team beat Reidland's
football team. Murray State's
opening football game was a
hugh success - first we beat
Semo,and second, the biggest

PARIS PATIENT
Maggie Adams of Puryear,
Tenn., has been dismissed
from the Henry County:
General Hospital, Paris,
Tenn.
PATIENT AT PARIS
Recently dismissed from
the Henry' County General
Hospital, Paris, Tenn., was
Freeda Davis of Hazel.

Pot-O-Gold
Weekend
Special

Group B Of Ladies
Tennis Will Play
Here On Friday
Group B of Women's Tennis
of the Murray Country Club
will play on Friday, Sept. 12,
at 9:30 a.m, at the club. The
lineup is as follows:
Court No. One — Vicki
Miller, Sandy Brannon, Jame
Ryan,and Sheila Grogan.
Court No. Two — Vickie
Baker, Nancy Fandrich,
Frances Hulse, and Marilyn
Adkins.
Court No. Three 4- Annie
Knight,
Barbara
Malinauskas, Norma Frank,
and Mug Rigsby.

The first co-ed in the U.S.
was admitted to Oberlin
College, Ohio, in 1833.

Racer crowd ever filled
Stewart Stadium.
Libby Hart laughingly called the party Sunday afternoon
honoring the patrons and campaign workers of the Murray
Civic Music Association, a
"soiree" and it truly was most
elegant.
The Civic Music Association
has planned some wonderful
concerts for this year, so buy
your tickets, and don't miss
the events.
+++
Now, I have a tale to tell
you. Two young women were
chatting about love, romance
and marriage.
"The man I marry," the
first one said, "must be bright
and colorful and entertaining.
Yet, when I'm in the mood for
peace and quiet, I'll want him
to remain silent. I will want
him to be up to the minute on
sports and politics and the
news of the day. And I will
want him to stay home nights
with me."
Her friend thought for a
minute and said, "You don't
want a husband: you want a
color television set."

IHORLER BOY
Mr and Mrs. Eugene
Mohler of Lynn Grove are the
parents of a baby boy, Joshua
Eugene, weighing seven
pounds 11 ounces, measuring
21k1 inches, born on Monday,
Aug. II, at 11:28 a.m at the
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital.
The father is self employed
with Joe Brandon Trucking.
The mother is the former
Shirley Brandon
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Brandon of Murray
Route 7 and Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Mohler of Almo Route 1.
Great grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. I. D. Brandon and
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
Mohler, all of Almo Route 1

Ladies
Western Boots

The

py-70' 95
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P.N.HIRSCH & CO.

UNDERSTANDING

Olympic Plaza

DRUG ABUSE

Open 9:30 to 8:00 Daily 1-5 Sunday

a health column from the
Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and
Mental Health Administration

Cannon

U.S. Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare

Orlon
Cable
Stitch

For Parents Only
(Marijuana's Effects on the
Body)
Marijuana research
ly new by scientific
Many more years and
studies will be needed
long-term effects of
use are fully known.

is relativestandards.
additional
before the
marijuana

Brain
To date, no definitive neurological study of humans has
turned up evidence of marijuanarelated permanent brain damage.
However, in a recent study of
rhesus monkeys, the animals
were trained to smoke a marijuana cigarette 5 days a week for 6
months. The researcher reported
that persistent changes in the
structure of the monkey's brain
cells followed.
This and other studies have led
researchers to conclude that the
possibility of subtle and lasting
changes in brain function from
heavy and continuous marijuana
use cannot be ruled out
Heart
Marijuana use increases the
heart rate as much as 50 percent
and can bring on chest pain in
people already experiencing a
poor blood supply to the heart
For this reason, doctors believe
that people with heart conditions,
or those who are at high risk or
heart ailments, should not use
marijuana
Lungs
Scientists believe that marijuana can be particularly harmful to
the lungs because sonic users
inhale the unfiltered smoke deeply and hold it in their lungs as
long as possible, thereby keeping
the smoke in contact with lung
tissues for prolonged periods.
Repeated inhalation of smoke.
whether marijuana or tobacco,
inflames the lungs and affects
pulmonary functions. In one
study on humans, it was found
that smoking five joints a week
over time is more irritating to the
air passages and impairs the
lungs' ability to exhale air more.
than smoking almost six packs of
cigarettes a week. Another study
on animals using THC levels
similar to datly human use found
that extensiye lung inflammation
developed after 3 months to a
year of use.

NIDA 0780

Ladies & Girls

Knee
Socks
Only

50

Bath Ensemble
$288

All

Sale Price
Bath Towel
Solid Colors, Velours
Braided Border
Brown, Beige, Rust
Hand Towel $218

Sathers

Cookies or
Candies

Wash Cloth

98ei

3/ oo

A Pak

Milk Glass

Hurricane Lamps

$1595
P.N. Hirsch

Selected
Ladies
Fashion

Disposable

Jeans

Diapers

By Levi's,
Big Yank, Live In's
Reg. $16.00

$299
.10 Pkg.

$988
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WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 32, Murray,KyT 42071.

PRESIDENTIAL

EDITORIAL

•

•
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Single-Parent Families
Increase By 80Percent
The number of families maintained by only one parent
jumped nearly 80 percent in the
last decade. the Census Bureau
reported in August.
That's bad news. But what
can be done about it? A White
House Conference on the Family was convened this year to
find out. The answer seems to
be, not much.
Single-parent homes are increasing. even though the num-,
ber resulting from the death of
a parent is becoming less likely.
Divorce, separation and premarital births are becoming
more and more acceptable in
our society. and are increasing
rapidly.
It is easy to become judgmental in this area and condemn
contemporary 'morals. To the
extent that family desertion and
parental irresponsibility are increasing. they are indicators of
social disorganization and must
be deplored. But it is better not
to rush to judgment. Instead of
trying to halt social trends, it is
perhaps better to try to cope
with the results. And the trend is
clearly toward single-parent
•' - f
We do not know what formal
recommendations from the
White-House Conference will be
presented to President Carter.
Surely one should be greater social concern over the economic
needs of these single-parent
families, most of which are
1(H!(IV

ht History

By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Sept. 10, the
254th day of 1980. There are 112 days left
in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Sept. 10, 1813, an American naval
force under Oliver Perry defeated the
British in the Battle of Lake Erie in the
War of 1812.
On this date:
In 1608, John Smith was elected
governor of the Jamestown colony of
Virginia.
In 1846, Elias Howe of Spencer,
Mass., received a patent on his sewing
machine.
In 1898, Empress Elizabeth of
Austria-Hungary was assassinated by
an anarchist in Geneva.
In 1939, Canada declared war against
Germany.
Ten years ago, Vice President Spiro
Agnew denounced the Democratic Congress as reactionary, derelict and
dominated by "cave-dwelling leftists."
Five years ago, a federal appeals
court reinstated the Army courtmartial conviction of William Calley in
the murder of 22 civilians at My Lai in
Vietnam.
Last year, British Foreign Secretary
Lord Carrington formally opened the
Zimbabwe Rhodesia peace talks in London.
Today's birthdays: Golfer Arnold
Palmer is 51. Former baseball star
Roger Maria is 46.
Thought for today: A little learning is
not a dangerous thing to one who does
not mistake it for a great deal
William Allen White,( 1868-1944 ).

Funn • World
When you stay up and fill oufthe form
by yourself you realize what' H"in H &
R Block stands for.
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Looking Back

headed by women whose employment income tends to be
lower and more sporadic than
men's. It is clear that there will
be increasing *need for welfare
aid to such women, and perhaps
there should be a system of
family allowances or more generous tax credits such as are
provided in Canada and many
other Western industrialized nations. Children who suffer the
deprivation of a single-parent
home should not also be penalized by acute economic distress.

10 Years Ago

•Copley N•w• Sarvk•

GeRAIRFOT

a

Murphy's Economy
Assessment Sobering

In the long run, we are confident that the family will continue to function as the basic social
unit. It always has, in one form
or another, in all societies we
know of. both primitive and advanced. There is something elemental about the monogamous
couple together with each other
and their children. Social attitudes toward other arrangements may change, but the twoparent family remains basic. So
long as it satisfies the deepest
yearnings of the human heart,
the family' will survive.
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Washington Today
By R. GREGORY NOKES
Associated Press Writer
— In
AP
WASHINGTON
Washington, where political cynicism
can be even more oppressive than the
summer humidity, the whole balanced
budget affair was a skeptic's delight.
President Carter sounded very firm
on March 14 when he committed
himself to a balanced budget as the
centerpiece of his new anti-inflation
strategy.
The nation's inflation rate was terrible and there were primary elections
ahead when Carter announced to the
nation he was scrapping his original
1981 budget which contained a deficit of
$16 billion.
"I will soon set forth a revised budget
..." Carter said. "It will be a balanced
budget. And the Congress and I are
determined to keep this budget in
balance."
Carter noted that the budget had been
in deficit for 11 straight years, and that
almost one-half trillion dollars had been
added to the national debt in that
period.
He said he would use "every power at
my command" to balance the budget
and would even ask Congress for
special powers,if necessary.
On March 31, he sent his revised 1981
budget to Congress. It was better than
balanced. It contained a proposed
surplus of $16.5 billion. Then came
April. May. June.
July 21. The administration announced in its mid-year budget review that
the promised surplus had become a
deficit again. Its proposal called for red
ink totalling $29.8 billion, worse than
the deficit in the original 1981 budget.

On Aug. 28, Carter announced tax
reductions and some antirecession
spending that would push the deficit to
near $40 billion, the fifth highest since
World War II.
What happened?
Carter's advisers chiefly blame the
recession, which reduced federal
revenues and increased spending for
such items as unemployment insurance. The 1981 tax reductions would
further cut into revenue.
Stuart Eizenstat, Carter's chief
domestic adviser, seemed annoyed
when reporters asked him at a briefing
on the Aug. 28 program what had happened to the March 14 balanced budget
pledge.
"There is a downturn and we've got
to deal with it," Eizenstat said. "It
would be irresponsible not to come up
with a program to deal with the recession."
However, Eizenstat was begging the
point, since the Carter administration
had been planning on a recession since
the beginning of the year. In fact, the
administration's anti-inflation policies
helped cause it.
The most likely explanation for the
about-face was electionyear politics.
Inflation had eased, although not disappeared, giving Carter some flexibility
to spend and cut taxes.
The balanced budget had been
strongly criticized by leaders of labor
and minority groups, among others,
and these are the constituencies whose
votes he must have to win. The commitment to a balanced budget had served
to symbolize Carter's resolve to battle
inflation at a time people were demanding exactly that.

EARTUN
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer questions and solve problems. If you have a
question or a problem not answered in
these columns, write to Heartline, 114
Fast Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. You will receive a prompt reply,
but you must include a self-addressed,
stamped envelope. The most useful
replies will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: Perhaps you can settle a debate that has been going on
under our roof for several months.
It is my opinion from what I have
read and seen that Social Security is a
major source of income for a major
percentage of old folks in this country.
My nephew and my wife argue that only a small percentage of older people
have a "real" dependency on Social
Security benefits.
My nephew is an advocate of doing
away with Social Security. He claims
that he could make his money go further by investing the same amount.of
money that he puts into Social Security,
into an insurance plan or IRA account.
'My'question is - How many people are
in a situation where Social Security is
their major source of income? D.B.
ANSWER: Let the debate come to an
end and lets hope that our answer will
end all arguments.
The fact is that Social Security

Business Mirror
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0
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benefits are the major source of income
for two-thirds of Social Security
beneficiaries age 65 and over.
The median income of couples age 65
and over in 1976 who had Social Security earnings was $10,730, compared with
$6.570 for couples of the same age who
did not have Social Security earnings.
Other facts and statistics such as this
are available free of charge by writing
to the Social Security Administration,
Office of Research and Statistics,
Publication Staff, 1875 Connecticut
Ave., NW, Washington, DC 20009. Ask
for a copy of Income and Resources of
the Aged.
We will add that your nephew does
have a valid point. The fact is that
young workers could in many cases get
more on retirement from IRA plans or
insurance plans than they could get
from Social Security, for the same
amount of money invested. There are
many young people who would choose
not to pay into Social Security if they
did not have to, and pay into [mother
type of retirement plan.
If we had such a choice, however,,if
we were net required by
Social Security, how many of us would
neglect to pay into any kind of retirement plan and find ourselves facing a
pennyless or welfare-supporten retirement'

NEW YORK (AP) — The most sobering economic news of the past week
wasn't the rise in food prices or the rise
in interest rates. Nor was it the disappointing level of sales reported by the
major retailers.
It was the annual assessment of the
economy by Thomas A. Murphy, the
General Motors Corp. chairman and
normally one of the country's more
high-spirited industrialists, a man who
generally takes the high road.
Since taking charge of the biggest
automaker in 1974, Murphy has annually delivered a booster shot to waning
^^siiiiieire. If the econoritv had you
down, Murphy's forecast of record
sales would pick you up.
This year Murphy forecasts no
records. "Although the year ahead is
expected to see a recovery of the
economy and the auto industry, it is
unlikely that sales records will be set."
That's the message.
Murphy hasn't lost his optimism
altogether, even after losing more than
$400 million in the second quarter and
having been forced to cut the quarterly
dividend. But very clearly he has braked his enthusiasm.
He expects economic recovery 'to
start shortly after the auto industry's
1981 model years gets under way this
autumn," but he sees inflation forcing
restrictive fiscal and monetary policies
on us.
He foresees "some reduction" in the
market share held by imports — it exceeds 25 percent, against what used to
be America's strongest industry — but
the matter, he feels, is "of continuing
concern."

He expects sales in the new model
year to be "in the neighborhood of 13
million units," but that's hardly a boom
when compared to 12.1 million unitslast
year, one of the worst year's in industry
history.
The chairman does expect the sales
pace will accelerate over the course of
the model year, and reach a rate of 14
million units by next summer, but the
heart of his optimism seems to be in the
years beyond.
He see the automotive industry as
emerging from "one of the most turbulent and difficult periods in its
history ,”,...sk,i-avamped industry with,
new products geared to economy, efficiency and praeticality.
He announced that "vehicles will be
reduced in size, new power trains will
become available, the four-cylinder
engine will become the corporation's
dominant power plant and diesel engine
availability will continue to increase."
And he promised:
"In the effort to meet the demand for
fuel economy and utility, at the best
possible price, virtually the entire car
fleet will be converted to frontwheel
drive," and that "plans are also under
way to bring an electric powered vechicle to market by the mid-1980s."

Bible Thought
"I ssill publish the name of the
Lord: ascribe ye greatness unto our
God." Deuteronomy 32:3
Moses, at the end of his life, finally
recognized fully
greatness of his
God Put your trust in Him, and you.
tan share Mo..es' convictions.
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for north-south
Long overdue by-pass of the business district
would finance
allocation
$525,000
traffic was authorized when a
Grove Church
Scott's
at
beginning
construction
road
1.9 mile new
access to the
ready
provided
and terminating at North 12th Street,
to mention
not
boom,
building
tremendous
its
college area with
Street,
the potential of future traffic congestion on 12th
approMurray Lions Club observed its 25th anniversary with
early in Seppriate ceremonies held at the Student Union Building
of the club.
tember under the supervision of Rob Ray, president
in review.
The humanitarian goals of the Lions Club were held
consequence of
Disaster funds flowed again this year as the
received a
government
County
year.
the
in
early
rainfall
the heavy
Robert 0.
Judge
roads.
and
bountiful $28,300 to mend its bridges
in behalf of the
handout
federal
the
accepted
gratefully
Miller
county, obviously a generous gesture at election time.
sterling
Mayor George Hart was significantly recognized for his
named benecontributions to the county's welfare when he was
Fireathitt at
ficiary of the first "Award of Merit" by Gov. Edward
of the leading
a dinner at Kenlake Hotel Sept. 22, in which many
mayor who
politicians of the state were on hand to congratulate the
Murray.
had enjoyed 22 years as leading officer of the City of
of
Industrial Foundation directors authorized the purchase
city with joint rail,
a 30 acre site in the southeast section of the
highway and utilities advantages at a cost of $35,000.
walked
Murray High Schools Marching Black and Gold Band
musicians
of
conclave
a
at
competition
off with top honors in Class A
high school music
at Princeton, Ky., September 28. While the
set another
College
State
makers scored in competition, Murray
year,
previous
the
over
gain
cent
per
23
a
enrollment,
record 4,851
students toward
indicating a sympathetic attitude of parents and
seething turmoil
more complacent Murray State as compared to the
mounting in larger universities.
attendance at a
More than 300 prospective buyers were in
who sold 47 cows
sale held September 26 by J. C.'Kemp et Son
averaging $407 per head,
and heifers of their "All Jersey" herd,
jersey herds.
reflecting the remarkable quality of Calloway's
of
'Conservation
tte
awarded
Groverwood flaw's- was
October 15
Merit" at the-fourth annual convention congress held
in Louisville.

Martha Anne Brown, 19, and Marri
Genieve Brown,5, daughters of Mr. and
Mrs. Brent Brown, were killed this
morning in a car-truck collision at the
intersection of Highways 94 East and
732. Miss Scottie Jo Guy, 19, daughter of
Colonel and Mrs. Carroll Guy, is listed
in critical condition from injuries sustained in the accident.
Other deaths reported include Mrs.
Effie Elizabeth Lathram, 87, and Art
Lavendar,53.
Navy Seaman Steven L. Nance,son of
Mr. and Mrs. Shirley Nance, left Norfolk, Va., on Aug. 27 for the Mediterranean aboard the U Seattle.
Mrs. Dee lines, registered nurse, was
selected as the Outstanding Citizen of
Murray and Calloway County for 1970
by the Woodmen of the World.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Jerry Maness on Sept. 5, a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Danny Walker on Sept.
6, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Michael T.
Jones on Aug. 13.
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob L. Mahan
observed their 50th wedding anniversary on Sept. 5. Talmadge Sims was honored at a dinner on his 53rd birthday at his home. '

20 Years Ago
The Memorial Baptist Church will
dedicate its new educational building
and hold open house on Sept. 11, accor(i)o pastor, the Rev. T. A.
&lag
•t
Thacker.
has
Church
Baptist
Grove
The Locust
completed a new pastor's home which
is located just south of the church on the
old school grounds. Open house will be
held on Sept. 11.
Army Pvt. Tommie Darnell, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Euclid Darnell, has completed eight weeks of advaned individual training at the Air Defense
Training Center, Fort Bliss, Texas.
Dr. Harry U. Whayne presented the
program at the meeting of the Murray
Rotary Club held at the Murray
Woman's Club House.
The Murray High School Tigers,
coached by Ty Holland, downed the
Russellville Panthers 39 to 13 in their
opening football game of the season
here last night.

3() Years Ago
"This is the most unfavorable growing season for tobacco since 1900 as
related by reports of the old timers,"
according to Holmes Ellis, general
manager of the Western Dark Fired
Tobacco Growers Association, in a
special article written and published today.
A petition is being circulated in the
town of Puryear, Tenn., protesting the
Nashville, Chattanooga and St. Louis
Railroad's petition for authority to
discontinue the passenger trains
operating between Paducah and
Bruceton, Tenn.
"Hats off to Ty Holland for a swell
summer of supervising the park and the
sports there. We know four teams of
midget ball players that think that he is
tops," from the column,"Seen & Heard
Around Murray" by James C.
Williams.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs.Gaston McKee]on Aug. 31.
Barkley Jones, principal of Lynn
Grove High School and State Representative from this area, spoke at the dinner meeting of the Garden Department
of the Murray Woman's Club. Over 100
members and guests were present with
D. L. Divelbiss as toastmaster.
Showing at the Capitol Theatre is
"House By The River" starring Louis
Hayward, Lee Bowman, and Jane
Wyatt.

To Be Continued
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ABOUT THIS PAGE
Editorials, columns and other
opinionated articles on this page are
presented for the purpose of
providing a forum for the free
exchange of differing opinions.
We at The Murray Ledger &
Times strongly believe that to limit
opinionated articles to only those
which parallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
be a disservice to our readers.
Therefore, we encourage readers
who do not agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
individual writer in a column or
other article, to respond with their
feelings on the particular issues
being discussed with a letter to the
editor.
By the same token, if an issue has
not beeh discussed on this page and
a reader feels that the issue merits
the attention of the general public,
we welcome a letter to the editor or
an authored article on whatever that
topic might be.
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Fine Arts at
Murray State
Music
Concerts and
Festivals
September 18
Marching Band Festival. Sponsored
by the Kentucky Music Educators
Association (KMEA) - 600 p.m., Roy
Stewart Stadium - Admission charge.
September 17.
Festival of Champions Marching
Band Competition. Roy Stewart
Stadium Preliminaries begin at 9:00
a.m., Finals begin at 7:00 p.m. - Admission charge.
October 2
Children's Orchestra Concerts. By
the Murray State Symphony Orchestra
under the direction of Neale B. Mason,
Lovett Auditorium. Annual concerts
sponsored by the Department of Music
in cooperation with the Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club.
Concerts are designed for public school
students of Murray and Calloway
County. Concert times are 8:45 and
. 1000 a.m.

December 2
MSU Wind Ensemble Concert. 8:15
pm - Lovett Auditorium, Gerald L.
Welker, conductor. Concert is open to
the public without charge

AM
5 30

10 00

December 5
MSU Percussion Ensemble Concert. 8:15 p.m. - Recital Hall Annex.
Torn Vanarsdel, conductor. Concert is
open to the public without charge.

Theatre
Speech and Theatre
September 27
Creative Drama Workshop. With
Rita Criste, 9:00-12:00 a.m. Location
to be announced.
October 9-12, 16, 17
Oliver
by Lionel Bart. University
Theatre, Doyle Fine Arts Center, 8:00
curtain time, except matinee 2100 p.m.
on October 12, Tickets: $3.00 adults,
$1.50 children or by season 'ticket.

October 14
MSU Wind Ensemble Concert. 8:15
p.m., Lovett Auditorium, Gerald L.
Welker, conductor, public invited
without charge.
October 19-21
Music
K•ntucky
Teachers
Association State C
firm.
Schedule of concerts and special events
will be available from the Department
of Music Office.
October 28
MSU Jazz Ensembles and Combos
Conc•rt. 8 15 p to
Lovett
Auditorium, open to the public without
charge
November 3
Quad.tilt•t•
Annual
Choral
Festival. Concert performance at 7:00
p.m.
Lovett Auditorium, Robert K.
Bear, festival coordinator Concert is
open to the public without charge.
November 24
Annual Quad-State Junior Bead
Festival. Concert performance at 7:00
p.m. - Lovett Auditorium, David Wells,
festival coordinator. Concert is open to
the public without charge.

,;•• '•••••17•••

PM
12 00
4 00

FUNK:IMO Opera
All Things Considered. In
depth news
5.00 A Prairie Home Cosaponies. Two hour live variety
show
7.00 Theatre of the Air. Music
of Broadway and news of
the theater
9 00 Folk Festival U.S.A. Folk
music
11 00 Beckroads. Progressive and
traditional folk
Sea

Sunday
AM
7-.00 Auditorium Organ Organ
classics
Old
, 7:30 The
Choirmaster.
Favorite hymns
8:00 Early Composers. Music
from the medieval, renaissance
and baroque eras
PM
2:00

Big Band Era. Big bands,
vocalists, and dixieland with
host Bobby Bryan.

November 6-8
Woyzeck by Georg Buchner. University Theatre, Doyle Fine Arts Center,
8:00 p.m. curtain time, Tickets: $3.00
adults, $1.50 children or by season
ticket.
November 14-16
Woyzeck. Entry into Kentucky
College Theatre Festival, Northern
Kentucky University

Radio Reader. Dick Estell
reads books from the bestseller list in 30 minute
segments (repeated at 5:30
p.m.)
1:00 Classical Music
4:00 All Things
Considered.
National Public Radio's award
winning news magaupe
6:00 Adventures in Good Music.
Karl Haas guides the listener
through the world of classical
music
7:00 Mon My Word
Tues _Suspense
Wed. The Life of Riley
—'inurs The Great Gild44sleeve
Fri. Jazz Revisited
8:00 Mon Grab Bag (live concert)
Tues. Ballads, Bards. and
Bagpipes (Scottish music)
Wed. Chicago Symphony
(live)
Thurs. All That Jazz
Fri. The Black Cats Jump
(Black big bands)
9:00 awake] Music

All Things Considered Indepth news
5:00 Firing
Line.
Political
discussion
7:00 New York Philharmonic. In
concert
9:00 Jazz Alive! Jazz in Concert
11:00 Jazz
Horizons.
Con
temporary Jazz

Poetry Readings
The Department of English each
semester offers a series of poetry or fiction readings. Such poets as Stanley
Plumley, 'Philip Dacey, Marvin
and Kelly Cherry have appeared in the
past. The schedule and poets for the
fall semester have not been announced,
but there will be readings by
nationally-acclaimed poets or novelists.
Traditionally, there is a reception after
each reading so that people attending
the reading may talk with the poets in
an informal situation. For specific
details contact Professor D.E. Wylder,
Chairman, Department of English

Fall 1980

Faculty Recitals
October 13
Annual Quad-State String Festival.
Concert performance at 7:00 p.m. Lovett Auditorium, Neale B. Mason,
festival coordinator, no charge.

Masterworks
Showcase.
Solo, chamber, and symphonic
classical works

Saturday
AM
Music From the Frost
Porch. Bluegrass, blues. folk,
Western swing and old time?
music
9 00 Thank Iteavess! It's Seto,day. Host Darrell Haden
brings musical nostalgia to
life

400

December 12
MSU Brass Choir Concert. 815
p.m. - Recital Hall Annex, Raymond
Conklin, conductor. Concert is open to
the public without charge.

w •

Morning
Edition. Three
hours of local, regional and
national news

PM
12 00

December 9
MSU Madrigal Singers Concert.
8:15 p.m. - Clara Eagle Gallery, Carl
Rogers, conductor. Performance is
open to the public without charge

December 11.
MSU Choir and Chorus Christmas
Concert. 8:15 p to
- Lovett
Auditorium, Robert K Baar, conductor. Performance is open to the
public without charge

WKMS-FM is a non-commercial
public redo station licensed to the
Murray State University Board of
Regents WKMS operates on an
assigned frequency of 91.3 mill with
an authorized power of 100,000 watts
stereo
WKMS publishes a monthly program
guide with more detailed program
listings To receive a copy, write
WKMS-FM, Box 3227 University
Station, Murray, KY, or call 1502/
762-4359
Occasionally regularly scheduled
programming will be pre-empted in order to present special national or local
programs WKMS-FM will try to make
advance announcements when such
changes occur
Consult program
listings in the local newspapers for
changes or specials

Monday through Friday

December 4
MSU Symphony Orchestra Concert. 8:15 p.m. - Lovett Auditorium,
Neale B. Mason, conductor. Concert is
open to the public without charge.

December 10
Children's Christmas Concerts. By
the Murray State University Choir,
Robert K. Baer, conductor. Annual
concerts sponsored by the Department
of Music in cooperation with the Music
Department of the Murray Woman's
Club. Concerts are designed for public
school students of Murray and
Calloway County. Concert times are
8:45 and 1000 a.m.

Fine Arts Radio
WKMS-FM
(91.3 FM)

September 9
Faculty Chamber Music Recite!.
8 15 p.m. - Farrell Recital Hall. Open
to the public without charge.
September 16
Faculty Chamber Music Recital.
8:15 p.m. - Farrell Recital Hall. Open
to the public without charge.
September 30
Faculty Recital. With Kay Bates,
mezzo-soprano: Marie Taylor, piano,
8:15 p.m. - Farrell Recital Hall. Open
to the public without charge.
October 12
Joint Piano Recital. By James and
Susan McKeever, 3:00 p.m. - Farrell
Recital Hall Open to the public
without charge

Murray Civic
Music Association

November 11
MSU Faculty Saxophone Quartet
Recital. 8 15 p.m
Farrell Recital
Hall Open to the public without
charge

September 25
Leonard Rose. cellist. 8:15 p.m. Lovett Auditorium. Admission by
membership card or Murray State
Student ID only. (Membership information is available by calling 7531285)

November 13
Faculty Woodwind Recital. By Ray
Smith, 8:15 pm. Farrell Recital Hall.
Open to the public without charge.

October 20
Anthony and Joseph Paratore. Puo
pianists, 8:15 p.m., Lovett Auditorium

November 18
Faculty Brass Quintet Recital.
8:15 p.m. - Farrell Recital Hall. Open
to the public without charge

December 8
"A Christmas Carol". A musical
adaptation of Dickens classic, 8:15
p.m. - Lovett Auditorium

Art

December 5 - 18
•
Faculty Exhibition. Recent works by
Department of Art Faculty

Clara M. Eagle Gallery

Saturdays - Sept. 27-Nov. 1
Children's Art Workshop. Grades K6, mini-courses in various studio skills
for elementary children. 9 00 am 11:00 a.m

Open 7:30 a.m. - 9:00 p.m. Monday .
Friday, 10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. Saturday,
1100 p.m. - 4:00 p.m. Sunday, August 25,
1980 to December 18, 1980. The Gallery
will be closed for holidays: September 1
(Labor Day), November 4 (Election Day)
and November 26, 27, 28 (Thanksgiving
Break). Admission free On fourth & fifth
floors, Price Doyle Fine Arts Canter

Art Workshops

October 28-29
Chris Burden. Sculptor from Los
Angeles, California Mr. Burden will
give a slide lecture/presentation on
Oct. 28 at 7:30 p.m. in Room 423,
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center. Mr. Burden will also give a community lecture
at Murray High School on Oct. 29 at
10:30 a.m.

August 25 - September 17
Map Art/Artifacts. A Kentucky Arts
Commission Show of Maps and Map
Artifacts
August 25 - September 17
The Monotype An exhibition of
monoprints from Pratt School of
Design

November 11-12
Henry Raneons. Painter from Good
Hope. Georgia Associated with the Far
Gallery of New York City. Mr. Ransom
will give a slide presentation on his
work in painting on Nov. 11 at 730
p.m. in Room 423, Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center. Mr. Ransom will also give
a community lecture at the Hickman
Public Library, Hickman, Kentucky on
Nov. 12 at 12:00 noon.

August 29 - September 27
Fahwell. Bob Falwell's work in wood
(Native of Murray)
August 29 - September 17
Studio
. An invitational
ceramics exhibition from potters
throughout the U S who are making
their living producing functional
ceramics

Visiting Artists Series

t
•7_1,‘11'

September 19 - October 15
African Heritage. Ethonographic ar
tifacts and art from the African Continent
September 19 - October 15
Posters of Julius Friedman &
Nathan Felde. This show was recently
at the J B Speed Museum in
Louisville
October 17 - November 19
K•atucky Studeot Drawing.
Drawings by Kentucky College and
University Students — an invitational
exhibition

conduct a workshop in watercolor on
Oct. 20. Workshop no. 1, 9:00 a.m. 12:00 noon. Workshop no. 2, 1:00 4:00 p.m. Both workshops to be held
in Room 5.35, Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center. Mr. Spears will give a slide lecture on his work in watercolor on Oct.
20 at 7:00 p.m., Room 535, Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center. Mr Spears will
also give a community lecture to the
Henderson Society of Art on Oct. 21 at
7-00 p.m. (place to be announced at a
later date)

September 2,4-25
A.D. Coleman. Photography Critic
from New York City. Currently Editor
to the Camera 35 Magazine and the
Village Voice. Mr. Coleman will give a
lecture/presentation
slide
on
photography on Sept. 24 at 800 p.m.
In Room •423, Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center Mr Coleman will also give a
community lecture to the Western Ken,urJty Camera Club on Sept ,25 at
7:00 p to at Paducah Community
College
October 20-21
Kltb Spears Jr. Watercolorist from
-Louisville Kentucky Mr Spears will

December 8-13
Frederick Scott Maurer. Glass
worker from Louisville, Kentucky. Mr.
Maurer will conduft a workshop in
glass on Dec. 8, 9:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m.;
Dec. 9, 12:30 - 5:00 p.m.; Dec. 10,
930 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.; Dec. 11, 9:30
a.m. - 5:00 p.m.; Dec. 12, 9:30 am. 5:00 p.m. The workshops will be held
in the ceramics lab of the art depart8:ient. Mr. Maurer will also give community slide lectures to the Calloway
County High School on Dec. 9 at
10:00 a.m and the Paducah Art Guild
on Dec 10 at 730 p.m. There will be
community workshop for the Art
Oudld and students from the high
school on Dec. 13, 10700 a.m. - 5:00
p.m

•
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Bel Air Shopping
Center
Highway 641 South
Murray, Ky.
Open 8 a.m. to 11 p.m.
Every Day

0004
Ce'...•OC•Cor.e>r-oC>Oe":oS>r..or..oCor..e:
30CC
,
./33.C•c..•OC..o000Co0.06C•G'..er.+CrCeZ/:./C
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Don't Worry
Murray...
Storey's Food Giant
Will Not Be
Undersold!!

DIXIE FRESH
GRADE 'A' LARGE

Limit Rights
Reserved

Home Owned
Operated

*Giant Inflation Fighters
*Weekly Coupons

*Everyday Low Shelf Prices
*Super Specials

Storey's
FOOD
GIANT
*Choice Meats
*Fresh Produce

PRICES GOOD
WEDS. SEPT. 10TH
THRU
TUES. SEPT. 16TH

PEPSI, DR. PEPPER
MT. DEW 7-UP

EGGS
ONE
DOZ.

TWO LITER
PLASTIC BOTTLE

LIMIT ONE PER FAMILY
WITH $10.00 ADDITIONAL ORDER
EXCLUDING TOBACCO AND DAIRY PRODUCTS

TIDE
LAUNDRY

PRINGLES

AUTOMATIC
D1SHriASHER

POTATO
'CHIPS

ALL
50 OZ.

1 59

DOG FOOD

4
99

OTHER LEADING POWDERS

"

25 LB

TWIN PACK
(WITH COUPON BELOW)

DETERGENT
$1 47

BOW WOW
CHUNK

-

49 OZ.

ORIGINAL, RIPPLE, COUNTRY STYLE

NABISCO PREMIUM
SALTINE

KRAFT WRAPPED

SINGLES

SCOT LAD
FROZEN CRINKLE CUT

CRACKERS

AMERICAN,SWISS OR PIMENTO

120Z.
16 SLICES

1 LB.
BOX

POTATOES

69' 58

2 LB.
BAG

DEL MONTE
DEL MONTE

CATSUP
$109
4401.
""----raLys
CHILI
WITH BEANS

69

1501.

TRASH BAGS
8 CT. 30 GAL.$1 79
DAWN
DISHWASHING LIQUID
2201.99'

COUPON

COUPON

Limit One Per Family
Liquid

Limit One Per Family
Mrs.
Butterworth

PEACHES

CORN MEAL
$119

HALVES OR SLICES

5 LB

GLAD
TRASHBAGS
$1 29
10 CT. 30 GAL.

2901.

,

73

SHASTA DIET OR REG.

COLA
(COLA FLAVOR ONLY)
tit

6 PK

COUPON
Limit One Per Family
Betty Crocker
Hamburger

Detergent
64 Oz.
$259
Geed Only Al Storey's
Exp. 9-16

Good Oily At Slony's
Fop 9-16

Good Only At SlOrey'S
Fop 9 16

Good Only At Storey's
Fop. 9-16

COUPON
Limit One Per Family
Dove
Seep
Berth She Ber

S W Oily Al Storey's
Exp. 9-16 -

Geed Oily Al Siptey's
Exp. 9-16

Geed Only At Slorty't
Fop,9-16

...•••--• IR
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GOLDEN
SMOKED
BONELESS

HAM
$1

IA LOIN

9
?

PORK CHOPS

•

39
LB.
USDA
CHOICE
BONELESS

SWISS STEAK
!
$21

1

SLICED
SLAB

BACON
FAMILY PACK
USDA CHOICE BONELESS
STEW MEAT

LB.

$219

COUNTRY STYLE

$139
PORK RIBS

LB

HOT DOGS
METZGER RIVERSIDE BY THE PIECE

SLICED RIB HALF
LB.

PORK LOIN

CENTER CUT

ARMOUR

$1 29
LB.

$1 39

LB. $

99

FRESH LINK PORK
$159
SAUSAGE

LB.

CORN DOGS
MR. FRITTER FROZEN

HAM
CORN VALLEY PORK

PATTIES

SAUSAGE

min PRODUCE snumos

3 LB. $1199

LB.

$1 29

3 LB. BAG

9!

NECTARINES OR YELLOW ONIONS
PRUNES 45!

BROCCOLI
YELLOW CORN
GREEN ONIIONS

3LB BAG 794

00
4
3/:;0
BELL PEPPERS

CASH POT
THIS WEEK WIN

GinnT DELI SAIMIGSXCIMIT BAKERY SAM
CHICKEN SALAD

aNasSANDWICH

½L1.

$109
99'

CINNAMON ROLLS

COOKIES

B
F LOILED HAM

•

79
LI. $2

ITALIAN BREAD

20'
99'

EACH

IN STORE BAKED

IN STORE BAKED .

0'
0

994

99

GRAPES

11%

19

RED APPLES

WHITE

BUYS

IL

BOLOGNA
SWIFT CANNED

KING COTTON

PORK CHOPS

1201. $

DOZ

Sports
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MSU Runners Host Meet
Against Arkansas State

Bartow, Weltlich To Be
Among Major College
Coaches At MSU Clinic
Gene Bartow, Bob Weltlich
and Ron Greene will headline
the first annual Nike/Racer
Basketball Coaches Clinic
Oct. 4 at Murray State University.
The one day clinic is
scheduled for Room 226 of Roy
Stewart Stadium with
preregistration set at $15 or
$20 for registration at the
door.
The trio of headline
speakers represent nearly 40
years of head coaching experience with over 500 career
wins between them. Each has
directed teams to post-season
play.
Bartow, former head coach
at Memphis State, Illinois and
UCLA, is one of only five
coaches in history to guide two
different schools to the NCAA
final four. Entering his fourth
season at the University of
Alabama in Birmingham,
Bartow has guided UAB to
winning records in each of his
three seasons and last year
achieved his 300th career victory in collegiate coaching.
Weltlich, the 1979-80 SEC
Coach of the Year, led
Mississippi to a 17-13 record
last season and through two
rounds of the NIT. A former
assistant at Indiana, Weltlich

Murrayr

Collegiate cross country
makes its debut in Murray this
weekend ay the Murray State
men's team host Arkansas
State Friday (4 p.m.) and the
Lady Racers welcome
Southern Illinois, Memphis
State and Louisville for competition Saturday (11 a.m.) at
the Murray Country Club.
The Racers are fresh from
last Saturday's team victory
in the Westport Invitational
Run in Louisville where
freshman Chris Buynan took
first place honors.
Murray State downed
Arkansas State 22-33 last
season. Despite his team's

Murray State placed third in
last Saturday's Westport Invitational with sophomore
Deanna Dennison taking 10th
place in the competition.
"I was pleased with our top
five," said Simmons. "I'm
Jerry Odlin, Pat Chimes, hoping we can get more supEddie Wedderburn and Barry port from our next five.
Attwell are among 15 Murray Southern Illinois always has a
State runners running in Fri- strong team and Memphis
day's competition over the State may be improved."
five mile course at Murray
In addition to Dennison, the
Country Club.
Lady Racer representation
Lady Racer cross country will include Wendy Slaton,
coach Margaret Simmons will Diane Holmes, Joan Migatz,
continue to face strong com- Diane Stewart, Sandy Minor,
petition this Saturday in a Cara O'Brien, Theresa Bradford and Kelly Wilson.
triangular meet.

success last week, Cornell
feels his squad is far from top
condition.
We have some minor injury problems which concern
me,"said Cornell.

Watts Says Sooners To Have Off Year
GENE BARTOW
Also on the program will be
Murray State conditioning
coach Charlie Haak who will
on "Equalizing
Greene was honored as OVC speak
Coach of the Year, NABC Physical Strength for Basketsecond
District 7 Coach of the Year ball." Haak is in his
and was a nominee for na- year on the Racer staff and
formerly served on the staff at
tional coach of the year after Somerset Community College
leading Murray State to a 23-8 and Western Kentucky.
record, the OVC coRegistration will begin at 8
championship and the a.m. Additional information
quarter-final round of the NIT. may be obtained by contacting
Greene owns a 215-128 career Mike Dill at the MSU Basketball Office (502-762-6804.
record over 13 seasons.

guided the Rebels to their first
ever post-season tournament
appearance.

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Julius Caesar Watts Jr.,
Oklahoma's colorfully named
quarterback, says this year's
Sooner team is no better than
the 1976 squad, which posted
the school's worst record of
the decade.
But that does not necessarily bode well for Kentucky,
which tangles with the
Sooners in Norman, Okla., on
Saturday.
The Wildcats should consider that the '76 Sooners
finished 8-2-1, winning the fifth
of eight straight Big Eight
Conference titles.
"Right now, I'd probably
rate us with our 1976 team,"

Watts said in a telephone interview from Norman. We
had good running backs then,
but no great ones — no Joe
Washingtons, no Greg Pruitts,
no Billy Simses. This year,
we've got good running backs,
people who've got the potential to be great."
Those backs are Stanley
Wilson, David Overstreet and
Chet Winters. If not great,
they nonetheless are believed
competent. The Sooners were
ranked fourth in this week's
Associated Press college football poll.
What is to separate the current Sooners from their 1976
predecessors?

"Well," said Watts, "the
biggest difference between
this team and that is that
we've got an experienced
quarterback...
"Confidence comes with
repetition," he said. ."The
more you do, the better you
do. Last year, I had some success early and the coach and
the team started to believe in
me, too. And we ended up doing pretty well."
Watts personally did very
well. At the controls of
Oklahoma's risky wishbone
offense, he led the Sooners to
an 11-1 record and another Big
Eight title.

AL East Race Heats Up Once Again, Yankees Hold Lead By Three
By MIKE HARRIS
AP Sports Writer
The race in the American
League East that seemed so
cool only a few days ago,
heated up again Tuesday night
in the unlikely cities of Detroit
and Toronto.
Scott McGregor, continuing
his mastery over the Tigers,
fired a three-hitter as the
Baltimore Orioles beat Detroit
2-0 and moved within three
games of the division-leading
New York Yankees, who were
in the process of dropping a 6-4
decision to the Blue Jays at
Toronto.
In other AL action Tuesday,
Boston beat Cleveland 4-3;

Young Jackson Todd,
elevated to the Blue Jays staff
from Syracuse in early
August, earned his fourth victory against one loss in
Toronto's victory over the
Yankees.
Todd limited the Yankees to
seven hits over 62-3 innings,
_
Doug DeCinces belted a walked six and struck out
home run and doubled and three. Mike Willis pitched
scored the other run on Lee hitless relief the rest of the
May's pinch sacrifice fly, way to earn his first save.
The Yankees, who led
while McGregor, 17-7, flirted
2-games on
/
with a no-hitter until Dave Baltimore by 41
Stegman and Jim Lentine both Sunday, drew nine walks but
singled in the sixth. The only stranded 13 baserunners.
Meanwhile, Mayberry's
other hit was a twoout single
by John Wockenfuss in the nin- tworun homer, his 22nd of the
season, keyed a four-run thirdth

California stopped Kansas City 4-3; Oakland beat Texas 63; Minnesota crushed
Milwaukee 15-2, and Seattle
tipped Chicago 4-1.

AL Roundup

inning that got the Blue Jays
off and running.
Red Sox 4, Indians 3
Gary Hancock's ninthinning single scored Jim
Dwyer from second base, giving Dennis Eckersley, 10-12, a
victory over his former teammates. Dwyer was walked by
loser Victor Cruz, 5-7, and
moved into scoring position on
a sacrifice bunt by Glenn Hoff"
man.
Eckersely scattered 10 hits,
struck out four and walked
three in eight innings. Tom
Burgmeier pitched the ninth
and earned his 22nd save.
Angels 4, Royals 3
Dan Ford slammed his

seventh homer of the year and
Frank Tanana gained the victory with one inning of relief
help from Mark Clear.
Tanana, 8-10, beat the Royals
for only the fifth time in 17
career decisions, while Clear
picked up his ninth save.
Despite the loss, however,
the Royals saw their magic
number in the American
League West reduced to seven
over the second-place
Rangers. Kansas City played
without George Brett for the
third consecutive game and
now is 19-19 in games without
the .396 hitter in the lineup.
A's 6, Rangers 3

Mitchell Page slugged a
pair of homers and Matt
Keough, 2-17 a year ago, raised his current record to 15-12.
Keough beat the Rangers for
the first time after losing
seven straight to them.
However, he left in the eighth
with a sore back, and Jeff
Jones,ihe A's second reliever,
earned his fifth save.
Page keyed a four-run
fourth with a solo homer, his
13th, and added a two-run shot
in the seventh to give the A's a
6-0 lead. Al Oliver hit his 17th
homer in the eighth for the
first Texas run and Jim Sundberg added a two-run double
for the Rangers.

Richmond."There's not much
to think about."
Flores had his biggest moment in the spotlight last
season when he booted a 17yard field in the second overtime period of Eastern Kentucky's 33-30 win over NevadaReno in the playoffs.
But Flores considers his
field goal against Kentucky
State just as important.
"Both of the kicks were the
same as far as the situation,"
said the 5-foot-8, 170-pound
senior. "There was just as
much riding on the kick in the
Kentucky State game as the
one tvith Reno.
"The Reno game may have
more riding on it as far as the
playoffs were concerned and
going to Florida (to the

Thursday
September 11
7:30 P.M. New City Park _
Advance Tickets
$2.50 Adult
$1.50 18 and Under
!Prices SO' Higher at Gate
Tickets available at First Baptist Church, Donalien-Han, Sporting or any Church Softball
League refrosentatlio.

finals 1," he said,"but the kick
last weekend might have an
effect on the rest of the season
and whether we reach the
playoffs again."
The 24-year-old soccer-style
kicker had originally tried to
walk-on at the University of
Kentucky after he graduated
from Mariemont High School
in suburban Cincinnati in 1975.

But after 10 practices he
grew disenchanted with the
prospect of sitting on the
bench for two seasons at Kentucky and left. After missing a
semester of school, Flores
finally ended up at Eastern
Kentucky.
Flores had to sit out two
semesters before becoming

eligible and finally suited up
for the Colonels in 1977. He's
been their kicker ever since.
He now holds most of the
Eastern Kentucky season and
career field goal and extra
point records. Flores, a
master of consistency, also
has the Ohio Valley Conference record for making 60
consecutive extra points.

His longest field goal in a
game is 49 yards, although he
has connected from 56 yards
out in scrimmages.
"I think things worked out
real well for me at Eastern,"
said Flores. "I don't see that
I've gone wrong coming
here."

t hri.tion

Gullett Having Difficulty
Being Away From Yanks
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
On these chill autumn mornings he may be seen jogging
through the neighborhoods of
suburban Norwood, N.J., just
across the Hudson River from
his normal place of business,
Yankee Stadium.
When the New York
Yankees are on the road, as
now, he often may be found in
the empty,cavernous Stadium
— alone, running, throwing
and soaking his aching
shoulder in the hot tub. When
the Yankees are home,he puts
on his pinstriped uniform and
takes a seat in front of locker
No. 35 — a dejected,
frustrated figure, unable to
join in the hilarity of a team
involved in another hot pennant race.
"The pain is bad enough,"
says Don Gullett. "It's the
mental aspect that'is hard to
take."
No one realizes better than
he that he is the Yankees' $2
million white elephant, unable
to throw a single ball to aid his
team's drive for the World
Series.
• Gullett Is the onetime "Boy
Wonder" of major league pitchers. As a 19-year-old rookie,
he struck out six straight Meta

in a relief role, tying a National League record. At 20,
with the Cincinnati Reds he
carved out the best percentage in the league.
By the time he was 27 he had
won 109 games,lost 50 and had
the best winning percentage
(.686)among all the active pitchers in baseball. He had
shared in seven championship
series and six World Series.
Today at age 29 that once
powerful pitching arm is as
dead as a frozen flounder —
plagued with a shoulder ailment that so far has defied the
finest surgeons. The career
that once appeared headed for
astronomical heights is
shrouded with doubt and
pessimism.
In the last three years he
has figured in only six games,
those in 1978, none last year,
none this year.
"It's disheartening, I feel so
helpless," says the boyish,
mild-mannered farmer from
Maloneton, Ky."Kayoed at 27.
I. look back and say,'Why did
this happen to me?' But I've
been fortunate. Some never
get to the majors. I at least
have some accompishments
and wonderful experiences to
remember.
"I still have hope. I am by

nature very competitive. The
last person to give up on Don
Gullett will be Don Gullett."
Gullett has been beset with
ailments most of his career —
hepatitis in 1972, a back ailment in 1974, neck and
shoulder trouble and a broken
thumb in 1975. Pitching for the
Reds against the Yankees in
the first game of the World
Series in 1976, he dislocated a
tendon in his right ankle and
wore a cast for weeks.
In November of that year,
after seven years and four
World Series with the Reds, he
was the first free agent signed
by the Yankees in the re-entry
draft, reportedly receiving
close to $2 million.
On Sept. 29 that year he
underwent surgery by Dr.
Frank Jobe of Inglewood,
Calif., who resurrected Tommy John's left arm, but the
result was not the same.
It's an agonizing wait for the
young pitcher but he's hardly
in need of welfare. The
postman brings that nice
paycheck every month, with
no great financial loss to Steinbrenner. George was smart.'
He insured all his milliondollar Itroperties, including
Gullett, with Lloyd's of London.

Twins 15, Brewers 2
Minnesota exploded for 22
hits and scored six runs in
both the fourth and sixth innings to give pitcher Al
Williams, 3-2, an easy victory.
Roy Smalley led the attack
with four singles and two runs
batted in and Ron Jackson
knocked in three runs with a
pinch double.
Williams held the Brewers
hitless until Ben Oglivie tripled in the fifth. Ogilvie even-

tually scored on a groundout,
but Williams finished with a
six-hitter.
Mariners 4, White Sox I
Rick Honeycutt and Byron
McLaughlin combined on a
seven-hitter for the Mariners.
Honeycutt, 9-15, worked 51-3
innings, giving up the Chicago
run on Chet Lemon's ninth
homer before giving way to
McLaughlin.
The Mariners scored single
• ''..
runs in the second, third:
fourth and sixth off White Sox
starter Ross Baumgarten, 210. Larry Milbourne moved
the first run into scoring position with a single and walked
and scored twice.

SEPTEMBER SPECIAL
Seven Seas Fish Dinner
$369

EKU's Flores Has Simple Philosophy
By MICHAEL EMBRY
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) —
Eastern Kentucky kicker
David Flores has a simple
philosophy when facing a
pressure situation. When
you're a placekicker, you
either make 'em or miss 'em.
That's about it.
"I don't think there's too
much pressure," said Flores,
whose 39-yard field goal in the
final two minutes lifted the
:ending NCAA Division INA champions to a surprisingly difficult 24-21 victory over
Kentucky State last Saturday.
"It's pretty cut and dried
when you go out to kick, a
pretty uncomplicated situation," he said in a recent
telephone interview from

Mickey Rivers, with two
hits, extended his hitting
streak to 24 games for the
Rangers, while Oliver has hit
in 21 in a row.
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Restaufant

For 7h• Finest
In Steak
IL-.
and Seafood/

OPIN 4 PM
753-4101
HIGHWAY 641 N.
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Who has the right
to tell you
what's right?
When most of us were growing up, there was a parent or
guardian who gave us guidance of one sort or another. But we
are grown now and capable of making our own decisions. It's
time to re-evaluate what we have been told is right for us and
wrong for us as individuals.
Only God has the right to pass judgment on our actions. He
alone has the final say.
If man was created in His image, then it follows that man
has dignity and individuality which must be respected. No one
but God has a right to tell a man what is right for himself.
In the Christian Church (Disciples of Christ) we think that a
person should have the freedom to interpret the Bible in his or
her own way. The church should remain a vehicle for this expression, not a dictator of it.
We also feel that as long as we are all headed in the right
direction, it doesn't matter which bus we catch. If you haven't
found a bus you're comfortable on, try ours. It leaves every
Sunday at 10:45

The First Christian Church
North of the square on Filth Street
Dr. David C. Roos, Minister
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Dodgers Hand Astros 5-4 Win, Lead Cut To One

SPORTS AT A GLANCE
lr

Major Leagues At A Glance
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Tuesday's Games
Montreal 3, New Yoct 0. la wane
New York at Mistreat. 3a1 game. ppd
Clinnnati 7, Atlanta 1
Philadelphia 5, Pittsburgh 4. 14 innings
Houston 5, Ice Angelis 4
*inn 6,(Isnot 1
San Diego 12, San Franosco 5
Wedoesdn's Games
Chicago (Reuichal 11-101 at Montreal
(Sanderson 144), in)
(Maraud; )Saaver 7-71 at Atlanta
(McWilliams 9-10),
Plulacielptua (Bystrom 150) at New
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Sports In Brief
By The Associated Press
TENNIS
PALERMO, Italy (
- Australian
Rod Frawley defeated Victor Pero of
Paraguay 4-6, 7-6, 6-4 in the Sicily Grand
Fri
In earlier matches, Guillermo Vitas
defeated Fernando Luna of Spain 6-3, 6I; Guuini Ocelppo of Italy defeated Alejandro Pierola of Chile 6-1, 6-2; Paul
McNamee of Australia defeated Paolo
Bertolucc 6-2, 6-2, and Uli Marten of
West Cermany defeated Zelzko
Franults ic of Yugoslavia 6-3, 7-5.
Phil Cent of Australia took a 6-0, 1-0
lead before his opponent, Miguel Mir of
Spain, withdrew because of injury
TOKYO )AP) -- Terry Holladay
defeated Emilio) Furuhashi of Japan, 61,6-1 while Bettina Bunge topped Laura
Dupont 6-0, 7-6 in first-round action at a
1175,000 tournament.
BASEBALL
NEW YORK ( AP) -- The Major

League Players Association filed a
grievance over Commissioner Bowie
Kuhn's suspension of Texas Rangers pitcher Ferguson Jenkins.
Kuhn ordered Jenkins to ait out the remainder of the season Monday because
of the pitcher's refusal to cooperate with
a drug investigation. Jenkins was arrested by Canadian authorities Aug. 25
when small amounts of cocaine, marijuana and hashish were found in his luggage at Toronto. He was released pending a Dec, 18 trial
HOCKEY
TORONTO (AP) - Punch linlach,
general manager of the Toronto Maple
leafs of the NHL, was released from the
coronary care unit of Toronto General
Hospital and was reported resting comfortably in a private room.
Onlach suffered a- heart attack three
weeks ago and his condition has been
listed as fair but stable since then.

Transactions
By The Associated Press
BASEBALL
Notional League
ST LOUIS CARDINALS-Signed Bob
Forsch, pitcher, to a six-year contract.
BA.SILETHALL
National Basketball Association
DENVER NUGGETS-Signed Wilson
Washington,forward

FOOTBALL
National Football League
NEW
ENGLAND
PATRIOTS-Waived Eddie Hare,
kicker.
HOCKEY
National Hockey League
NHL-Named John Gfeller executive
director of public relations and
marketing.

Howe then flied to Jay
Johnstone in shallow right, but
Morgan tagged up and slid
home safely for a 4-3 Houston
lead. The Astros scored
another run in the seventh on
Gary Woods' RBI-single.
Phfilles 5,Pirates 4
Bob Boone's 14th-inning
squeeze bunt scored Gary
Maddox from third base to lift
Philadelphia over Pittsburgh.
Maddox opened the. 14th with
his second double of the game
and advanced to third on a
groundout by Larry Bowa.
The Pirates elected to pitch
to Boone, who dropped a bunt
in front of relief pitcher Mark
Lee and Maddox scored easily
as Lee picked up the ball and
threw it past catcher Ed Ott.
The winner in the 3-hour, 24minute game was Warren
Brusstar, 2-0, the fourth
Phillies pitcher. Lee, the
"They have played so well seventh pitcher to work for the
for so long, I think it finally Pirates, lost his first and only
caught up with them," said decision.
Houston Manager Bill Virdon
Reds 7, Braves!
about the Dodgers. "It was
Ken Griffey broke a tie with
almost a necessity that we win a three-run homer in the sixth
at least one of these games. inning and right-hander Mario
Now they can't leave here Soto scattered seven hits and
with more than a two-game struck out a career-high 15
lead."
batters as Cincinnati defeated
Joaquin Andujar, who often Atlanta.
complains of being in Virdon's
Soto unproved his record to
doghouse, pitched
62-3 9-5, as the Reds beat the
outstanding innings for the Braves for the 13th time in 14
Astros.
games this season.
Elsewhere in the NL,
The score was tied 1-1 when
Philadelphia defeated Pitt- Ron Oester led off the Cincinsburgh 5-4 in 14 innings; Cin- nati sixth with a single against
cinnati whipped Atlanta 7-1; Atlanta starter Tommy
Montreal blanked New York 3- Boggs, 9-9, After Soto sacrific0; St. Louis trimmed Chicago ed Oester to second and Dave
6-4 and San Diego walloped Collins drew the game's first
San Francisco 12-5.
walk, Griffey sent a drive over
Art Howe was the hitting the center field fence for his
star for Houston, driving in 10th homer.
two runs, including a gameExpos 3, Mets 0
winning satrifice fly in the
Warren Cromartie hit a
seventh inning. Howe's leadoff home run and Ron
sacrifice fly came after the LeFlore added a two-run
.triAstros had loaded the bases ple in a seven-inning rally that
off Steve Howe on a walk to carried Montreal over New*
Joe Morgan, an error by first York in the rain-delayed first
basemar1 Steve Garvey that game of a doubleheader.
put men at second and third
The second game could not
and an intentional walk to be played because of the Mets'
Cesar Cedeno.
travel plans. The teams had

By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
You really have to handht to
the Houston Astros - the Los
Angeles Dodgers did Tuesday
night.
"That's a bit unusual for
us," said Dodgers Manager
Tom Lasorda after watching
his errorplagued team fumble
away a 5-3 decision to the
Astros.
The Dodgers made six errors - one shy of the team
record - in the nationallytelevised game at the
Astrodome. The shoddy performance cut the Dodgers'
lead in the National League
West to one game over the
Astros.

NI Roundup

agreed to a 12:30 a.m. curfew
after a steady rain delayed the
Start of the doubleheader for 3
hours and 42 minutes.
Steve Rogers, 14-10, scattered five hits to notch hi.',
100th career victory, becoming the first Expos hurler to do
so, and his recorded fourth
shutout of the season

trainer LeRoy Jolley.
Jolley, who was in Lexington on Tuesday for
Keeneland's September
Yearling Sale,said that the filly is scheduled to compete in
four races before beginning a

Save

Marty

winter vacation. She was
entered in Wednesday's
975,000-added Maskette Stakes
at Belmont Park and is also
slated to run in the Ruffian
and Beldame stakes at the
New York track, Jolley said.

The trainer said that Genuine Risk, whose 10 career
starts include the Derby victory as well as seconds in the
Preakness and Belmont
stakes, is slated to campaign
as a 4-year-old next season.

-Mart
Says

WERE HAVING

BA116/11111
HARWEST
MSU
,
1-4 Lighters

994

Prairie Farm 2% Gal.

Milk
$205

Valvoline
Antifreeze
$199
gal

tering six Chicago hits
through the first six innings.
Veteran Jim Kaat, John Urrea
and Kim Seaman pitched the
final three innings in relief of
Martinez.
Padres 12, Giants 5
Gene Tenace stroked two
homers and newcomer Randy
Bass a Lso homered, each

hi

knocking in three runs, as San
Diego defeated San Francisco
for its sixth straight victory
Steve Mura, 6-7, earned the
victory with a seven-hitter and
Alan Ripley, 7-9, was tagged
with the loss, the seventh for
the Giants in the last eight
games.

Uncertainty Remains For Jenkins' Return

Grievance Filed By Players
By TOM CANA VAN
Associated Press Writer
NEW YORK o%13) - The
Major League Players
Association filed a grievance
on behalf of suspended Texas
Rangers pitcher Ferguson
Jenkins Tuesday, but it's
uncertain whether the move
will pave the way for the Cy
Young award winner to return
to action this year.
Commissioner Bowie Kuhn
ordered Jenkins to sit out the
remainder of the season Monday for failing to cooperate
with baseball's investigation
of the pitcher's arrest on drug
charges.
Less than 24 hours later,
Players Association counsel
Don Fehr filed the grievance,
adding the union would seek a
hearing on the matter by next
week.
But that's where the matter
comes to a halt.
Bob Wirz, a spokesman for
Kuhn, said the commissioner
did not receive a copy of the
grievance Tuesday. He added
that a statement might be
issued Wednesday by the commissioner or by Ray Grebey,
the director of the Player
Relations'office.
Raymond Goetz,the University of Kansas law professor

who serves as baseball's impartial arbitrator, said it was
up to the parties involved to
determine how quickly the
grievance will be heard.
"I really don't know when it
will be heard," Goetz said in a
telephone interview. "It's up
to the parties involved to
determine that. They are in
control."
Jenkins was not available to
comment on the grievance action.
With less than a month left
in the regular season, the
Players Association will seek
a speedy resolution of the problem.
Marvin Miller, the executive director of the association, said the union would request "Immediate processing
of the grievance." He also accused Kuhn of violating
Jenkins'constitutional rights.
Jenkins was arrested by
Canadian authorities Aug. 25
when small amounts of cocaine, marijuana and hashish
were found in his luggage as
he was traveling with the
Rangers for a series in Toronto. He was released pending a
Dec. 18 trial.
Five days later, the Canadian citizen was summoned by
Kuhn to his office in New

York, where, acting on the advice of his attorney Ed
Greenspan, he refused to
answer any questions regarding the arrest.
Kuhn notified Jenkins of the
suspension by letter last
weekend. He said the suspension, with pay, might be terminated if Jenkins cooperated
with the commissioner's investigation into the incident.
"One of the basic lessons
any lawyer is taught is the
right of a client to remain
silent, particularly when in

front of such a board or
tribunal," said Greenspan. -I
was merely exercising a right
that everyone recognizes but
Bowie Kuhn."
If the suspension stands,
Jenkins would miss five or six
starts. The right-hander, who
won the Cy Young in 1971 with
the Chicago Cuba, was susposed to pitch against Oakland
Monday night. Rookie John
Butcher, a 23-year-old rookie
just recalled from the minors,
replaced him and beat the A's
on a six-hit complete game.

Watson Shoots For 277
To Go Ahead Of Trevino
PINEHURST, N.C. )AP)Tom Watson's magic number
this week is 277.
He needs to shoot that score,
7 under par, or better to go
past Lee Trevino in the race
for pro golf's coveted Vardon
Trophy, which goes to the man
with the low stroke average on
the PGA Tole.
And that figure could be
good enough to provide him
with a third consecutive title
in the 8250,000 Hall of Fame
Tournament.
"It's • important," the

recordsetting Watson said of
his tight race with Trevino,
who is not competing in this
72-hole event that gets started
Thursday on the famed
Pinehurst No. 2 course in the
Carolina sandhills.
Watson seems to have clinched both the Player of the
Year title and the leading
money-winning spot for a
record fourth consecutive
season. But he trails Trevino
by a fraction in his drive for a
fourth consecutive Vardon
Trophy.

GOODAVEAR

Genuine Risk To Run In Spinster Stakes
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) Genuine Risk, the first filly to
win the Kentucky Derby in 65
years, will finish her 1980 racing season with a start in the
$150,000 Spinster Stakes at
Keeneland, according to

Cardinals 6, Cubs 4
'fony Scott singled home the
tie-breaking run during a fourrun rally in the fifth inning and
Ted Simmons drove in two
runs, powering St. Louis over
Chicago.
St. Louis right-hander Silvio
Martinez, 5-9, posted his firs/
victory in six decisions, scat-
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SAVE GAS EVERY MILE YOU DRIVE
(Compared to non-radials')
SAVE THE COST OF SNOW TIRES
(No extra wheels either,)

SAVE ON SPRING/FALL CHANGEOVER

P155/80R12 BLACKWALL
plus St 38 FET
NO TRADE NEEDED

(Eliminate all that hassle')
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Don't Forget. Saturday Is Your Last Day To Save!

SAVE ON
GAS & GROCERIESDAY AND NIGHT!
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By Abigail Van Buren

Clearing Up the Past
Could Cloud the Present
told
DEAR ABBY: For years I followed your advice. You we
before
me not to tell my husband about the affairs I had
hold
were married, unless I was absolutely sure he wouldn't
me.
it against me or throw it up to
wouldn't
Well, he kept begging and begging, promising it
were,
make any difference, no matter how many or who they
one, and the
so I told him. There were only three; he guessed
now he is
other two were surprises. He knew all of them,and
wrecked our
calling me terrible names. It's just about
marriage.
wasn't his
It wasn't like I was cheating on him, Abby. I
long time
girlfriend when I went with these guys. It was a
about them.
ago, they're all married, and I couldn't care less
a past
Now I am confused. What is a woman with if she
damned
supposed to do? She's damned if she tells, and
doesn't.
SORRY I WAS HONEST
by her
DEAR SORRY: A woman should be accepted
businesshusband as she is. Her past is none of his they have
just as his past is none of her business. If to let it
the kind of relationship in which both want
begging for
all hang out, fine. But when one keeps numbers of
confessions,complete with the names and
it's not
all the players, while silence is golden,
necessarily guilt.
• ••

a friend
DEAR ABBY: I was invited to a pool party byknow the
not
who had been invited to bring a friend. I did
host.
around
The afternoon was spent swimming and drinking
for din..er, to
the pool. Then we dressed in our casual wear
sat down, I
be served on tables around the pool. As I
and it broke.
accidentally knocked over a champagne glass purchased
The host told me where the glassware had been le to me,
so that I could replace it. That seemed reasonab
on to a guest
although I would not have made that suggesti
of mine. (Accidents will happen.)
learned
Well, I phoned the store the following day and
$155!
that a single crystal champagne goblet cost
I might
income.
No way can I afford that on my modest
type with
add. I was not drunk and the table-was)a glass-top
no tablecloth to buffer a fallen goblet. •
, but I
I usually don't mind paying for.. m.v mistakes costly
consider it totally inappropriate to- place such I plan
party.
glassware on the table for a casual swimming
for $25 to help
to send a note of apology and enclose a check
• •
toward replacing said glass. What do you say9
J.
$25 seem
DEAR J.: Your note and check for
against
reasonable to me. Find out if you are insuredare, and
such breakage. And is your host? (Many
don't realize it.)
• ••

myself in
DEAR ABBY: Having played in a dance band from the
the early '20s, I sure got a kick out of the letter for songs
ons
orchestra leader asking for additional suggesti
anniverto dedicate to couples celebrating their wedding
saries.
Here are a few you might want to add to his list: More
For the 40th anniversary: "Why Don't We Do This
Often?"
For the 50th: "Once in a While."
For the 60th: "I Can Dream, Can't I?"
59th
By the way, the wife and I just celebrated our
wedding anniversary. Sign me...
OLD MUSIC MAN IN FLORAL PARK, N.Y.

Writer Saroyan Wants
To Sell Property, Play

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.

JEAN DR LAMB 'have
no problem with salt except
normal
:hat I do ike
amount and I would hate to be
on a salt-free diet. Is there
any advantage in having half
'he sodium removed' Is there
using
any advantage
Morton's Lite Salt" It's half
sodium salt and' half potassium salt I've been using this
Would I be better off having
the full amount of sodium as
:n regular salt'
DEAR READER -- For
normal, healthy people who
use a moderate amount of
salt, it probably doesn't make
a lot of difference There are
a number of well-qualified
investigators who think that
the high sodium intake many
apparently normal people use
may cause a person to develop kidney damage and high
blood pressure in the course of
time. However, there are
large numbers of people who
use a lot of salt throughout
their life and it never affects
their blood pressure or has
any other bad effects whatever.
I'm sending you The Health
Letter number 10-12. Salt:
Your Vital Sodium and Potassium Balance. It will give you
some of the thoughts of different investigators on the problem'as well as those foods
which are rich in sodium and
those foods that are rich in
potassium. Other readers who
want this igue can send 75
cents with, a long, stamped,
self-addressed envelope for it.
Send your request to me, in
care of this newspaper, P.O.
Box 1551, Radio City Station,
New York, NY 10019.
The truth is your kidney is
designed normally to eliminate the sodium salt that your
body doesn't need. That, of
course, only happens if you
drink an adequate amount of
water. A person trying to survive on sea water can't do it
because there's too much sodium salt in relationship to the
diatei available.Our body is a
wonderful machine whi('ti .s
erv deliable to maintain a ,
;•ate _chemical balance_ ,n
:erms of acid base balance
,nd!n. terms ot how much
sodium and potassium is
retained in the body.
There s nothing wrong with

aormai people using Morton s
Lite Salt. As you said. only
..bout half of it is sodium salt
Indisoduals who are required
to be an a severe sodium
restricted diet cannot use it as
a salt substitute. If :Cs really
true that high sodiuni intakes
do cause some people to
develop high blood pressure in
a period of years. then using
such a preparation should
offer some advantages
'AR DR LAMB
Ev vone seems to have a
health hint and some are right
and some are not. Will a person feel better if at age 60 he
or she takes a couple of tablespoons of lemon juice and a
tablespoon of honey in a glass
of warm water each morning?
Or are they wasting their
time? Is it harmful?
DEAR READER — Some
of these hints are a bit like
beauty. The effect is in the
eye of the beholder. Strictly
from a medical and chemical
aspect, it doesn't make a particle of difference. It's neither
harmful nor helpful. If a person happened to be low on
vitamin C. the amount in the
lemon juice might be helpful
but for normal people on a

normal diet, it doesn't make
any difference.
Some people feel better
when they do things of this
sort but that's a psychological
effect And I'm not against
that if people do things that
don't harm them and they feel
better because they've done
them. Why notl I only get
upset when people think that
such folk cures are going to
prevent cancer or cure
arthritis and thereby omit
getting good proper medical
attention for important disorders

MALIBU, Calif! (AP) William Saroyan admits his
house is an "eyesore," so the
72-yearold writer wants to sell
the battered beachfront property. While he's at it, there's
an old play he'd like to sell,
too.
the entertainIn an ad
ment trade publication Daily'
Variety, Saroyan says he will
let the house go for 8500,000.
The play, however, is a different story.

k
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SEPTEMBER SPECIAL
Seven Seas Fish Dinner
$369

412fg

With S10 00 Additional Purchase
Excluding Tlbacco Products
A Drinks On Special

EKCOE 1 ERNg
A1tweree Wiewea'
2gPeaaVed7-1

CA6NTILVA

=,AA

10 Weeks at

Parker's Mkt.
s

ine
B

Fresty Acres Broccoli

Potatoes

5 lb. bog

'Spears
89

10 L

2189c

8,i.

Libl

B'

16•

Garden Delight French

Fresh Crisp

Carrots

29c Fries

lib. bag

2 lb. bag

III. Freestone

Peaches

lb.

,....

49c Corn

Damsons

lb.

Ti

9179C
Mill

ii

79.

Frosty Acre Crowder
Michigan

59c

We

Frosty Acre
Cream Style

49c Peas

16 oz. bog

PARKER'S MARKET'S CHOICE MEATS
4"

_ri.n

/(

Save
56c

FROZEN FOODS

FRESH PRODUCE

#eas

amp-

,
,

Big
Roll

iii,d,

U.S. No. 1 Red

FOR THURSDAY.SEPTEMBER 11, 1980
What kind of day will tomor- times at your place. A special
row be? To find out what the rapport exists between you
stars say, read the forecast and another. Partners inspire
given for your birth Sign.
you!
CANCER
0
ARIES
(June 21 to July 22) 43
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
Visit nearby relatives. Keep
Working on a project in touch with brothers and
together enhances closeness sisters. Take a chance on
between loved ones. ESP ex- creativity. Seek pursuits that
ists between you and another. relax you.
Benefits through cooperation.
LEO
TAURUS
I July 23 to Aug.22)
( Apr. 20 to May 20)
Minor financial transactions
.
Take the children shopping
favored. Relaxation through
1
1(
4
Pick up needed items. Find travel and romance. Creative
/ For The Finest
2
be
ways to make routine tasks a inspiration should
In Steak
joy. Trust intuition on a work capitalized on.
and Seafood
Restaurant
project.
VIRGO
UP
''41
GEMINI
( Aug.23 to Sept. 22)
OPEN 4 PM
751-4141
( May 21 to June 20)
something nice
find
You'll
HIGHWAY 641 N.
Invite others over for good for yourself on a shopping trip.
Better rapport between you
and a family member can be
established now.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) —
You're especially insightful
now and can find some solutions to personal problems.
Music is also beneficial now.
Enjoy relaxing pursuits.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) fillet'
Enjoy a private get-together
with a friend. Be sure to keep
Lovely walnut tone handle
confidences. Listen to intuiblended with a geometric
tion concerning financial matSpanish design, creates a
ters and purchases.
smart docorator look.
SAGITTARIUS
0
41
(Nov. 22 to Dec.21) )
Business acquaintances are
helpful. Get in touch with
those contacts who can help
you. Later, enjoy socializing
with friends.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. M to Jan. 19)
Business conferences go
well. Seek advice on important matters. Dealings with
publishers, educators, and
agents should prove producSmart florentine handle
tive.
embellished by an embossed
AQUARIUS
.
Cantina,
filigree
Spanish
( Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
with a mirror polish back
Seek scholarships. Talk with
and slim modern lines is
loan consultants. Apply for
perfect for any oeriodl.
grants. Get in touch with
friends at a distance. Enjoy
EKCO ETERNA'
cultural activities.
WWI Iamb 53.00
bA JETM arc CAW4TWI
PISCES
STAINLESS STEEL FLATWARE
X
Porches*
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
S Pe Plows lofting
m0Y12.22
Fer Tb. Mut
Consult with close allies
444117.20
4 Os. Tompeon 115
about joint affairs. You'll
0117.24
4 Iced Tompeons
.
derive personal satisfaction
out of career developments
400,12.,
ies *wring eel
now. Trust intuition.
only 12.24
rsse.6614111
YOU, BORN TODAY are
4•Aly 51.94
Cole mod F•rt
nervous and high strung, but
only 59.94
Orwrs tails
capable of brilliant achieveNib 11.04
ment in both the arts and
etent.sommy stn..
sciences.
WiTH SKr. Mit) flit. 13 142400St:

1

low Overhead Means Low Prtres"

Towels

,.

Frames Drake

RKEdibts
SUPER MARKET
.

Hyde Park

LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Bonnie Franklin, star of the
television comedy series -One
Day at a Time," in which she
plays a divorced mother, has
married TV producer Marvin
Minoff in a private ceremony,
according to her publicist.
Only immediate family
members attended the wedding Sunday in Miss
Franklin's Los Angeles horne,
Kim Garfield said Wednesday. It was the second marriage for both.
The couple met. last
November during filming of
Franklin's television movie,
"Margaret Sanger - Portrait
of a Rebel," which Minoff produced,Garfield said.

Your Individual
Horoscope

"It is a local eyesore," the
ad says. "Three years of
rainstorms and high tides
have washed away the

hillside, the garage, the septic
tank, and the stairways to the
front door and to the beach."
The play, called "An Imaginary Character Named
Saroyan," was written at the
house between 1952 and 1958.
It may cost a lot, but he
reasons: "A look at the house
is free of charge."
Saroyan doesn't live there
anymore. He divides his time
between residences in Paris
and Fresno

1

?

TV Star Franklin
Marries Producer
In Sunday Ceremony

"This property may be had
for 85 million, but the writer
reserves the right not to sell to
anybody he finds unacceptable," the ad says.
Saroyan, who wrote "My
Name is Aram" and the play,
"The Time of Your Life,"
writes bluntly about his house

Gov't Inspected

Fryers

oott.iii.
1
trif 4'
Nall0A4t

Lb.
Field's Sliced

Field's Pro Leaguer
or Reelfoot

Field's Worthmore
Sliced

Bacon

Whole
Only

Wieners

c

c

12 oz. pkg.99

12 oz. Pkg.

Bologna
$ 11 09
12 oz. pkg.

Bi

William's Whole Hog
$

Sausage
$
4
,
i
,
,
n
e
c
,
.
,
,Breast

39

Se

Lb.

0

,

Fresh Cut

Lb.

39
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Pearson's Trading Post 'Totally Unique' Business
By NANCY SHUL1NS
Associated Press Writer
SMITH MILLS, Ky.(AP) —
If you believe the west Kentucky map, somewhere
between Dam No. 48 Road and
Jenny Hole Timber Slough
Wildlife Area lies Smith Mills.
Hides is more like it.
Smith Mills hides so successfully that there ought to be
some sort of reward for all
strangers who manage to find
it. There is.
Sandwiched between the
lone cafe and the only grocery
in this town of 500 people is a

business unlike any other:
Pearson's Trading Post, serving trappers and root-diggers
for nearly a decade.
The novelty of it all is not
lost on proprietor Judson
Pearson, 58, a big bear of a
man whose clothing is covered
with a perpetual coating of
fur. "This place is totally unique," he says proudly. "There
isn't anyone else who does
everything we do."
To underscore his claim,
Pearson will put off packing
the afternoon shipment —
seven coyote heads bound for

roots sink deep into the soil
alongside the soybeans.
His dark Main Street
storeroom holds 65 varieties of
the strange, knobby things.
They poke from their sacks,
gnarled and twisted as arthritic fingers.
In and around the bags are
boxes that hold something
stranger still.
"Rabbits," Pearson says
matter-of-factly, pointing to
flat, waxy yellow strips that
look a little like cardboard.
Rabbits indeed, their hides
skinned and scraped and

Arizona — to tick off the
ABC's of root-digging
( angelica, bloodroot and
chicory).
The brown bags of betti root
and glass jars of ginseng that
are brought in by area diggers
are sold to manufacturers of
medicines and makeup. "It's
no hocus-pocus," Pearson
says in a kindly growl. "This
is the real merchandise."
Henderson County, just
south of the Indiana border, is
rich in roots, says Pearson,
who claims 98 percent of common American medicinal

bound for the tannery,
alongside the raccoons and
coyotes.
The old white warehouse is
headquarters for Pearson's
wholesale business,,which accounts for 75 percent of his annual income. He receives
orders and merchandise from
49 states, and his mail order
trade is credited with keeping
the post office in business.
Across the street from the
warehouse, Pearson sells
trapping supplies. With the exception of guns and hunting
dogs, he says, "if we don't

have it, they don't need it."
There are traps for
everything from 60-pound
beavers to eight-ounce
weasels, as well as dyes and
dirt-sitters to hide the tell-tale
metal from sharp-eyed foxes.
There are rubber boots,
knives and axes; hide itretchers, trap waxes and pack
baskets. Liquid scents to lure
animals to the traps come in a
smorgasbord of flavors, ranging from sweet to putrid.
Books on wire racks share
the secrets of "Snares and
Snaring," and "Traps and

Parker's Pot-0Gold Weekend
Look For Valuable Coupons Worth Free Merchandise
All Day Friday and Saturday!
Folgers Flaked

Coffee

$249

1301. Can Save 38'

Mt. Cut

Pure Vegetable

Crisco Oil

Green
Beans

79

Hickory Charcoal

1

All

$ 19

65.z. Savo 39', .
cNmoM

10 Lb. log Sim 20'

Prairie Farm
Libby Cut

\v
o
et
Pa
a
rktR
o
eg. or Wavy

4\
89 Chips

3189 /Ice
Cream

! Beets

C

Twin Pk.

6

16.i. Savo 211' . ...

f

i

c9c

Gal. Pail

New Chef Boy-Ar-Dee

Sausage
Raviola

Save 90'
Asst. Flavors

Juice 32 el Savo 10 NO

Corea

is... 6

IS oz. Sows 16`

Lynn Grove
Grade'A'
Medium

With Our Coupon

Roman Meal

Bread
1601. Save 15'

69
Save 10'

Kraft Miniature

Marshmallows

2159c

Save 15'
Body On Tap

Sh

ampoo Normal or Oily

Flavorkist
Saltine

Crackers

70!. Rog. 62.09
Sim 90

1 Lb. Box

Save 20'

69c

Hyde Park Pink

Liquid
Detergent
32.,. Savo 10'

Wheaties
Medical Center

Cereal
$ 29
-

Rog. 75`Soo. 32'

FREEZING CHEESE
After freezing cheese, let it
thaw unhurriedly in the
regrigerator. It will take
about 24 hours. Serve it soon
after thawing.

IRA G CORN, JR

This plan is not wihout its
hopes. If West had played a
low diamond. East would
have won the first diamond
with his seven but he would
be left with no safe exits
Either he would establish
dummy's spade queen or he
would surrender a free
finesse in diamonds.

89c

9-10-A

NORTH
•Q J 9 4
•Q 7 3
•A Q 6
•Q J 2
WEST
•6 3
•J 1096
•J 9 8 5

EAST
•2
•K 8 5 4 2
•K 7 2
410 9 7 6

4843
•

SOUTH
•A K10875
•A
•104 3
4 K5

Vulnerable

Both

16 oz.

43c

Spray-11Wash

Dealer

South. The bidding
South
14
44
4 NT
$ NT
6•

West
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass

North

34
4•
5•
64
Pass

East
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass

Opening lead Heart jack
East East covers, declarer
discards a diamond and
East has no safe leads
Bid with Corn

9-10-B

•AK 10875
•A
•10 4 3
•A K 5
South
14

North
2•

ANSWER: Three spades
Shows a good suit, a fine hand
and forces to game since partner made a two level
response
Send bride questions to The Ares
PO Box 12363 Dallas Texas 7522i
‘xl,.th sell-addressed ,tamped envelope
Ion reply

A good home away from home is hard to find
nowadays. Ever heard that remark? Maybe you are
not looking in the right places. Have you ever
noticed Fern Terrace Lodge on Stadium View Drive
in Murray? Fern Terrace has everything you've been
looking for — a home of distinction for the senior
citizens.
(1) Maid and aide service -7 days a week, 24 hours
a day.
(2) Private rooms with refrigerators and dinette
available.
(3) Nourishing meals served family style for your
enjoyment in the dining room.
(4)Game room with pool table and color TV
(5)Physician on call 24 hours a day.
(6) Individual medication dosage set up by a
registered pharmacist.
(7) Visiting hours open for the convenience of
your fan*, and friends
(8)Planned activities and entertainment.
(9) Religious services for all denominations.
Greet the future with a cheer If old ase could not
be good God would not have ordained it.
A Personal Care Home is no more than a bldg.
unless it has a philosophy, a guiding principle and a
spirit of dedication that motivates its management
as well as its personnel. Fern Terrace believes in the
care, comfort and dignity of each resident before
all else.
For information about Fern Terrace contact Mrs.
Tapp, adm or Mrs. West, asst. adm. at 753-7109
We are iii the office 7 days a week.

Texize 32 oz.

Rubbing
Alcohol

Is
•
,W16 Coupon

West leads the heart jack
and declarer wins the ace
while East signals with the
eight. Trumps are drawn in
two rounds and the clubs
are cashed ending in declarer's hand for a partial strip.
A low diamond is led to
dummy with the intention of
playing the six if West follows low. but West plays the
eight and dummy's queen
losos to East's king East
returns a diamond and
declarer's slam is gone.
There is no way to avoid los
ing two diamonds and the
defenders get a plus score.

A better plan is win the
heart ace, draw two trumps
ending in dummy and then
ruff a low heart Three
rounds of clubs come next,
ending in dummy and the
queen of hearts is offered to

$1 29

Wheaties

Pearson moved to Kentucky
from New Jersey in 1964 to
buy the Audubon racetrack in
nearby Henderson. Nine years
ago, he sold it to open his
Trading Post.
He takes exception to the
lobbyists who try to outlaw the
traps he sells, saying "the majority of hunters and trappers
are more compassionate and
interested in wildlife than
those who object."
"There's a challenge to doing it right," says Pearson,
who advocates a humane,
responsible approach for the
trapper, and a quick, pathless
death for the trapped.

South holds

Welch's

Tomato

The various goods are shipped off to be sold at Kentucky's state parks and other
retail outlets across the country. "Profitable? Not very,"
says Pearson, who finds
himself competing with cheap
labor in Haiti and South
Korea."But itis interesting."

THE ACES

Declarer must learn to
give if he -wants to make
today's tricky spade slam.
Unfortunately, sometimes
it's not so easy to decide
how and what to give

Dishwashing

Briquets

big item. These can be sold to
kids to play Daniel Boone."

If there be any truer
measure of a man than by
what he does, it must be by
what he gives " -- Robert
South

38 oz.
Save 40`

00.65 Case of 24

Trapping." Another reveals
"Ferret Facts and Fancies."
Hardly necessities of life for
most people. But for the 60 or
so active trappers and raccoon hunters in the area — and
the thousands more who stalk
faroff woods — they are just
that. Necessities.
"Most people trap parttime, to supplement their incomes or as a hobby. You can
probably make $10,000 in a
season if you go at it steady.
For most folks, $1,000 is more
likely," says Pearson.
Kentucky's trapping season
has begun, and from now until
Jan. 1 when it ends, Pearson
will concentrate on filling his
mail orders.
But he doesn't intend to let
his other enterprises slide.
Yes,there's more.
Behind the salesroom is the
Rabbit Foot Department,
where each year Pearson dyes
100,000 rabbit feet 10 different
colors to be sold as keychains
and good luck charms.
An adjacent room holds fur
collars, baby booties, rugs and
Christmas wreaths, which are
stacked up alongside fur
coats, blankets and purses.
His hats comes in two
models. There's the bonafide
100 percent raccoon cap, and
the rabbit fur cap with the raccoon tail, a cheaper version
that Pearson describes as "a

Sows 31'

FINRZPIIERiacti LODGE
vm•

Po.= 11111,100 •
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I Deaths & Funerals I
Jim Henry Fagan,
Father Of Murray
Woman, Is Dead

Mrs. Herndon Dies
This Morning With
Rites On Thursday

Jun Henry Fagan, father of
Mrs. Pearl Morris of Murray ,
died Tuesday at the Volunteer
General Hospital, Martin
Tenn
He was 90 years of age and a
of
farmer
retired
Palmersville. Tenn.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Sarah Watson Fagan;
two daughters, Mrs. Morris,
Murray, and Mrs. Jahe
Turberville, Palmersville,
Tenn.; two sons, Walter
Fagan, Palmersville, Tenn.,
and Robert Fagan, Martin,
Tenn
Thr funeral is being held today at 3 p.m at the chapel of
the Bowlin Funeral Home.
Dresden, Tenn., with burial to
follow in the Morgan
Cemetery. there.

Police Return
Equipment Stolen
From Rock Group
COVINGTON, Ky. 1API —
Covington police returned
$30,000 worth of equipment to
the British rock group Kinks
after two men "hot wired"
and stole the group's truck
from a Holiday Inn.
Detective specialists Jack
Haney and Charles Vallanaingham saw Hubert Randall
Ferguson. 25, Elizabethtown,
and Robert Ray Cassity,
Arithcitage; get' In The truck
and leave.. The detectives and
at east four police cruisers
clased the truck south on Inte tate 75.
Pbce charged Ferguson.
the driver, with theft over
$100. first degree wanton endangerment and resisting arrest. Cassity was Charged with
criminal facilitation to commit theft over $100.
The Kinks played at the
University of Cincinnati Tuesday night.

Mrs. Bertha Herndon died
today at 12:30 a.m at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was 83 years of
age and a resident of 836 Hurt
Drive, Murray.
The Murray woman was
preceded in death by her husband, Ray Herndon, on April
10, 1976. Born March 25, 1897..
in Calloway County, she was
the daughter of the late
Richard and Nettie Knight.
She was a member of the
Seventh and Poplar Church of
Christ.
Mrs. Herndon is survived by
two daughters, Mrs. Harding
Mary ) Wells, Gatesboro Circle, Murray, and Mrs. Preston
i Eva Orr, Murray Route 6;
three sons — James H. Herndon, 200 South Sixth Street.,
Murray, Bobby Herndon,
Valley Station, and Max Herndon, Almo Route 1; five grandchildren: three great grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Thursday at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with John Dale
and Danny Cleaver officiating.
Burial will follow in the
Murray Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 4 p.m. today I Wednesday I.

Bethel Methodists
To Hold Revival
Starting Monday
United
Bethel
The
Methodist Church, located on
Murray Route 3 off Highway
94 East, will hear the Rev.
James E. Simons speak at the
revival services starting Monday, Sept. 15. and continuing
through Friday. Sept. 19.
Services will heat 7:45 each
evening, Special music will be
presented at the services.
The Rev. Simons is the
pastor of the First United
Methodist Church, Bolivar,
Tenn. The pastor of the Bethel
Church, the Rev. Dean
Woodard, invites the public to
attend.

Stock Market
Prices of stocks of local interest at Ii
•.m. CST today furnished to The Murray
Ledger & Tunes by First of Michigan
Corp ,of Murray,
-0 43
industrial Average
46-- 44
Air Products
6 ant
Arnencan Motors
39
AsNand
American Telephone
9,2+,4
Chrysler
Ford Motor
1310W
GAF
68 inc
General Dynamics
54 tGeneral Motors
20t,
General Tire
Goodrich
Goodyear
. 40."
Gulf Oil
194's
Hardees
304.->a
Heublem
65.4-4
.
IBM
21`,15. 21 ha
Jenco.
22.4
Kmart
no trade
Kuhn's Bag K
2
/
291
itennwalt
30-s
Quaker Oats
Texaco
no trade
US Tobacco
IfP.b. 19a
Wendy's

Record -Equalling Sum
Paid For Bay Colt At
Keeneland Yearling Sale
LEXINGTON, Ky. (API—
Luigi Miglietti of Caracas,
Venezuela, paid of recordequaling $310,000 for a bay colt
by • champion sire Lyphard
during a marathon Tuesday
night session of the Keeneland
September Yearling Sale.
During the evening session,
which concluded early today,
a total of 146 horses were sold
for $8,290,500, an average of
$56,784. Through five sessions
of the week-long sale, 815
horses have been sold for
$32,087,800, an average of
$39,371.
Lyphard was twice the
leading sire in France and has
produced more than 20 stakes
winners.
A colt by Our Native and a
filly from the first crop by Majestic Light each brought a top

price of $250,000 during the
Tuesday afternoon session.
A total of 144 horses were
sold in the afterraxm session
for $6,254,000, an average of
$43,430.
The Our Native colt, out of
Settimana, was purchased by
Larry Ullmann of San Ramon,
Calif. Our Native is the sire of
stakes winners of 14 races, including 1979 2-year-old champion Rockhill Native.
Richard Warden, a British
bloodstock agent, bought the
chestnut filly, which is out of
Seven Locks, a half-sister to
former champions Fort Marcy and Key To The Mint. Her
sire, Majestic Light,is a son of
1969 Kentucky Derby winner
Majestic Prince and a winner
of 11 stakes and over $650,000
during his career.

Alsobrook To Address
Business Fellowship

The Murray Chapter of the
Full Gospel Business Men's
Fellowship International will
hear David Alsobrook of West
Paducah speak at the meeting
to be held Saturday. Sept. 13,
at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord.
Alsobrook said he is the son
of. a Nazarene minister and
was raised in that church, but
as a teenager rebelled against
the church. He said he was
now active In the ministry of
teaChIdg God's word
throughout this country and
The funeral for Bentley abroad. He is the author of a
Johnston is being held today at number of books and tsacts,
been
2 p.m. at the Olive United. some of which have
- other
into
translated
he
where
Church
Methodist
was a member with the Rev.
Eulas Greer and the Rev. Dan
Tucker officiating.
Burial will follow in the
Barnett Cemetery in Marshall
County with the arrangements
by the Filbeck and Cann
Revival services are now in
Funeral Home,Benton.
progress at the Poplar Spring
Mr. Johnston, 75, Benton Baptist Church with the Rev.
Route 4, died Monday at 8:15 L. C. Gray as the evangelist.
a.m. at his home. He was a Services will be held at 7:30
retired carpenter.
nightly and at 11 a.m. on SunHe is survived by his wife, day through Sunday,Sept. 14.
Mrs. Eileen Johnston; one
Bob Goodwin is directing
brother, Kent Johnston, Ben- the music. The pastor, the
ton; one niece, Mrs. Rebecca Rev. Ronnie Adams, invites
Genyk, Ann Arbor. Mich.
the public to attend the services each evening and also
the special homecoming day
on Sunday.

languages.
Dinner will be served at 6:30
p.m. with the meeting to start
at 7:30 p.m., according to Tim
Scruggs,chairman of the Mur-

After League Okays Anderson

Carter Says No To Debate
By The Associated Press
As of today, the presidential debates
of 1980 will not include the president.
As of today, Republican nominee
Ronald Reagan will appear in the
debates along with independent candidate John B. Anderson. But he will
not be in any separate debate with
President Carter, which is what Carter
insists on before he'll take part in a
three-way debate.
But, no matter how it stands today, it
could all change. There are hints at further negotiations, and either Carter,
Reagan or the debate sponsors could
change the rules.
First of all, the League of Women
Voters, sponsor of the debates, has invited representatives of the three candidates to meet today to discuss grouridrules for its first debate, tentatively
scheduled Sept. 21 in Baltimore.
The basic shape of the debates took
form Tuesday as the league announced
that Anderson had, in its opinion,
"clearly demonstrated voter interest
and support, as indicated in a number
of nationwide public opinion polls."
Thus, it invited Anderson to the first
debate and Anderson, of course, accepted. "I eagerly look forward to the
opportunity to meet my two opponents
face-to-face and discuss the major
issues of the election before the
American people," he said.
But Robert Strauss, Carter's campaign chairman, had other ideas about
that first debate, regarded as most important because it draws the biggest
television audience.
Strauss said the president was sticking by his demand that he must first
debate Reagan head-to-head before

Revival Services„
\
Now In Progress
David Alsobrook
At Poplar Spring
ray Chapter who invites all in-

A gospel singing featuring
The Uplifts will be held Saturday. Sept. 13, at 7 p.m. at the
United
Independence
Methodist Church, located
east of Almo on Highway 464.
The pastor, the Rev. Coy
Garrett. invites the public to
hear this local group of gospel
singers that have appeared at
various churches throughout
the area.
Services will be held Sunday
with Sunday School at 10 a.m.
and worship at 11 a.m.

Hog Market
Federal-Nate Market News Service
September 10.1960
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 6 Buying Stations
Receipts Act '568 Est 900 Harrows &
Galls .50-$1 00 higher Sows steady to $1 00
higher some $1 50 higher few 4846
047.25-47.75
US 1-2 210-24010s
847 00-4• 25
US 2 210-250 lbs
046 00-47 00
US 2-3 240.260 lbs
US 2-4 260-280115s
Sows
$39 0040 00
US 1-2 27035016s.
938 0040 00
US 1.3300-456 lbs.
$40 46-4356
US 1-3450-560 Has
$43 50-44 50few 45 00
US 1-3 500450 lbs
637 00-38 00
US 2-3101-500 lbs
Boars over 300 lb 32.00-34.46 under 300
lbs .6400.3100

Groups To Have
Combined Meeting
Members of the West Kentucky School Administrators
and the Murray State University Chapter of Phi Delta Kappa will have a combined
meeting Saturday,Sept. 13.
The groups will convene for
a meal at 5:30 p.m. at the Murray High School cafeteria. The
guest speaker will be Fred
Schultz, formerly superintendent of Murray City Schools
and presently with the Kentucky Department of Education in Frankfort.
After the program, the
group will attend the Murray
State-Youngstown football
game at Stewart Stadium.
Members of the administrator's group should
contact Mrs. Glenda Jeffrey,
753-1732. Members of Phi
Delta Kappa should contact
Robert Hendon, 762-3327, for
meal reservations.

Kick-Off Savings
Dine Out At
Denean's This Week
and Save
Buy One MSU Football Ticket
Get The Second

FREE
Try Our Country
Buffet This Sat.
From 5 •.m.-11

ns"
. - ,,Located In Holiday Inn
641 S. Murray, Ky.

terested men and their
families to attend.
Alsobrook will also be
speaking at the meeting of the
Marshall County Chapter of
the Full Gospel Fellowship to
be held on Friday, Sept. 12, at
6:30 p.m. at the Gateway
Steakhouse, Draffenville.

Willie Bradshaw
Speaker At Meet,
Pleasant Valley

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The Carter-Mondale Presidential Committee released the
names of six congressional
district chairmen in Kentucky
Tuesday.
The appointments were announced in a news release by
Kentucky Campaign Coordinator Charles Graves and
State Campaign Chairman
Dale Sights.
The district chairman are:
Murray attorney Jeff Green,
First District; Larry Hayes,
adElizabethtown,
ministrative assistant to
Senate President Pro Tern Joe
Prather, Second District;
Louisville attorney Terry
Black, Third District; Anne

Mile
Betvr
In Ur

of the moves we've made since to try to
get them out, I think, were kind of
grandstanding."
The comment came as the State
Department released the text of a
message from Secretary of State Edmund S. Muskie to the new Iranian
prime minister asking Iran to take
another look at the hostage situation.
The message was released after Prime
Minister Mohammed Ali Rajai
responded by saying Iran would be willing to talk if the United States had
"repented" of its sins.
As for the debate issue. Reagar
himself left open the possibility that
things could change.

LEXING1
Lexington,
miles away
is 2,655 mile:
ington, Ky.,
thnorthwest
sign lirdtini
Georgia tom
the same nai
The sign c
County cot
faces traff
between Atli

While he first issued a flat "no" when
asked if he'd debate Carter without
Anderson, he later hedged.

Health
Publical
To Speal

Prime Minister Tells Muskie
Of Iranian Demands Of U.S.
By The Associated Press
Iran's prime minister has told
Secretary of State Edmund Muskie he
will talk with the United States if it
• "confesses and repents," demands
President Carter has already rejected.
He also demanded unfreezing of Iranian assets, return of the shah's wealth
and an end to "barbaric tortures" of
Iranian students in the United States
and "puppet countries."
Prime Minister Mohammad Ali Rajai
and the speaker of the Iranian Parliament, Hashemi Rafsanjani, in other
speeches also attacked President

Presidential Committee
Releases Names Of
State District Heads

Funeral Is Today
At Olive Church
For Mr. Johnston

The Uplifts Will
Be At Independence

taking part in a three-man contest.
Reagan insisted Anderson be included
in any debate.
That left the presidential debate sans
president as the big political news of the
day, and the networks deciding what
they should do with the first contest.
Only CBS said for sure it would broadcast the debate live, with NBC and ABC
saying they would decide tater.
Most of the rest of the campaign consisted of charges and countercharges
over the Reagan and Carter economic
programs.
Reagan did move to revive the
hostage situation as a campaign issue,
accusing Carter of only "grandstanding" in his efforts to free the 52
Americans held in Iran.
The hostages were seized more than
10 months ago, and Reagan said: "All

Perkins McBee, Burlington,
wife of state Rep. Bill McBee
and chairperson of the Crime
Victims Compensation Board,
Fourth District; Cynthiana
businessman Tracy Farmer,
Sixth District; Grayson attorney and former Kentucky
Young Democrats president
Mickey McGuire, Seventh
District.

Abolhassan Bani-Sadr for his refusal to
endorse seven of Rajai's 21 nominees to
his cabinet.
Rajai spelled out his terms for talks
with the United States in a speech in
Qom Monday that was broadcast Tuesday by Tehran Radio. He was responding to a letter from Muskie, delivered
last week by the Swiss Embassy, urging the release of the 52 American
hostages who today were spending their
312th day in captivity.
In Washington, State Department officials had no immediate comment on
Raja i's remarks.
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•

Cutlass Salon 2 dr., p.s., p.b., air, custom interior,
• vinyl top, rally wheels, SIB rod. tires, 55,000 mi.
• 54900.00. 90 do. Used Car Mech. Protection included
•
in this price.

Kentucky Young Democrats
President Bill Alverson of
Paris will act as coordinator
in the Sixth District.

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
Keep That Great GM Feeling With Genuine GM Ports

No chairman has been named yet for the Fifth District, •
the only Congressional district • •
with a majority of registered
s
Republican voters.

753-2417
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The Pleasant Valley Church
of Christ, located five miles
east of Murray on Highway
280, is holding a gospel
meeting with services at 7:30
p.m. through Saturday, Sept.
13.
Willie Bradshaw of Paducah
is the speaker and singer for
the services, according to a
church spokesman who invites
the public to attend.

County Schools
To Complete
Children's Screening
The Calloway County School
System will complete the
screening of children for
speech, language, and hearing
in the coming weeks.
The kindergarten and first
grade classes will be screened
for speech, language, and
hearing difficulties. The third,
fifth, and seventh grades will
be screened for hearing difficulties.
All students who are new to
the system will also be screened for speech, language, and
hearing. This will be done by
the Speech Therapists in each
county school.

Livestock Market
LOUISVILLE. 14); APi USDA
Estunated receipts cattle and calves
800, slaughter steers and heifers not
enough for price teal, slaughter cows
1 00 higher, these fully 2.00 higher for
two days' -1310110g, slaughter bulls
steady, calves and neater, untested.
feeders poorly tested early, limited offerings near steady, slaughter steers
few standard and good 24 780-1090 lb
61 25-67 75, slaughter heifers few good 23 625-921 lb 61 60.6238. commercial COI,
4500-48 50, utility 45 0050 30, couple
high dressing 51 25-51 50, cutter 43 00-48 60. canner and cutter under 800 lb
40 00-43 00, slaughter bulls grade 1 1760
2155 lb 58 50-65 n. 1-2 8301380 lb 53 75
57 *.feeder steers medium frwne 1 5ft't
775 lb 70 5076 50, medium frame 1-2 340
500 lb 70 0077 00, 500-690 lb 64 50-72 50
large frame 2 mostly Holsteins 400100 II,
59 0062 00, 600-1010 lb 53 7542 50
heifers medium trains I 550-685 lb 62 6064 00, medium frame 2 350-550 lb 55 50
64 50, stock cows medium frame 1 7513
850 lb 50 25-54 00; medium frame 2 750
825 lb 42 00-47 50
Hogs 2000 including 1200 feeder piga:
barrow, and gilts firm to 25 higher, l200.250 lb 48 55-40 IL 2210-240 lb 18 00.
48 SS, 2-3"210-773 lb 17 00-18 00, 3 230-220
lb 44 0046 50. sows steak to 1 00 lower. I2 150-400 lb 41.50-43 50, 468.546 lb 43 504500. 5410400 lb 43 00-40 65. few t..) 17 25.
land utility 280425 Itik 06.3800 hoart
over 300 lb mostly 1850.39 50. under 300
lb 30 75-3575
Sheep 25, unteated
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The
Pot Of Gold
Weekend
Fri. Et Sat.
September 12 and 13

\\fa.

Look For The
POT OF GOLD CARDS
Hidden in Stores Displaying
A Pot Of Gold Poster

Have fun looking for Gold all
over Murray! When you find a
POT OF GOLD
You can redeem the
POT OF GOLD CARD
for one dollar and pick up your
prize

Prizes Range In Value From *1 to *400
See The Merchants In These Areas

Southside Center
Downtown
Central Center
Olympic Center
Bel-Air Center
Dixieland Center
Plus Others
•

-V/
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Mileage Calculated
Between Lexingtons
In United States
LEXINGTON, Ga. (AP) Lexington, S.C., is only 267
miles away; Lexington, Ore.,
is 2,655 miles distant, and Lexington, Ky., is 416 miles northnorthwest, according to a
sign linking this northeast
Georgia town with others of
the same name.
The sign on the Oglethorpe
County courthouse grounds
faces traffic on U.S. 78
between Atlanta and Augusta.

Health And Safety
Publications Head
To Speak Sept. 11
Marshall La Nier,director of
publications with the National
Institute for Occupational
Health,
Safety
and
Washington, D. C., will be in
Murray Sept. 11 for an address.
LaNier, whose appearance
is being sponsored by the Four
Rivers Safety Council, will
speak at 7:30 p.m. at the Colonial House restaurant, U. S.
641 North, following a dinner
hour beginning at 6:30 p.m.
His address is open to the
public and there is no admission charge.
NIOSH writes and publishes
criteria documents which
establish health and safety
standards for industry and
business. LaNier's remarks,
according to Dr. Marvin D.
Mills, a professor in the
Department of Safety
Engineering and Health at
Murray State University, are
expected to deal with past,
present and future trends in
document development. A
question and answer session
will follow his address, Mills
said.
Individuals wishing to attend are asked to write or call
Dr. Mills in care of the Department of Safety Engineering
and Health at Murray State,
the telephone number for
which is (502)762-2488.

Ohio River Boundary Causes
Dispute Between Two States

It politely welcomes visitors to
Lexington, then proceeds to
tick off 18 other Lexingtons
across the country and the
mileage to each.
The Lexington Women's
Club "just barely got it up in
time" as a Bicentennial project in 1976, said Dorothy Murray, who was president of the
club's Bicentennial project
and suggested the idea.
"We were trying to see what
this town could do to take account of the Bicentennial
year," she said. Doing the sign
"was simply a matter of going
through the U.S. atlas and finding how many Lexingtons
there were, and I consulted
AAA (the
American
Automobile Association) to
find the approximate mileage
to each city."
This tiny town of about 350
people was founded in 1806 and
boasts several antebellum
homes, magnolia trees and a
written city history that calls
it one of the most typically
Southern" towns in Georgia.
The area was settled in 1774 by
North Carolinians, and
Oglethorpe County was
created in 1793.
Mrs. Murray said the sign
has gotten little attention
since it was erected.
"I was so downcast after
they put it up. I asked my husband, 'Did you see our sign?'
and he said, 'Where? I think
they must have already taken
it down already,"she said.
But Mary Smith, whose
home was built in 1,830, said
the sign has been "kind of a
conversation piece. We are
pleased that the traffic slows
down enough to see it."
For the record, there are
Lexingtons in South Carolina,
North Carolina, Georgia,
Alabama, Tennessee,
Massachusetts, Mississippi,
Indiana, Virginia, Illinois,
Ohio, Michigan, Oklahoma,
Missouri, New York, Texas,
Massachusetts, Nebraska and
Oregon.

By JAN CAftROLL
Associated Press Writer
INDIANAPOLIS ( A P —
The argument bears all the
signs of a blood feud that even
the highest court in the land
hasn't been able to settle.
But the opponents in this
fight aren't the Hatfields and
the McCoys. It's the state of
Indiana versus the commonwealth of Kentucky.
At issue is the Ohio River, a
343-mile stretch of water that
forms the boundary betweer.
the two.
Kentucky says that the
boundary is the northern
lowwater mark of the Ohio as
it exists today. Indiana, meanwhile, argues that it is the northern low-water mark that existed in 1792, when Indiana
became a state.
The dispute was taken
straight to the U.S. Supreme
Court in a suit filed in 1978.
Earlier this year, a special
master named to hear the
case sided with Indiana.
But while the special
master, U.S. District Judge
Robert Van Pelt of Nebraska,

THANKS, I NEEDED THAT — Assistant conservator Jean-Louis lachevre of Salem, Mass.
applies a spray coat to Cyrus Dallin's 1908 bronze statue "Appeal to the Great Spirit"
outside Boston's Museum of Fine Arts. Air pollution has accelerated deterioration and
discoloration of the work and an industrial acrylic sealer is being used to protect it.
AP Linerphoto

Opera Theatre On The Move
From an Eskimo village in
Alaska's frozen wilderness to
a Navajo settlement in the
rugged mesa country of
Arizona, Western Opera
Theatre has logged over
190,000 miles in its unique mission of bringing fully-staged
opera to the people of the
West. Soon the company will
broaden its mission with a
tour of the Midwest, including
a historic stop in Murray to
perform Donizetti's popular
opera,"The Elixir of Love."
The young company, which
has already delighted audiences in 12 states, is the
touring and educational affiliate of the San Francisco
Opera. Founded in 1967
through the impetus of a grant
from the National Endowment
for the Arts, Western Opera
Theatre presents professional
opera, in English, to communities where opera might
not otherwise be seen.
Sponsored by the Murray
Civic Music Association, in its
final presentation of the 198081 season, Western Opera
Theatre will perform on April
30, 1981. Admission is by
season ticket only, which went
on sale September 7.
Western Opera Theatre
travels with its own specially

designed sets and lighting
equipment, making it among
the easiest of performing
groups for communities to
sponsor. Performances are
fully-staged and costumed,
with wigs and makeup, and
are presented with the
assistance of skilled technicians, many of whom are
members of the San Francisco
Opera staff. Most of the artists
have performed on many of
America's major operatic
stages.
"The Elixir of Love" is one
of Gaetano Donizettl's most
popular works. Written in
1832, after Donizetti was
already famous in Europe, it
was one of some seventy
operas he composed, along
with instrumental music,
seven masses,and a variety of
other works.
The Murray Civic Music
Association will present three
other concerts during its 198081 season. They include performances by cellist Leonard
Rose and duo-pianists Anthony and Joseph Paratore,
and a musical adaptation of
Charles Dickens' classic, "A
Christmas Carol."
The Association is supported by season ticket sales,
individual and business con-

great tasting
Roast.

L>LIFfet AP4pGRAltrafVERAGE

tributions, Murray State
University, and a grant from
the Kentucky Arts Commission. Season tickets cost $17.50
for adults, $8.50 for students,
and $40 for an entire family,
and can be obtained by writing
to the MCMA, 1010 Westgate
Drive, Murray, Kentucky
42071.

MSU Yearbook Receives
First-Place Rating
Murray State University's
yearbook, The Shield, has
been awarded a first-place
rating by the Columbia
Scholastic Press Association
( CSPA ) for the second successive year.
The 1980 Shield, edited by
Spalding
of
Elaine
Elizabethtown, was notified
las*weRk_fri:o..bif ,rating
the national competition, according to Dr. Robert
McGaughey, chairman of the
Department of Journalism
and Radio-Television.
McGaughey and Frank Fazi,
director of printing services,
are the yearbook advisers.
Judges from CSPA, which is

ruled that the boundary was
the 1792 low-water mark, he
didn't say where that puts it
now,almost 200 years later.
That decision was left to Indiana and Kentucky to work
out.
"Indiana has indicated a
willingness to discuss an
agreed settlement to the boundary issue, but the Kentucky
people don't seem to think
they have the authority to settle it by discussions," said
William E. Daily, chief
counsel in the Indiana attorney general's office.
So the parties are in the process of filing briefs with the
court, laying out the legal
issues on the question.
"What we're arguing about
now is the procedure, how to
go about figuring what the
low-water mark was in 1792,"
Daily said. "We haven't been
able to find anybody who's lived that long,so we'll be calling
geologists and surveyors."
While things are proceeding
politely in the courtroom, the
situation on the river appears
to be as bitterly contested as
before the Supreme Court's
ruling.

"Kentucky has made some
statement that they intend to
go ahead and enforce the old
boundary that took in all of the
river. In our opinion, that is no
sponsored by Columbia
longer true," said Joseph
University in New York, comCloud, director of the Indiana
mented that "The Shield '80 is
Department of Natural
a marvelous book (which )) will
Resources."We're not looking
grow in value as the years go
for a confrontation on this, but
by
we think the Supreme Court
Production of the 376-page decision was a victory for Inyearbook began more than a diana."
year ago, McGaughey said,
Cloud said he was concerned
with a staff of 13 studshts about Kentucky's determinahandling photography, layout tion to enforce its own fishing
and writing. It was distributed and boating laws on the entire
to approximately 5,000
students in late April.
the
CSPA gave The Shield 884
points out of a possible 1,000.
The yearbook was rated
cteioconnBe—
P
Se
ag
highest on its structure and
Wednesday,Sept. 10, 1980
development of the theme.
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Shop The No Frills Way and Compare! See Why We Can Say
We Have The Lowest Prices In Town

T-Mart

DISCOUNT
FOODS
Cash & Food Stomps
Accepted-Sorry No Checks

In The Uncle Jeff Shopping Center
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DESSERTS
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DRY BEANS
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Beverage, you get delicious full-flavored
coffee taste without bitterness. That's
because of the country secret of
blending :rich coffee with roasted grain
to smooth away bitterness.
So make Mellow Roast your choke
today and save 40C.

Mellow Roast"...m_teat coffee taste without bitterness.
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Pinto
Dry Yeast

Whole Milk

Vegetable ON Spray
.

Orange Juice

Black Pepper

Butter

Flour

Cheese Spread

Solt

Margarine

Black Pepper

,,., 93"
.., 59'
Is 79'
,... 191
59'

Chum

Field

SALMON
$ 75
1s1,2 0..

BOLOGNA
$1 29

Blackeyed Peas
Vanilla
Orange Juice
Mix Vegetables
Tomato Juice

Dry Cat Food
Dry Pinto Beaus

5,b99c

ts

/I m

in..

Cocoa Mix

59'
21 5

32.1 $

79'
icy., 19'
25
is.,

Corn Flakes
Tomato Soup
Cream Mushroom

Shredded Wheat
Toaster Pastries
100% Bran

Apple Pie Filing

Puffed Wheat

$125

Grated Tuna

73'

Saltines

Kleen Kan
Lawn It, Leaf

BAGS.
$ 39
15 ct.

Salad Crispin*

111.3..

594

..:$3
356:

Dog Food

1 49

8 oz.

0,.$1 29
,. 49'

Raisins

DOG FOOD

$
3

DRESSING

Dry Navy Beans

Bonnie
Chunk Stl

.079'

Wish Bone
Italian

1 lb

25'
27'
29'
79'
31'
59'

JAM
Instant Teo

Vanilla Wafers

Green Beans

Delicious Imitation
Apricot, Peach, Strawberry

1 Lb

Navy

All Flavors

Shopping for value? Make
Mellow Roast your choke, because
Mellow Roast has great coffee taste
at a price that's usually less than most
leading national coffees. Now with this
coupon you can save 40C more.
With Mellow Roast Coffee and Grain

Ohio River. On that basis, the
Department of Natural
Resources and the attorney
general's office have offered
friend-of-the-court assistance
to any Hoosier who is arrested
by Kentucky officials for
boating or fishing on Indiana's
side of the Ohio. So fat, there
have been no takers.
"All we want is our share,"
Cloud said. "As long as
nobody's willing to establish it
(the boundary), our claim is
as good as their claim, I
think."
Cloud acknowledges that it
will be difficult to know exactly where the boundary is, even
when a settlement is reached.
"I know you can't paint a
white line down the thing, and
it would move if you did," he
said.
Paul Oliver, supervisor of
the Fifth Wildlife District in
north Kentucky, says no
tickets are being issued to people fishing on the Indiana side
of the river if they are within a
"reasonable distance" of the
bank.
A directive from the Kentucky Fish and Wildlife Commission states that suc
fishermen are to be given the
benefit of the doubt, he said.
But Oliver added that the
commission as been advised
by the Kentucky attorney
general's office that until the
boundary is set, nothing has
changed as far as enforcement is concerned.
The last word on the boundary isn't expected for some
time.
"In view of the complex
scientific and historical questions involved, I don't think
we'll have any sort of trial
before spring of next year,"
Daily said.

59'
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Highlighting the annual picnic of St.. John Church, McCracken County, on Saturday,
Sept. 13, will be an old fashioned mix of barbecue, politics,
country music and country
store, along with other picnic
activities. St. John is located
on U.S. 45,2 miles north of the
Graves County line and 5
miles south of Lone Oak.
Lt. Governor Martha Layne
Collins will be featured

MSU Awarded
Grant To Improve
Mussel Fisheries

include State
platform
Senators Helen Garrett, McCracken County, and Richard
Weisenberger, Graves County; State Representatives Joel
Ellington, McCracken County,
and Ward "Butch" Burnett,
Hickman-Fulton Counties.
Local office holders planning to attend are: Paducah,
Mayor John Penrod; McCracken County, Circuit
Judge Lloyd Emery, Circuit
Judge Brandon Price, Commonwealth Attorney Mark
Bryant, Sheriff Ray Elliott;
Graves County, County At-

speaker of the day. Presidential contenders President Jimmy Carter and Governor
Ronald Reagan will be
represented on the rostrum by
Dale Sights, state chairman
for the Carter campaign, and
Larry Forgy, state chairman
for the Reagan campaign.
Carroll Hubbard, U.S.
Representative from the First
District, will also speak. Raymond Schultz, Judge Executive, McCracken County,
will be master of ceremonies.
Speeches begin at6 p.m.
State office holders on the

Murray State University
has been awarded a $24,356
grant for a two-year study
designed to improve the commercial mussel fisheries of
west Kentucky.
Directing the project will be
Dr. James B. Sickel, an assistant professor in the Department of Biological Sciences. It
has been funded jointly by the
Kentucky Department of Fish
and Wildlife Resources and
the National Marine Fisheries
Service.
Assisting Sickel and also
supported by the grant will be
graduate and undergraduate
biology students at the university.
According to Sickel, the
study will involve a survey of
the mussels in the embayments and shallow overbank areas of Kentucky Lake
and in the Tennessee River
downstream from Kentucky
Dam at Gilbertsville.
The distribution, density
and reproduction process of
the mussels will be studied
along with everimental raft,
or large collection. culture.
Raft culture of mussels, he
said, will provide an opportunity for experimental work
with pearl culture and artificial progation.
The project, scheduled for
completion in 1982, will be conducted at the university's
Hunter Hancock Biological
Station on Kentucky Lake.
A native of Savannah, Ga.,
Sickel has been a member of
the Murray State faculty since
1975. He specializes in scientific studies of physical,
chemical, meteorological and
biological conditions in freshwaters and in the relationship
of invertebrates, or
freshwater life lacking a
spinal column, with their environment.

Mike Miller
Accepts Position
With State DOE
Mike Miller, special education instructor at Murray High
School for the past two years,
recently accepted a position
with the Kentucky State
Department of Education.
Miller began his work as a
consultant for the Bureau of
Education for Exceptional
Children, Division of Suppor-
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CLIP & SAVE
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO WIT
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- MONEY
Honey is highly nutritious
and rich in minerals, amino
Bacids, enzymes and
complex vitamins.

plant, Coleus, Leaf of Life,
Angel Wing Begonia, and
many others. Used articles
range from tableware, dishes
and glassware to books,
records and toys.
"It's just like a real country
store," says Alberta Luigs,
store chairman. "If you want
it, we probably have it."
Proceeds from the picnic
will be used to help defray added expenses of the school this
year and other needs of the
parish, according to Rev.
Richard Danhauer, pastor of
St. John Church,

UT BIG JOHN'S FARM FRESH PRODUCE

CIIECIOUT

Mike Miller
ting Services, Unit of Federal
Projects, Frankfort, on Aug.
5. He is living in Lexington.
The son of Mr. and Mrs. Billy Miller of Farmington,
Miller graduated from Farmington High School in 1972. In
1975, he received a bachelor of
science degree in elementary
and special education from
Murray State University.
Following his graduation,
Miller was employed for three
years as a special education
instructor by the Christian
County School System in
Hopkinsville. In 1978, he obtained his master o
of
degree in educationII I l
neurological impairment from
Murray State,

the church. Visitors will find
something available in every
price range.
Among the hand-made
goods are quilts, afghans,
pillows and rag dolls. Homecanned jams, jellies, pickles
and relishes will share space
with home-baked breads,
gourds, Indian corn and fresh
apples. Christmas Corner will
feature crocheted stockings,
tree ornaments, candy canes,
snowmen and more. In the
Plant Shop, green-thurnbers
will find Moses in the boat,
Piggyback Plant, Airplane

supply lasts as long as the picnic does, according to Louis
Roof and Joseph "Sonny"
Felts, Jr., co-chairmen of the
picnic.
A fast growing attraction at
the annual picnic is the Country Store, with special sections
featuring hand-made items;
Christmas Corner; Plant
Shop; home-canned, baked
and fresh foods; and a large
selection of good used articles.
Many of the items at the Country Store are quality goods
made throughout the past
year by skilled members of

Talc opplic•bl. le r.9
SIG JOHNS

B I I IGI
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onte —c—o;pee
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120199
'
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MHS Band Boosters'
Country Ham Breakfast
Declared A Success

ife,
ind
ks
lies
Ks,

The recent country ham
breakfast sponsored by the
Murray High School Band
Boosters has been declared a
success, according to Harold
and Betty Beaman, cochairmen of the event.
"A great big thank you is extended to those persons and
organizations who contributed
food and its preparation," said
the Beamans, who went on to
say "without the donors, the
workers who gave tirelessly of
their time and the people of

try
igs,
ant

adthis
the
Lev.
r of

the community who attended,
our fund-raising breakfast
could not have been such a
great success."
A preliminary tally of the
funds raised has been
estimated to be $1,700.00.
Winner of the country ham
door prize was Lana Lassiter
of Murray.
Several other fund-raising
events have been scheduled by
the booster organization, including a 5-ring circus on Sept.

28.

Observations

by Lechle Hort

Library Annex Continues As Home Of Romance
The two-story white frame
house next door west of the
public library, Main Street,
once a residence, is owned by
the library. The building is
known as the library annex,
and like the history of the
house, it continues to be a
place of love stories and
romance, according to Mrs.
Elizabeth Hale who grew up in
it.
The building, 90 years old,
was bought by Solon Higgins

her father in 1896 and remain
ed in the Higgins family until
1958 when his wife, Mrs. Victoria Stilly, died.
Records show that a blurrayan,Frank Barber, living in
Texas, hired a local architect,
George Acock to build this
house, for his bride. When she
did not like it or the town,
perhaps, Mr. Barber sold it to
a Mr. Fruitenas, a Frenchman
living in Texas, who bought
tobacco here. The Mr. and

Mrs. Fruitenas lived in the
bride's house a short while.
She didn't like it either.
Then Mr. Higgins, the
jeweler, bought the place and
before he moved into it, had
his brother, Claud, an interior
decorator, redress it. Mrs.
Bale remembers the floors
and all woodwork were dark
hardwood. Area rugs were used. The hall was pretty with
walnut wainscotting with red
burlap below. The walls above

were papered in scenic green.
All the walls were papered in
pretty, dainty designs.
On the first floor were the
entrance hall that extended to
the rear of the building; the
two-flight stairway accented
by a stained glass window; the
master bedroom, parlor, dining rootn, breakfast room a
bath and kitchen. They were
lighted by single-bulb in brass
fixtures. Four grates were used for heat-in parlor, dining

room, bedroom and the kitchen.
This house was one of the
few in town to have running
water. A deep well and a windmill in the back yard furnished this luxury. A servants'
quarter, nearing the kitchen,
disappeared during the years.
Rooms on the second floor
consisted of a bath, four
bedrooms and a circular room
under the cupola on the roof,
in the front of the house, which

20-Piece Set in Forever Spring Pattern T

CHECOUT
Imported Bavarian Porcelain
Durable—High Fired
Fine Bell-like Tone
Translucent Body
Dishwasher Safe
Craze Resistant
Open Stock Availability
Pure Platinum Trim

OA HA Lek
BAVARIA
GERMANY
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20-Piece Set

• 4 Dinner Plates
• 4 Cups
• 4 Saucers
• 4 Dessert Dishes
• 4 Bread A Butter Plates
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• 4 Saucers
• 4 Dessert Dishes
• 4 Bread & Butter Plates
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served as a sewing room. It is
interesting that with all the
luxury and beauty, the house
had no closets.
House Redecorated
Recently the '•Old Higgins
House" was bought by the
Calloway County Library. It
has been renovated, modernized and redecorated to look
very much like it was in
the beginning. Wall-to-wall
carpeting now covers the
floors and the woodwork has
been painted a soft white. The
kitchen floor is covered with a
brick-like design. The
fireplace there has been activated and ready for a wood
Dire
One of the bedrooms
upstairs, with a kitchenette,
and bath is reserved for
library overnight guests.
•Programs, Meetings,
• Children's Hours
In Annex
Romance and stories
continue now in this house
since it is used as an overflow
for the main library.
Children's hours; reviews;
concerts; receptions;
meetings and programs are
held here. It's a kind of a
rendevous for special events.
The Higgins children, three
of them, Van, Hilda (Mrs.
Marvin Whitnell) and
Elizabeth, with their spouses
have lived there at one time or
another. Elizabeth was at
home there from the time she
was five years old through her
marriage to Vernon Hale until
their son, Solon, entered Annapoli.s. They later built a
home on the north side of the
homeplace facing Olive
Street. Hilda's daughter Nell
and her husband Beale
Outland, lived there while
their house was being built.
After Mr. Higgins death, an
apartment was made on the
West side upstairs. It is of interest to note the newly married couples that made this
apartment their first home.
Among them were Prof. and
Mrs. Jimmy Jones. He was
principal of Murray High
School. Then Prof. and Mrs.
Ira Koffman. He was one of
the first football coaches of the
then Murray Normal School.
Dr. and Mrs. C. S. Lowry, of
Murray Normal and Mr. and
Mrs. Ted Sanford began
housekeeping there. Mr. Sanford was coach and principal
of Murray High School and
later served as Commissioner
of Kentucky Athletic Associa'Ion (1937-1972). Dr. Coleman
McDevitt of the HoustonMcDevitt Clinic, and Mrs.
McDevitt called this place
lome until they built their
own.
Mrs.Hale Gives
A Memory Garden
In memory of her parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Solon Higgins,
and her husband Vernon Hale,
Mrs. Hale has given to the
library a plot of ground
between her back lawn and
the library annex. This lot is
shaded by ancient oak trees
and is to be developed into a
memorial reading garden by
the library. Thus the house
and garden continue the love
story the place represents.
Mr. Hale was, like his father
0. T. Hale, and his grandfather N. T. Hale, a merchandiser in what was then the
local 0. T. Hale Store, and
later became the National
Store. It is interesting that the
younger Hale did not have the
letter Tin his name.
The son, Lieut. Comdr.
( retired) Hale is employed in
the department of student
loans in Murray State University.
Mrs. Trevathan stated that
application is being made for
the house's acceptance as a
Historic Landmark of the Kentucky Heritage Commission
and the National Register.

MISS
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Mem ledger & Taws by
530 p.m. Monday-Friday or by
330 p.m. Saturdays ore urged
to call 153-1416 between 5:31 am.
awl 6 p.m., Malay Irma Friday w
BO p.a. eW 4 p.m. Wrens.
A circulation department employee is on duty during these
time periods to insure delivery
of your newspaper Calls must
,be placed by es. weekdays art p.m. Saturdays to guarantee
delivery.
The regular business office
hours of The Many Ledger 6 Tiesore •aele 5 *a— Mona* through Friday ondi a.m. is mew .
Saturdays
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PRICES GOOD
Sept. 10thSept.

NORTHSIDE
6-10 Mon.-Thurs.
6-12 Fri., 6-10 Sat.
Closed Sunday

SOUTHSIDE
7-10 Mon.-Sat.
10-8 SUNDAY

Bush Sale On These Items
GREAT NORTHERN BEANS
BLACKEYE PEAS
CANNED SPAGHETTI
NAVY BEANS

coo

303
SIZE
CAN

3179c

$6.25 PER CASE

16th

We Reserve The Right To
Limit Quantities and
Correct Pricing Errors.

04
OFF

JIM
/ER
S
ADAM
'
Save Your Budget Dollars

MAXWELL
HOUSE

And Serve Your Family

COFFEE

SLICED IN CHOPS
QUARTER
ASSORTED
58
1 LB. BAG
GRINDS 2

69

.
OCKTML

GAL

)9

KRACKLIN MEAL & CHUNK

3'

DOG FOOD
RADON

V KRAcKLIN

KRAFT ORANGE

' - JUICE

1 2 GAL.
/

BIG CHIEF

PEANUT BUTTER

$129

180Z.
CREAMY
CRUNCHY

BETTY ROCKER SUPER
BETTY (ROCKER
READY TO SERVE
MOIST
180Z.79c FROSTING
CAKE MI
EXTRA THICK 8 ZESTY MEAT, MUSHROOM,
PLAIN
15.5 OZ.

RAGU SPAGHETTI SAUCE

79c

RED CROSS

SPAGHETTI
THIN & ELBOW 7 OZ

79c

i_igiik9c
IV

Reg.9111` Lb.

LB.

1601.
ASSORTED FLAVORS

29

JIM ADAMS IGA
MONEY SAVER COUPON
29
ASSORTED FLAVORS
Oilf COUPON PER CVSTOMEM
Exper•s Sept 141, lflO

ARMOUR

POTTED MEAT

3°Z

4P 11

794.

YOUR COST

11Biki
0
.
P.

BACK RIBS
SAVE 30c LB.

ROAST

Reg. $1.49 Lb. 4119
I.B.
YOUR COST

SAVE 30 LB.
19
Reg. $1.4911.
LB.
YOUR COST
BONELESS ROLLED

II

THIN SLICED
BREAKFAST
SAVE 42c LB.

L7
.
16
4

Reg. $2.09 Lb.

MUSHROOM
STEMS
& PIECES

ENERIC
MONEY!
ote

PEPPER
4 OZ.

RICE 59C
2 LB.

07-

59c

LIQUID
DET. 320Z.

Too COUNT

TEA

BAGS$ 11 19
SALTINES

WAFFLE 79c
SYRUP
24 OZ.
CUT
BEANS
G

BLEACH

303

29`

LAUNDRY
DETERGENT

()WEIS

49C

1 LB.

73fAL

311

49 OZ
$I 29
I
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4

TOILET

9c
Lac

•

NOR
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REELF

TISSUE w
CATSUP ilac
32 OZ
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PEANUT ma
'
BUTTER
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ARM

70Z

C.&
CHEESE

4/99`

VIGI

WHOLE
TOMATOES
303 SIZE

SHORTENING"- 42 OZ

a

SA

C

ORK & BEANS

59`

LI
LB

WHOLE KERNEL GOLDEN
CREAM STYLE CORN
SWEET PEAS
No. 303

SAVE YOU

SAV

21

SAVE 32c LB.
Reg. $1.59 Lb.

YOUR COST

Fl

PORK
ROAST

PORK CHOPS

BLACK

FOR BETTY (ROCKER
READY TO SERVE FROSTING

11.

SAVE 20c LB.

COUNTRY STYLE

MILK
PUREX lisGrLtebt
UT
BLEACHp$3
DOG IFO9

SA1

LB.

ROAST

59

YOUR COST

2

39

WHOLE FRESH 5-7 LB.
PICNIC

Save 40c LB.

MA 1/2% LOY/FAT

Vj

YOUR COST

PORK CHOPS
-ice. $1•99"
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kO
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CENTER CUT

OcIlllontc
-1
FRUIT Cu'-."

SAVE 60c LB.

27
LB.
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DEL MONTE FRUIT

••••""

PORK LOIN
Reg. $1.59 Lb.

Pi
Si

TENDERLOIN

Save 32c Lb.

KING SIZE $
.!*

BONELESS SLICED

27c
19
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.
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FREE 90 SECOND SHOPPING SPREE

1°°

OfF THE
TOTAL PURCHASE
PRICE OF ANY BONELESS

Drawing Will Be Held Oct. 11, 4:00 P.m.
One. Winner Will Be Chosen From Each Store
Rules For the Shopping Spree will be posted at each store.
Adults 18 and over only allowed to register

COOKED HAM
4 LI OR MORE
ONE CONON PER COMEAU
EXPIRES SEPT 16 1960

•(

c'ec "

PORK
SALE

GENERIC
EL
ItarlICTS
STOREMADE BULK
PORK

Reg. $1.59 Lb.

27

1

PORK

24c LB.

PIG
TAILS

BONES47

SAVE 12,` LB.

SAVE 8 LB.

Le.

•

SLICED IN CHOPS
HALF PORK

YOUR COST

39,

SAVE 10c LB

LOIN
SAVE 30` LB.

Reg. 69' Lb.

PORK
PORK
LIVER 55$ CUTLETS
YOUR COST

SAVE 14c LB.

Le.

HORMEL —3LB.

REELFOOT

SAVE 36` LB.

CANNED HAMS

SMOKED HAMS .14117 LB.
SMOKED HAM

REELFOOT BUTT PORTION

12 OZ. SLICED

BIG ROLL

SHANK PORTION

8 OZ.
CHEF LITTLE

PIZZA

99c

YOUR COST

•

LB.

$6390

1'
!.

$

$109
LB.

FROZEN

12 OZ.

I LB.

69c

MAXWELL HOUSE

/
1 2 GAL.
FLAV-O-RICH

INSTANT
COFFEE
$459

BUTTERMILK

c:89

79

10 OZ.

TONY BEEF
DOG FOOD
15.5

sis100

IGA CREAM STYLE CORN, WHOLE KERNEL CORN, CUT GREEN BEANS

RED OR WHITE SEEDLESS
frit ,

GRAPES
$2396

•

FROZEN

LIMIT 3

43

$1 29
4 PK.

HUSH PUPPIES

10 CT.61 OZ.

JUICE

Reg. $1.79 Lb.

FROZEN

CHEESE AND SAUSAGE

MINUTE MAID ORANG

BACON

HICKEN BREAST STRIPS

79c

SEA PAK

BISCUITS

SMOKED HAM $129

VIGILS - 12 OZ. BREADED-BONELESS

CHEDDAR CHEESE
_ 919

FABRIC FINISH

REG. OR BUTTERMILK

LB.

•

MILD OR MEDIUM

IGA

19

89

5 LBS.

FAULTLESS 20 OZ.

YOUR COST

1

SUNFLOWER
MEAL

79c

LB.

ARMOURS

MEAL

310.
1

FLOUR

VIVA TOWELS

WHOLE

REELFOOT

FLOUR

YOUR COST

S.

88
$7.25
A CASE

S LBS.

Reg. $1.49 Lb.

Reg. 49` Lb.

PIG
FEET

75LB.
Reg. 39' Lb.

YOUR COST

MARTHA WHITE

303
SIZE

SUNFLOWER

SAVE

LB.

Reg. 59` Lb.

NECK-

Reg. $1.19 Lb.

SAUSAGE YOURCOST

YOUR COST

SAVE 32c LB.

CORN

PLAIN

FINE MEATS
FROM
JIM ADAMS IGA

PORK
STEAK

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS

KRAFT
GRAPE JELLY
OR
JAM
2 LB.

$ 09
160Z.

31$1.00

89

Ls

.FRESH MICHIGAN

DAMSONS

49!
•

40 2/
1
2OZ.
IGA WAFER SLICED

CALIFORNIA

LUNCHMEATS 59`
•

ARMOUR

4

120Z.
SLICED COOKED

AMS

••

69
PKG.

FRESH LARGE STALK

59!. CELERY
PEARS
YELLOW
CAUL 1—
ONIONS FLOWER`AuFwm"

39c

L.,151"
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Landlord Has Dangerous Ideas;
Residents Treated Like Clients

We here oil sizes of non vote
and regular glass in stock

"orientation" in which the buildings.
Porco said he eventually
CARTER STUDIO
lease and management
policies are explained in detail hopes a multi-purpose service
753 8798
Main
304
built on the com- not only the usual "tenant center can be
bring
adult
to
grounds
plex
tenant's
the
but
obligations,"
Bible Facts Free Store tor the
rights and the landlord's education and health and
needy 759-4600
enthe
to
programs
recreation
obligations, too.
neighborhood.
tire
adPorco and his 10-person
Garfield Stock, a University
ministrative and maintenance
FOR SALE
staff also explain how and of Wisconsin-Extension
Starcraft
Ft.
16
and
professor
consulwhen they work, how com- business
Runabout on a Dilly
plaints are handled and how tant, said his study of Porco's
brand truism $5 h.p.
they can be avoided. They complex showed he has kept
Mercury motor. Canopy
where
point
the
to
down
costs
local
what
residents
even tell
and stern covers inmany
lower
than
are
rents
the
rights'
tenant
agencies and
cluded. $2300 firm.
groups can resolve a dispute similar subsidized housing
Call 7 5 3-0588 after
projects.
with management.
"The tenants trust and
100.
Porco said that explaining
everything to tenants, without respect the whole managerelying on the "stonewall" ment team, and they're willand fear tactics he ascribes to ing to work with them," Stock
other landlords, makes them said.
He said other professional
more likely to keep the
buildings and grounds in good realty managers operate as
condition, and to do much of "dictators," but even wellthe cleanup and fixup tasks meaning landlords who try to
•
•be "benevolent dictators" unthemselves.
• .
For instance, he said, wittingly set up an "usmaintenance complaints have againstthem" situation as opdropped from 190 to 60 a mon- posed to Porco's "we're-all-inth, and once-costly vandalism this-together."
"It doesn't work, even a
is rare now.
ACFIOSS
6 Cooled lava
The average length of stay benevolent dictatorship,'r
Answer to Tuesday 's Puzzle
7 Edge
1 Lid
Advertisers ore
4 Ivan and
8 Stupefy
has increased from 11 months Stock said. "People don't resW ARP•ARAL•RE 11'
9 Roundups
requested to check the
Nicholas
months,and 10 percent of pond."
26
to
E'
DL 0000 CU
10 Reverence
9 Cheer
Pete Giordano, a federal
first insertion of ads for
the 600 residents regularly pay
COMO 1/0 00
11 Pronoun
12 Bother
Por- housing management superdue,
is
it
corrections. This
before
rent
their
000C
U000
16
stakes
Poker
13 Expect
visor at the regional Housing
A 0101000010 0M
newspaper will be
co said.
14 Be in debt
18 Soak
A
ofDevelopment
MOO 000 120
20 Greek letter
15 Royal hone
"Things are so much better and Urban
responsible for only one
said
17 Slay
22 Mine excava0 10000012e 0
now," said Fran Smith, a resi- fice in Milwaukee,
incorrect insertion. ANY
tion
19 Bury
DO 000 MOO
dent for 12 years. "They're Porco's success is due to his
ERROR SHOULD BE
23 Pitchers
21 Born
CO 012013000
trying to improve the property rapport with the tenants'
IMREPORTED
25 Auncle
22 Clan
00Cla MUD
27 Depart
24 Article
and make life better for the organization.
MEDIATELY. SO, PLEASE
DO CLI =MC
unique,"
is
program
"This
a
28 Tardier
26 Fee
doing
they're
tenants. And
00 MOO 000
AD
YOUR
CHECK
29 Kind of cloth 30 Lair
S AY
EID C MSIEITA
marvelous job. I'd never Giordano said. „ ''Most
CAREFULLY AND NOTIFY
32 Ethiopian
31 Paddle
the
are
here
say
landlords
move."
title
US PROMPTLY IN CASE
33 Owen
Another of Porco's secrets is rules, abide by them. For Por36 Male sheep
55 Deity
34 Digraph
healing
AN ERROR.
OF
conis
part
important
an
38 Metal tubes
56 Girl's name
35 Weight of
49 Latin
regular meetings with co,
41 Fish hawk
57 Make lace
India
52 Girl's nickresidents, both individual stant involvement with the
Listed here is a ready reference
43 Moccasin
59 Silkworm
37 Knock
name
tenants and members of the tenants. He wants to conthat will quickly help you locate
45 Conjunction
60 Mournful
39 New
54 Manufacopen
an
maintain
tinually
the
for
the
classification you are looking
organization
tenants'
•
47 Goddess of
63 Behold!
40 In favor of
tured
for
relationship with his tenants."
apartment complex.
42 Short sleep
11
10
9
Legal
6
Notice
7 8
4 5
if.
1 2 3
Giordano said he sees no
44 Stramer
"It allows management to
2. Notice
46 Actual being
14
13
11
;
.
more crtecgiW things than reason other public and, 3. Card of Thanks
do
48 Defaoe
4. In Memory
try to collect the rent and evict private landlords and realty
17
18
16
ts
50 Dock
management firms don't fons.
S. Lost and Found
,
people," he said.
51 Fruit seed
21
- 20
19
Help Wanted
6.
city
many
said,
he
First,
53 Shooting star
He said he often finds
9. Situation Wanted
27 211
n
24
25
55 Attic
Zi 23
government grants and sub- apartment dwellers are willBus Ogportunity
it.
58 Rivenzes,
11. Instructions
sidies that are available for ing to pay higher rents to keep
33
32
31
30
n
61 Poern
the
12. Insurance
various improvement pro- their privacy and avoid
62 Side dish
39
37
38
34
13. For Sale or Trade
jects, and helps the tenants' responsibility of making
64 Eon
14. Want To Buy
44
45
\1
42 36 43
40
management decisions.
66 Time period
group apply for them.
IS. Articles For Sale
Porco
66 Rock
importantly,
More
efthose
said,
he
50
far,
49
47
es
Thus
46
16. Home Furnishings
67 Free of
17. Vacuum Cleaners
forts have brought extensive said, landlords can't accept
54
53
51
52
will
tenants
18. Sewing Machines
that
idea
the
play
landscaping and new
DOWN
19. Farm Equipment
ill
t
so
55 56
1 Hit lightly
areas to the grounds, and new make the right decisions to
20. Sports-Equipment
2 Harem room
64
62
61
roofs, new windows, insulated maintain their buildings.
21. Monuments
3- Force
"It's a fear of losing con22. Musical
siding and other energy con67
4 Diplomacy
23. Exterminating
serving renovations to the trol," Porco said.
165
5 Saccharine

By TIMOTHY HARPER
Associated Press Writer
MADISON, Wis. AP) Carmen Porco is not exactly
popular among his fellow
landlords. He's a nice enough
guy, but he's got some
dangerous ideas.
For example: "We talk
about the resident as a client.''
And, "Tenants should participate in the management
decisions."
Porco runs a 280-unit lowincome public housing
development here with a flair
that has dropped the vacancy
rate from 47 percent to 1 percent, the delinquency rate on
rent payments from 22 percent to zero and the annual
turnover rate from 31 percent
to 6 percent.
Porco, thinking he was on to
a good thing, opened a con-

other
landlords and real estate
managers reap the benefits of
his "client-centered housing
management."
So far he has had no takers.
"The attitudes of the typical
investor or landlord give
priority to property rights versus human rights," Porco
For some, their
said.
motives are one-sided,
primarily or solely to turn a
profit. No wonder there is such
distrust of landlords."
Porco took over management of the federally subsidized housing project, owned by a
nonprofit arm of the American
Baptist Church, during a bitter tenant stnke in 1974.
His management system
begins before a lease is signed. The whole tenant family
undergoes several hours of
suiting tausuies.s to help

Check
Your
Ad

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

PEANUTS
I'M DRAWING A COLJ,
BUT I'M HAVING TROUBLE
WITH THE HOOF5E5E5...

.
'
NOT (‘HOOF5E5E5:.
LIKE
"HOOVES
IN 'BEHOOVES"

BEES PONT HAVE
HOOVES ! SEES
HAVE FEET!

WHO YOU TRYIN'
TO KIP?

a

q- to

HER DOG 15 STILL IGNORING ME

(D,W

Klkenue Syncesste Inc

Qunweefe - ,0

BEETLE BAILEY
GOOD MORNING,
GENERAL

GOOD
MORNING,
SIR

GOOD
MORNING,
SIR

SHE'S ABSOLUTELY
RIGHT

NO WONDER I'M IN
CHARGE HERE. NOT
ONE OF THOSE IDIOTS
NOTICED WHAT A
LOUSY DAY IT WAS

AS SOON AS I FINISH
MY NAP I'M GONNA
DO SOMETHING
ABOUT IT!

6. Help Wanted-

2. Notice

2. Notice

24. Miscellaneous
25. Business Services
26. TV Radio
27. Mobile Home Sales
28. Mob Home Rents
29. Heating-Cooling
30. Business Rental
31. Want To Rent
32. Apts For Rent
33. Rooms for Rent
31. Houses For Rent
35. Farms for Rent
36. For Rent Or Lease
37. Livestock-Supplies
38. Pets-Supplies
39. Poultry-Supplies
10. Produce
11. Public Sale
42. Home loans
43. Real Estate
14. Lots For Sale
45. Farms For Sale
46. Homes For Sale
17. Motorcycles
18. Auto Services
19. Used Cars
50. Used Trucks
51. Campers
52. Boats and Motors
53. Services Offered
54. For Trade
55. Feed And Seed
56. Free Column
57. Wanted

11-1
(
•
▪
•
•

ITS A
FACT

Choi

gift wiapping is
•speciak y at:

▪
;

Starks
Hardware
12th & Poplar

7534227
•
•111111.11 UM*ItS•a al Ift
What we do best is care
Needline, 753-6333.

M & G Complete Glass Company has a complete line of
glass. We do all types of glass
repair and replacement work,
such as: storm windows and
doors; auto glass plate and window glass; plexiglass patio
doors and store front work,
glass table tops and mirrors cut
to all sizes and shapes. Also
picture framing. Come by 816
Coldwater Road or call 7530180 or after 5 pm, 753-2798.
For all your Coal needs
call Pat Hackett
Office 753-0231
Home 753-4431

Order wood
Early Before
Bad Weather!
Call 753-5648
after 4 p.m.

5. Lost and Found
Lost. Male Irish Setter, adult,
has broken lower canine and
reset front left leg. Wearing
brown collar with tags. Two
year old misses him very much.
If found please call 753-8987.
Lost White and lemon male
English Setter, 5 months old,
from North 3rd St. area in
Hazel. If found or seen call
492-8220.
Lost: English Setter pti-ppy, 5
months old„ vicinity Hazel,
white with rust colored ears.
492-8220.
AIRLINE JOBS-FREE INFO. Nationwide placement. Write
Airline Placement Bureau,
4208 198th SW, 101, Lynnwood, Wash. 98036. Enclose a
stamped
self-addressed
envelope.(Legal)

In order for your od to appear
on the dote you specify you most
adhere to the following deadlines.
An od most be coiled or brought in
by 12 Noon the day before in
order to appear in the next days
paper, with the exception of ads
to start in Mondays paper. they
most be coiled or brought in by.
10 a.m.on Saturday.
To have an ad caficelled before
publication you will need to contact us by 11 a.m, that morning
in order for it not to appear in
that days edition.

LEATHER REPAIR, Call 7539736

Two ladies wanting to babysit
in their home. Call 753-5004.
Will take care of elderly or sick
person. 527-9073.
SITUATION
WANTED
Will do office or house
cleaning. Experienced.
Send name, address and
phone number to Box
32P.
Would like some steady, regulai
tobacco work Phone 1533315

NOTICE
imEffective
mediately to all
home
mobile
owners that move
into Riviera Courts,
you will be given
two(2) months rent
free. UNDER NEW
MANAGEMENT COME AND LIVE WITH
US. We also have
homes for rent.
753-3280.
_
_

6. Help Wanted

CLASSIFIED AD
DEADLINES

). Sittqation Wanted

Earn $50 per hundred securing, stuffing envelopes. Free
details, reply: "HomeworkersSl2A'', BOX 94485, Schaumburg, 11 60194
HOMEMAKERS! Supplement
your family income with a lob
that's FUN! Be your own boss.
Work your own hours
demonstrating Mern-Mac Toys
and Gifts on party plan.
Highest commission. No investment, delivering, or collecting.
Call toll free to 14100-5539066 or write: Merri-Mac, 801
Jackson. Dubuque, IA 52001.

HELP WANTED
The Navy has positions
available for mechanics,
welders, electricians, and electronics trainees. No experience
necessary. Full pay while training. Call 753-6439 or toll free
1-800-841-8000
Experienced painters. Steady
work. For interview call 7530839 or 753-5287.
Grasso's Restaurant needs part
time waitress, dishwasher, and
cook. 753-9460.

HOUSING
REHABILITATION
SPECIALIST
The Mayfield Cornmunity Development
Agency currently has an
opening for a Housing
Rehabilitation SpecialisPrevious
t,
exrehabilitation
perience in a Community Development
desirable.
Agency
Knowledge of building
essential.
industry
Must be able to communicate verbily and in
writing with contractors
and properly owners.
Excellent fringe benefit
program, including
health, dental, private
retirement program and
life and disability insurance.
Applications may be
obtained by contacting
Ron Griffin, Director of
Rehabilitation, at:
Mayfield Community
Development Agency
City Hall
Mayfield, Kentucky
42066
Phone: 502-247-0626
Applications will be accepted through September 25, 1980.'
An Equal Opportunity
Employer M/F"

12. Insurance
Fantastic rates on 1974 or
newer mobile homes. See or
call Johnny Williams, your
M.F.A. agent. 753-0445.

13. For Sale or Trade
1977 Massey Ferguson 235
diesel, will trade for car or
truck. Call 759-1703.

14. Want To Buy
Record albums and 45's from
the 50's. Rock & Roll only, in
good condition. Call Bob at
489-2480.
Stationary exercise bike. 7534448 after 3:30 pm.
Used piano, any style, almost
any condition. Call collect
(601)454-3369.
Want to buy standing timber.
Will look at all tracts approximately 20 acres and up. 7535592.
Wanted to buy: Small trailer to
haul lawn mower. 753-9240.
Want to buy: Small acreage
within 5 miles of Murray. Good
road frontage on paved road.
City water. Also need lot in
Murray. Call 753-9208 after 4
pm.
Would like to buy used, 10"
table saw. Call 753-3343.

15. Articles For Sale

• Dorm size refrigerator. Call
753-2432.
30" Electric range, $95. Riding
lawn mower, $100. Phone 7534486.
Need someone to board an
Fur coats, leather clothing,
Irish Setter and puppy temPendleton and Hudson Bay
porarily. Call 759-1057.
blankets, dress gloves, powder
horns, beads, etc Many items
RN. Skilled nursing supervisor,
hand made. Place your
7-3 shift, competitive salary
Christmas order early. Call 753and benefits. Apply in person
9736.
between 8-4, N.H.E. Nursing
Home, 501 North Third,
Fireplace doors, 41x33. Sears
Paducah, KY.
heavy duty, tempered glass,
draft control, antique brass.
Teacher needs babysitter in her
Call 436-2289.
home for 18 month old child,
light housekeeping. 7:30-3:30.
Fur coats, leather clothing,
References • required. Phone
hand made. Call 753-9736.
753-7458.
Like new Sears sewing
Upholsterer. Seeking an inmachine, only used twice.
dividual with 3 years exSears t.v., like new, black and
perience in general upholstery
white. Used refrigerator, $25.
work. Must be able to strip,
Call 435-4521.
cut, glue, and sew materials
16. Home Furnishings
plus assist with hanging drapes
and repairing furniture. ReFor sale: Hotpoint washer,
quires knowledge of various
$250. Call 435-4193.
types of mechanical equipment
16 Foot upright G.E. freezer,
commonly used in upholstery.
$200. Call 753-5463 or 753Salary $4.57 per hour. Contact
0144.
Personnel Services, second
For sale: 2 baby beds in good
floor Sparks Hall, Murray State.
condition, $25 each. Call 753An equal opportunity employer.
8006 after 6 pm.
9. Situation Wanted
Green washer and dryer, stack
Day care in my home. Ex'em, $200. Call after 5 pm,
perienced and references. Call
753-6874.
753-9834 for appointment.
17. Vacuum Cleaners
Experienced carpenter needs
New Eureka Industrial vacuum
work 753-3401.
cleaner, retail cost is $250.
Must sell, make an offer. 759Will watch child or
1207.
children in my home in
Panorama Shores area
19. Farm Equipment
between the hours of
Tobacco scaffold wagons, 2
6:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
tiers wide, 24' long. Phone
Coll 436-2598.
886-6029, Hopkinsville.

I

RESTAURANT
MANAGER
DeYantiS Restaurant of
Murray is looking for on
ambitious, career minded restaurant manager.
Restaurant •wpwrience is
desired. Send resume to:

Luke Knight

!
HEY

-- 1,

11(t

-

e

New and usi
and organs. I
across from
Paris, TN.
Silver Sign*
cellent cond
between 9.31
Debbie.
Used Baldwir
ed Baldwin
for church o
new Baldwin
for kings or
pianos. Lon
across from'
TN

23. Exteri
0
MURE

Kelley
8. Pe!
Phon,

24. Misce

200 Amp se
Call 489-237
489-2245.
Chimneys, al
pipe, 6"x30"
$29.99. Insl
$29.99; 8-,
Hardware, Pa
Do you have 2
you want to i
at the Book
only. Rent on:
cond shelf
Chestnut. 75::
IBM Selectna
- tion, $650 o
436-2625 afti
Wait and but
order now ar
wood. Call 43

27. Mobili

1260 Mobil
heating and
washer and d
pm at 243 Rii
Mobile home!
unfurnished.
Sc
12x52
bedroom, '
conditioned,
heat, $3000.
2842.
Used mobile
41x8', 2 bed
electric hea
almost new.
8548 or 498-

28. Mob. I

For rent: 2
near Murray.
2611.
Two bedroon
pletely furnis
hon. from !
8964.
Two bedroon
small well-ke
two persons
8216.

29. Heatin

King automal
brick lines, ca
doors, lift off
$259.99. W
Paris.
Used Franklin

30. Busine
Immediate opening for full time Staff X-Ray
Technologist in progressive X-Ray Department, which
provides a full range of rodiologic services.
Xerography, Nuclear Medicine, and Ultrasound are
provided to a community of 9,000, only 16 miles from
beautiful Barkley and Kentucky lakes. Salary commensurate with experience. Health and life Insurance
provided, plus a generous Retirement Plan.
CONTACT:

C 0()eV°.•Restaurant
1701 Chestnut St
Murray Ky 47071

Mace Scheib R.T.
c/o Caldwell County

War Memorial Hospital

P.0, Box 410
Princeton, Kentucky 42445
Phone:(502)365-35 1 1 Ext 202

The Murray Community Development Agency is
now accepting bids for one car with the following
equipment:
Four door
Air Conditioning
AM and/or FM radio
300 cubic inch engine (minimum)
114 inch wheel base
Tinted gloss all windows
WO- Oa.

22. Musk

X-RAY TECH

INVITATION TO BID

PHANTOM

20. Sport
Custom ma
holsters and
9736.
Set of golf
MacGregor
wedge. wool
1,3. and 4.
Yhone 759-4

We will accept bids on a 1980 or 198.1 model tor
Bidder should give delivery date and total price.
Bids should be sealed and delivered not later than
Friday, September 26. 1980 at 3:00 p.m.
The MorrOy Community Development Agency reser
aeS alitrArivi to refuse any and all bids.
Steve Zeo
C.D. Coordinator

We treat you like a
Not a number.
person.
When you buy insurance from on agent who
works directly for one company, he's probably not
the person who handles your claims.
That's not the case when you deal with on Independent Insurance Agent like me. I'm right here
ready to serve you when you have o claim. .helping
you reach a fair
settlement as quickly
YOURR7b°
as possible.
.14T
ffi".4
*WSWfre
For all your insur,
eerese• see..ep
ts-116
me
contact
needs,
once
•

Ross Insurance Agency

2101. Male Sp
Again: Ramie less-Danny It•ss-Jesnos less
753-0419

... "c"..111"RneKelniererieww
"--

Wore

Storag

For I

753.

31. Want 1

Would like to
house in towr
after 4 pm

NEW OFFI
Monday-Fi
Prke of
HAIRCUT

Per Nowt.•ee

Ti
Floor▪ ed an

fkes, cott
BUILD, pm
x60. Buy
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IIITLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
20. Sporfaiiiii-p-ment 32. Apts. For Rent

38, Pets-Supplies

43. Real Estate

47-1A- cTtorcycles
-

registerd
All girls apartment for rent, all AKC
German
750 Honda, completely
Custom made rifle cases,
utilities paid. First floor is set Shepherd pup, female, 3 monSTROVE REALTY, INC.
customized. Excellent condiholsters and belts Call 753../.•9
Pb. le..., .apte 90,.1
up for 3 girls to rent, tree t.v. ths old, black and light tan,
tion. Call 153-8484 after 5 pm
9736
smi
on this floor. Upstairs apart- $50. 1-247-8593.
!ARMS HOMES
1976 Honda Goldwing 1000.
Set of golt clubs, irons are ment is set up for 2 girls. Ad- Collie puppies, male and
BUSINESSES
fully dressed, excellent condiMacGregor Turney line, 2-3 dress is 1106 Olive St Call female. Call 753-8430 if busy
ANT AND RECREATIONAL
tion. Call 753-5923.
wedge woods are MacGregor 753-5320 after 4 pm, or come call 759-4805.
PROPERTY
1,3. and 4. Sell for $125. by after 6 pm
Riders leather chaps and
ialys needed' Off
For sale. AKC registered red
-Phone 759-4777 after 5 pm.
Buy,
C,OSt tO Coot
custom leather clothing, also
Apartment and rooms for rent, Chow-Chow puppies. 354Everywhere Fre,
miscellaneous items Call 75322. Musical
- furnished and unfurnished. 8959.
wolog
9736
SNOW REALTY
New and used Baldwin piano Call 753-8355 from 8-30 AM to Registered Cocker Spaniels,
1979 11 75 motorcycle Call
and organs. Lonardo Piano Co., 5 PM
co':-.1...:;"hrb 1 86
$45 Call 759-1712
435-4424
across from the Post Office, For rent 2 bedroom duplex
Paris, TN.
apartment, heat pump plus all Wanted. Female German
1977 Yamaha Y1-80 $300
Shepherd to be bred to male
1976 Honda MR 50 $200
Silver Signet trumpet, ex- appliances furnished 753- Shepherd. Call 759-4809 or
Do
you
own
your
own
lot
or
lot
Aver
cellent condition $150 Call 5791 or 753-2649
and mobile home? If you do 1974 Honda 360-G,$800
474-2346.
between 9.30-5 00 and ask for Four bedroom house, 5 miles
your family income is 5 pm 753-4346.
We depended on a population explosion for and
Debbie
out. $250 per month. Call after 4r. Public Sale
within the following adjusted 48. Auto. Services
Gigantic yard sale. Furnrture, more taxpayers - now that's a tight market, income limits, you may qualify Car batteries, 36 month
Used Baldwin Studio piano, us- 5 pm, 153-9762.
linens, too."
fixtures,
for a 4% interest loan on a 3 or guarantee, 80 amp, $29 99 exed Baldwin organ, both ideal 'Four room apartment, furnish- light
accessories,
4 bedroom home. Income change 60 month guarantee
for church or home Used and ed. Call 492-8721 between 8 decorating
41.
Realbtate
clothing childrens, mens, and
limits are Two in family •
new Baldwin Grand pianos fit pm - 12 am.
43. Real Estate
95 amp, $39.99 exchange
womens, household items.
$13,500, Three in family - Wallin Hardware, Paris
for kings or queens. Practice
bedroom
apartment
near
One
Saturday, September 13, 8-3,
$15,150; Four in family pianos. Lonardo Piano Co.,
WALK TO MSU!!!
downtown. Call 753
:4109.
805 Sharpe St.
$17.900. With today's inflation 49. Used Cars
across from post office, Paris,
Here's an ideal home
One apartment for rent, built- Garage yard sale! You name it,
and interest rates up, why not 1975 B-210 Datsun. 33,000
TN.
for a family needing 4
visit our office today and let us miles, 4-speed, one owner. Call
in appliances, 2 bedrooms Call we've got it! Friday, Saturday.
bedrooms and wants
23. Exterminating
talk
terms
753-2437
now...753- 753-0936 after 5 pm.
and Sunday, September 12th,
to be near MSU. Also
753-1222
1492...CENTURY 21 Loretta
has good kitchen and
Small 2 bedroom furnished 13th, and 14th. 3.7 miles from
Jobs, Realtors at 1200 1978 Camaro, white exterior,
dining area. Other
94 East out Bethel Church
apartment. Call 753-3949.
black interior, 305 V8, power,
Sycamore.
features
include
11,
2
-road
NEW LISTING
air, radio, rally wheels. $4275.
Three room unfurnished apartbaths
and
lots
of
builtBrand new 3 bedroom,
lirt&NRAPIWiWiNW' CAII 753-1480.
ment for older lady. Walking Moving sale, Pottertown Road,
in drawers and shelves
2kiz bath home on large
distance town, grocery, church. next door to Church of Christ,
1970 Chevy Carry-All, 8
in
the
bedrooms.
landscaped lot in
Friday and Saturday.
Lease. 753-1299.
passenger, 20,000 miles on
Located at 1702
beautiful
Oaks
Kelley's Termite Two bedroom duplex, ap- Yard sale, Wednesday and Farmer Ave. and ofrebuilt engine, new tires, good
Estates. Heat pump;
mechanical condition with
pliances furnished. Available Thursday, 102 N 13th, 8 until
fered for only $40,600.
& Pest Control
heat-o-later
in
some dents. $800 or prefer
7
now. Phone 753-9400.
Just call for an apPhone 753-3914
fireplace; and large
BOYD-MMORS
trade for pickup. 436-2635.
pointment.
covered patio for sum/
2 Yard sale. Infant to boys size 6
Three bedroom duplex, 31
REAL ESTATE
1912 Chevrolet 2-door, power
mer entertainment
miles south of Murray, $200 clothes, shoes, winter and sum24. Miscellaneous
I
SMITH
753-8080
JOHN
steering and brakes, 68,000
and relaxation. Mid
mer, adult clothes, cans, furper
month
plus
deposit.
Call
200 Amp service pole, $160.
miles, good shape. $1150. Call
' Professronal Services
$70's. Phone Kopperud
niture, lamps, house decoraCall 489-2379 after 6 pm or 492-8120.
W h The Friend') Touch'.
753-7361. 606 Broad ExtendRealty, 753-1222 for
tions, records, toys, infant car
33. Rooms for Rent
489-2245.
ed.
further details.
seat, miscellaneous. WednesCANTERBURY
Chimneys, all fuel triple wall Girls rooms for rent, one block day through Saturday, 94 East,
DESIGNED WITH
CLASSIC
1978 Chevrolet Impala, 4-door,
pipe. 6"x30", $20,99; 8"x30", from University. 753-1812 or turn right on Les Todd Road by
DISTINCTION
most
For
the
16,000 miles, wrecked in rear,
$29.99. Installation kit, 6", 759-4909x-This home has
Duncan Grocery, follow signs.
discriminating home
all parts included, driveable,
753-7411
everything for comfor$29.99; 8", $41.99, Wallin 34. Houses For Rent
AROUND THE CLOCK
buyer, this 4 BR., 3 $2300. 1917 Chevrolet Impala,
Yard sale, Thursday and Friday,
Hardware, Paris, FN.
table convenient famiBath Tri-level B.V. 4-door, 57,000 miles. wrecked
South
11th
St
411
All electric, furnished, 2
ly living. Many
in rear door and quarter, all
home is offered for
Do you have any arts and crafts
27
Acres
mil
of
fertile
Yard sale, 5 party, Wednesday,
bedroom home, near
outstanding features
parts included, driveable,
you want to sell? Rent a Shelf
appraised
below
the
land...Just
right
for
cattle,
Dexter,
$175 per month, $150 deposit. Thursday', and Friday,
include heat pump,
$1650 1976 Olds Delta Royal,
at the Book Rack. September Call
horses,
or
value
for
a
row
market
cropping.
This
KY. Lots of dishes. clothes.
753-9829.
large and lovely
only. Rent one shelf, get the sehas 22 acres
quick sale. You must 4-door hardtop. all power
Avon bottles, Golden Wheat farm
fireplace in den,
equipment, wrecked in 2
cond shelf half price. 808 Five bedroom house for college
cleared...highway
frontage.
on
interior to apseethe
spacious 2-car garage,
doors, all : parts included,
girls. Call 753-5865 dais, 753- - dishes, close to Dexter Church 94 E. Call CENTURY 21 Loretta
Chestnut, 753-4821. .
iigurious
preciate
the
of Christ.
3 bedrooms, 2/
1
2 baths,
driveable, $1350. Call 3825108 evenings.
,Jobs, Realtors for more inforquality, striking entry
IBM Selectna, excellent conditastefully decorated
2832, nights 382-2330. Graves
Yard sale. Thursday and:Friday.
with
great
room
foyer,
tion, $650 or best offer. tiff Five room unfurnished house in- Furniture, Avon bottles, etc mation on this mini-farm.
throughout. Let us
County.
the country:5150 per month.
fireplace, unique kit436-2625 after 4 pm.
describe this im311 South 10th Street.
1977 Datsun 810, 4-door
753-3293 after 5 pm.
bedroom
chen, master
pressive home to you!
Beautiful spacious home
Wait and burn green wood, or
Sedan, automatic.- tilt wheel.
Yard sale. Friday and Saturday,
18x201. Huge walk-in
Upper $60's. PRICE
order now and burn seasoned Large, well insulated, modern 5 miles out on • Concord
at the waters edge of
closets. 2 car garage. AM-FM stereo, 6-way seats.
REDUCED! Phone
house, city water, 4 miles east.
wood. Call 436,2758.
Kentucky Lake. It is not
new tires, nice. If you're lookHighway. Baby things,
Kopperud Realty, 753Large lot. In 80's.
References, deposit required.
built,
well
only
ing for a Datsun, check this
27. Mobile Home Sales Couple. No pets. Call 753- children's clothes size 3-6, secluded, and restful
1222, for all the inforGET
THE
one out. 53250. Call 753-9181
ladies clothes size 14.
mation.
12x60 Mobile home, central /551.
MOST FOR
but is maintenance
or 753-8124.
heating and air-conditioning,
Loans
42.
Home
YOUR
MONEY
free and can be divided
Newly redecorated two
washer and dryer. Call before 6
1969 Ford Thunderbird
This compact 3into two separate living
bedroom brick home with ap- 14' Richline bass boat, motor
195 Acre farm located on all
pm at 243 Riveria Courts.
Mechanically sound, body in
Bedroom, 1 bath B.V.
pliances furnished. Approx- and trailer, $700 or best offer.
quarters. Enjoy the conweather road in southeast
fair condition, would make exMobile homes for sale, 14x65, imately 10 miles southeast of Also Gem Top topper for small
is economical in price
venience of your own Calloway County. Cattle and
cellent work car $400 firm
unfurnished. Call 753-8922.
Murray. Married couples only. wheel base truck. $75. Call
and maintenance, on
private boat dock. cash grain with 90 acres
nice residential street, Call 753-6821 after 6 pm.
$59,500. Call today for tillable. Nine acre tobacco
12x52
Schevelle. Two Deposit and references. Call 753-5433 after 9:30 pm.
electric baseboard
an appointment to see base, tobacco barn, stock barn,
1976 Ford Granada, 6 cylinder,
bedroom, furnished, air- 492-8594 after 6 pm.
43. Real Estate
heat, built-in range, automatic. e.s., p.b.. air, nice,
this gorgeous home.
conditioned, electric or gas Spacious house one block from
ample stock water. Excellent 3
exhaust
fan, $2550. Call 753-9181 or 753heat, $3000. 753-6911 or 489- MSU, 4 bedrooms, 2 baths,
bedroom brick home with large
dishwasher, disposal, 8124.
2842.
2 BR home with central kitchen and family room.
study, living room with
ref., 2 window unit airPurdom 8 Thurman
heat and air w/walk out Shown by appointment only.
1965 Mustang, 6 cylinder
Used mobile home, Marathon, fireplace, formal dining room
conditioners, automatic,
basement, located near Call Spann Realty Associates.
Ins
a
excellent
41x8', 2 bedrooms, furnished, plus eat-in kitchen. Large fencdraperies, wall-to-wall
Ky. Lake. On paved 753-7724.
mechanically, no rust. 753Real Estate
electric heat, clean, stove ed yard, gas heat. $325 per
carpeting. Large lot
street, large wooded
3234 or 753-0114 after 5 pm.
almost new. $1800. Call 498- month. References, deposit
Southside Court Square
and years lease required. Call
with
fenced-in
lot, outside storage
8548 or 498-8441
Murray, Kentucky
1974 Mustang IT 4 cylinder, 4.
753-9341.
backyard. Only 33,900.
$15,900.
753-4451
speed. $850. 489-2729.
28. Mob. Home Rents Three
Nom
Groom
034-7430
near
house
bedroom
1967 Olds Delta 88, low miles
For rent 2 bedroom trailer, Kentucky Lake at Pine Bluff,
BAN Wissa•••• - 133-7476
753-8080
Pre.k• Donn - 7313775
very good condition. $475
near Murray. No pets. 489- completely furnished, includes
Leels• Salgot - 753-7409
Always
wanted
a
home
with
1974 Pontiac LeMans. $675 or
2611.
Tor, SMNALAyr •LocrNnim.
washer and dryer. Deposit re- small acreage? This is an ex"
i
t
431•5727
best offer. 753-1852.
44. Lots For Sale
Two bedroom 'trailers, com- quired. Call 753-8964.
cellent opportunity because
pletely furnished, good condi- Two bedroom house in city, the land is highly productive
Water front lot at Pine Bluff for 1919 Sportster, extra low
,4
Murray Calloway
BEAUTIFUL
tion, from $145. Call 753- deposit and references. Call and the house is sound. New
sale
or trade for late model car mileage Lots of extras Call
County Realty
BUILDING SITE
436-5356
8964.
435-4358
Call
roof, deep well, 5 outbuildings.
753-8923.
(502)753-8146
Just listed this lovely
Thirty-five
1979 T-BIRD LANDAU, 8.000
acres
with
31
acres
Two bedroom mobile home, 37. Livestock-Supplies
46. Homes For Sale
304 N. 12th St.
corner lot in Camelot
miles. one owner, still under
tendable. 2 in timber.
small well-kept court, one or
Murray, Ky.i.12071
west
just
Subdivision
For sale: 2 bearoom brick home warranty. all power Call 753two persons only. $85. 753- Custom made bridles, harness. Homeplace and buildings oclimits.
city
Murray
of
on half acre in Lynn Grove. in- 3921
halteN,moccasons, and chaps. cupy about 2 acres. Call 7538216.
Surrounded by quality
sulated to R-30, gas heat, outOther leather items. Call 753- 1492 at Century 21 Loretta New listing. 3 bedroom, 2 ful
good
and
homes
29. Heating-Cooling
veneer
home
brick
building, extremely neat. Call 1969 Type 3 Volkswagen
9736.
Jobs, Realtors and let us show baths,
Squareback. All parts, exneighbors. This is a
4 -4150.
King automatic wood heater, Would like to trade 6 month or you this farm today. Located 1621 Keenland Drive Home
cellent condition, wrecked
good investment at onfeatures Olympic size pool.
brick lines, cast iron grates and 1-2 month old registered Angus Lynn Grove area.
bath
For
bedroom,
2
le: 3
body. Parts out or whole. 489ly $4900. Phone 753central heat and air, fireplace,
doors, lift off cook surface top. bull for registered Angus bull
near
Blair,
brick
home,
509
2330.
1222, Kopperud,for exburglar alarm system. For more
$259.99. Wallin Hardware, the same age. Also for sale 6
Priced
MSU
and
high
school.
act location and other
information call Purdom &
Paris.
560's. Call 753-1485 for ap- 1979 Trans Am, black on black.
month old female Border Collie
information.
Thurman Real Estate. 753lots of extras. Call 753-0839
pointment.
Used Franklin stove. 436-5331. pup. Call 437-4365.
753-1585,
Suzy
Wells
4451.
after 5 pm, 753-6244.
REALTY
JUST
LISTED
town.
For
sale:
21
/
2
miles
from
153-6557
Geneva
Jones
38:Pets-Supplies
30. Business Rental
Attractive 3 bedroom
4 bedroom. 2 bath, brick 50. Used Trucks
AKC minature Schnauzer pupremodeled home on
veneer, insulated, fully 1972 Chevy panel truck, low
Oakwood Terrace, new
papers,
pies,
pedigreed
with
2'/.2 acres. Property is
Mini
carpeted, drapes, built-in mileage, good condition. Instory, 4 bedroom 2', bath,
females only. Also stud service
fenced with stocked
PRICE
dining
room, den
with
range, refrigerator, and quire at Boone Cleaners, 605
Warehouse
by 111
/
2" Champion sired male
pond and barn for
fireplace. living room, 2 heat
REDUCED
dishwasher. Large closets and Main.
Call
435-4481
horses, and located
pumps, 2 car garage, choose
Storage Space
Price just lowered on
24x30 garage workshop com1975 Dodge high top camper
your own carpet.
less than 3 miles from
this extremely attracAKC Boxer stud service. Super
bination. fully insulated with
For Rent
van, $3995 Call 753-5242
town. The price is
tive 3 bedroom, 2 bath
champion bloodline. Also AKC
two lots each
electric
heat.
On
100'. bens •LAN•ble neLL It,, 11,
evenings
right too - in the $30's.
753-4758
Boxer puppies Call 753-0347.
modern brick home.
100x200. Priced in 540's. 753Veen** Alkonitrovan
Phone any member of
1973 F-I00 pickup. power
Home
has
been
com7761.
Basic and Advanced dog obethe "Home Team" at
steering, power brakes, good
j 31. Want To Rent
pletely remodeled and
bedroom
Newly
remodeled
2
dience classes. Breed handling,
Kopperud Realty, 753condition. $1600. Call 753has central heat
' Would like to rent 3 bedroom tracking, and protection. All
house, on large lot in
1222 for all the infor5463.
pump, auxillary wood
house in town. Call 753-0806, breeds and ages. Professional
Subdivision.
Candlelight
Estate
mation.
stove,
central
after 4 pm.
Frontage on U.S. 641 North 1974 F-250 Ford pickup, V8
instructor. 436-2858.
L PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
humidifier, lovely
and Subdivision road. Also has automatic with power steering,
paneling
and
large workshop with electricity, power brakes, and air. A
HORNBUCKLE BARBER SROP
wallpaper throughout.
water, and heat. Price camper special in real good
209 Wahmt Street
Situated on private 13
/
4
$28.900. 753-0561 or 753- condition. $1350. Call 1 354
Closed All Day Wed.
acres between Murray
NEW OFFICE MOORS:
6217.
4811
and Mayfield. A pretty
Saturday 7:30 til 50
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
1976 Ford van. 6 cylinder stanpicture
for
pleasant
Prke if
dard, new tires, low miles. 759SALL
FOR
living.
$40's.
Phone
MICE SHAVE IS'
HAIRCUT $1.25
1801.
New house W Can753-1222, Kopperud
ph..(.4 151 IMS elm ALy No4NLALLL
1.0 Mow.0 .1•••••
New,INILIL Service
Realty for full-time
terbury! New, 3
1966 GMC dump truck. 1966
real estate service.
Case backhoe Tandem axle
bedroom, 21
/
2 bath,
4J:j8
COMMERCIAL
trailer $7000 for all or will
formal dining room, forLook at this attractive ranch style home set on a
PROPERTY
seperate. Call 474-8890 or
Has
room.
living
mal
FREE
beautiful corner lot on Doran Rood. The lovely three
4000 Square foot inafter 5 pm, 354-8686.
with
den
large
sulated metal building
bedroom home includes a living room, dining room,
20 MILE
fireplace, large kitchen
1970 Jeep truck with topper
on 1 1,2 acres located on
large kitchen and a family room with a fire place for
$1800 Call 753-5889
with built-ins, concrete
DELIVERY
busy highway 4 miles
your enjoyment. The owner has recently installed thick
drive, on corner lot. By
1968 Volkswagen camper van
from Murray. Priced
753-0984
luxurious carpeting. The economical gas heat will keep
owner. For appointment
with pop-top New motor, good
below replacement
your
heating
bills
This
to
a
minimum.
fine
home
style,
ofAlso
born
has
Floored and ready. Up to 12 x 24.
tires, excellent condition 489
call 753-5400 or 753cost, $70's. Phone Kopover
17010
sq.
ft.
of
living
spore.
The
owner has
fices, cottages, mobile home ad-one, and patios, or U
2611.
.
perud Realty, 753-1222.
5013.
priced the property at less than $60.000. With this /
BUILD, pre-cut completely ready te assemble up to 24
Wee working hard to
51.
Campers
home you con hove immediate possession. John C.
provide the best possia 60. Buy the best for less.
47. Motorcycles
18' Camper. 11
/
2 ton Chevy ii-an
CLOSED RON NH 5PM TR WU 7 P
Neubouer, Realtor, 1111 Sycamore or call 753-0101
ble Real Estate Ser1971 Triumph Chopper Cam converted to camper Call 753
or 753-7531.
vice.
•
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
6206
435-4422

Lfl

a.

AM

MIL AL

MY.

52. Boats and Motors 53. Services Offered
17' Bass boat. 115 MerC,
custom trailer. $2800. After 5
pm 7534346
Bass boat. 1980 model. 17'
Sed Nymph super aluminum.
1980 Terre' custom low profile
trailer. Minnkota mag 21 trolling motor, front and rear raosed casting decks, two airerated
live wells, 8' rod box, 18 gallon
gas tank, battery, tach.,
speedometer, surface temp
guage, spotlight, windshield,
automatic bilge pump. Complete price $3250. Will
finance. 753-9491.
It's a steal! 1978 VIP ski boat.
Silver. 85 hp Evinrude. Deluxe
trailer with side rails. Excellent
condition Must sell. Will take
best offer Call 247-4483 or
247-3327 in Mayfield.

K & K Stump Removal Do you
need stumps removed from
your yard or land cleared of
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24" below the
ground. leaving only sawdust
and chips Call for free
estimate, Bob Kemp 435-4343
or Bob Kemp, Jr 435-4319

.Services Offered

Starting new garbage
route, reliable service
guaranteed. $6.00 per
month.
Call 753-3423

A complete service, washers
dryers, air-conditioners, anc
refrigerators. Call 759-1322
Prompt service.
Clint and Dave's Odd Jobs- Will
do odd lobs. including trimming and cutting down trees,
carpentry, construction, and
yard work. Free estimates, low
prices. Inquire at 209 Walnut
Street, Murray, anytime.
CARPET CLEANING, free
estimates, satisfied references,
Vibra-Vac steam or dry cleaning. Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning,
753-5827.
CARPET
CLEANING
Guaranteed. References. Free
estimates. 753-9736.
Concrete and block work. Block
garages. basements, driveways.
walks. patios, steps, free
estimates. Charles Barnett",
753-5476.
Driveways white rocked and
graded. All kinds of pea gravel.
Free estimates. Will have bank
gravel and dirt, Tuesday only.
Clifford Garrison, 753-5429.
For your home-care, personalcare, .housewares. and multivitamin ant mineral supplement needs, call your local Amway distributor at 753-0806
after 4 pm.
Fence sales at Sears now. Call
Sears, 753-2310 for free
estimate for your needs.
For appliance repair, refngera
tion, and small electrical repair
jobs call Bill Rollins, 7530762.
For tree topping and shaping or
removing trees, trimming
shrubs or any kind of yard
work. will clean up, haul away.
and do complete job. Will haul
off . anything. Also wood for
sale, cut to order.- Call (Shorty)
Harold P.idemore. 759-1638 or
753-7911. .

ALUMINUM
SERVICE CO.
Aluminum and Vinyl
Siding, Custom Trim
Work. References.
753-0'689 Day or
Night.
Home improvements. Building
cabinets and doing remodeling
and restoration. Call 753-8067
after 5 pm.
Insulation blown in by Sears.
save on these high heating and
cooling bills. Call Sears. 7532310 for free estimate
Licensed electrician. Prompt,
efficient service. Qualified for
heating and cooling repairs.
Free estimate. Call 435-4397.
Licinsed Electrician and gas installation, heating installation
and repairs. Call 753-7203.

Leather repair. If it's leather
we can fix it. Call 753-9736
Mobile homes moved. Insured,
state licensed Unblocked and
blocked. Also service work
Benton, 1-527-8740.
Need work on your trees? Topping. pruning, shaping, corn
plete removal and more Cal
BOYER'S TREE SERVICE fur
professional tree care. 753
8536

Piano tuning; rebuilding,
refinishing. Band instrume.ots.
new used. complete repairs
Call Thurmans 753-4834 or
Harry Absher, 1-444-9972 Call
the professional, 21 years experience.
PHILLIPS ALUMINUM AND
VINYL SIDING CO.. 25 years experience. Paducah. KY. 8983873 or 443-7365.
Painting, carpentry. gutter
work, plumbing. 753-9736.
Painting, paperhanging, commercial or residential. Farm
buildings. etc. 20 years ex-'
penence. Free estimates. 1591981.
REMODELING. REASONABLE.
Guaranteed. Free estimates
753-9736.
Stop! For all your repair needs,
roofing, carpentry. plumbing
and electrical work, look no
more! Call 753-9226 or 7539623. We'll do your job large or
Wall. All work done to your
satisfaction.
Will do painting, 15 years experience.' Call 753-8762
anytime.
ROOFING
and
Commercial
Residential, Shingle
and built-up reefs.
References, all work
gau ran mod. 759-4512
or 759-1859.
Will haul driveway white rock
and Ag lune. also have any type
of brown or white pea gravel.
Also do backhoe work Call
Roger Hudson. 753-4545 or
753-6763
WEST KENTUCKY ASPHALT
COATING & SEALING. Have
your home driveway or parking
lot sealed professionally before
winter. 753-8163.
Wet basement? We make wet
basements dry, work completely guarenteed. Call or write
Morgan Construction Co.,
Route 2. Box 409A, Paducah,
KY 42001. or call day or night
1-442-7026.
Will do plumbing. airconditioning, painting, carpentry, concrete and roofing. 7532211 or 759-1270.

56. Free Column
Will give away one white German Shepherd. female. 6 months old. and one black female
Poodle. 3 years old. 753-1217.

57..Wanted

Female roommate wanted to
share 3 bedroom home Private
•High quality best prices •
bathroom East of Murray Call
474-8881 after 7 pm.
personal service. Open 9-5
Not. Fri. and 9-Note Sat.
Room mate wanted. ,Riveria
CARTER STUDIO 111 Courts. 2 bedrooms. 2 baths.
I share half rent and utilities.
753-8298
304 Main
w Call 753-9652.

WAL
•PRESCRIPTIONS .FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
•HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
•LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
•HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
Free Deliver on Prestri tions in Cltv limits

Beautifully landscaped three bedreens brkk home
wills 2 balks, living reeve dining reem cenobinatka
spacious homily room with fireplace built-in kitchen with dishwasher and garbage disposal and
refrigerater. Partially Hewed attic teed fer
storage. Owe car garage with concrete doable
driveway. Central heat and air. Located in nice
nolghlserlsesd near Muliay Nigh at 1712 Plainview Dv. Lew 40's. For mere infernsatka call 753/1393.
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Mulligan Muses On Coming
Presidential Election Race

Retired Bachelor Lives Alone
But Not Lonely On Prairie

By HUGH A. MULLIGAN
AP Special Correspondent
EAST DURHAM,N.Y.(API
- Late summer musings from
a porch swing already stewn
with falling leaves:
Election bettors will be
gratified to know that experts
have reached the scientific
conclusion that the name of
the next president will
positively include the letters
"A""E"and "R".
This is heartening news for
Carter, Ronald
Jimmy
Reagan and John Anderson.
Those who make their
presidential choice the way
my wife picks horses at a race
track ("The name sounds
nice,") might be interested in
knowing that Jimmy as in
Carter is short for James.
which is derived from the
Hebrew Jacobus, meaning
"supplanter"-one who takes
the place of another, as in tak-

ing over the lease at 1600
Pennsylvania Avenue from
Gerald Ford. Shakespeare's
lago is a varient of Jimmy.
Carter, according to the dictionary, originally meant
charioteer. In Tudor England,
around the turn of the 16th
century, the word designated
one who drove a cart but was
also synonymous with boor.
Ronald is of Scandinavian
origin. It is a combination of
two words meaning advice
and rule, which is not a bad
combination for a presidential
candidate.
Reagan is of Irish descent,
perhaps from the Gaelic
"reachtaire" meaning administrator or legislator. The
closest word in the dictionary
is "reagent," which is a
chemical substance or force
used to create a reaction,
hence,a reactionary

Some tour visitors, he said,
By GALE TOLLEN
collector while serving 10
Associated Press Writer
years in the Army. After were -like rabbits - scurryWARREN, Minn. API - returning from the South ing all over the house, nosing
Lloyd George Melgard, Pacific and Europe with "half into every nook and cranny."
But his "prairie palace perretired bachelor farmer and a railroad boxcar" filled with
that it
admitted romantic, lives crated items, he had his 1881 sona" is not so famed
enalone on the windswept prairie farm home rebuilt and moder- protects him from jarring
counters when he makes occaof extreme northwestern Min- nized.
On one living room wall he sional forays to big cities for
nesota. But he's far from lonehung a 6-by-9 foot Bavarian more "pretty things."
ly.
In fashionable New York
Little wonder.
tapestry. On another hangs a
he says
Melgard, 63, lives in a 24- painting bought in Berlin. A stores, for example,
"look down
room mansion filled with oil glass-topped table came from clerks sometimes
at him when he
paintings, Meissen porcelain, Italy, and handcarved chairs their noses"
Germany - are identifies himself as a farmer.
books, Hawkes crystal, from
counters such
WAGNERS ARRIVE - Film stars Robert Wagner and his
tapestries and recordings of upholstered with Melgard's He says he
a
wife Natalie Wood arrive at a star-studded tribute to Alan
own needlepoint. Heavy Oute behavior by examining
chamber music and operas.
lyricists,
on its
and Marilyn Bergman, Academy Award winning
He attends symphony con- rugs cover most of the polish- piece, commenting
in Los Angeles. The
the
this
"Is
Pavilion
asking,
and
origin
Chandler
Dorothy
the
at
floors.
perwalnut
ballet
black
ed
certs, lectures and
event was held to raise money for the Southern California
IVakes Melgard three days best you have?"
formances in Winnipeg,
after
ago,
years
Several
huge
the
Chapter of the American Civil Liberties Union. Performing
Manitoba, 120 miles north, and teC-7-clean
Grey,
to the
at the musical event were Barbra Streisand, Joel
Grand Forks, N.D., 30 miles Czechoslovakian chandelier delivering livestock
southwest.
over his dining room table. South St. Paul stockyards,
Jack Jones, Melissa Manchester and others.
a fancy St.
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Biological Center Fish Study

Lt. Gov. Collins Got Start In
Ford Gubernatorial Campaign

John in both its Greek and
Hebrew origins meant "God is
gracious." In English usage it
has had a wide range of connotations: footman, butler,
waiter, outdoor privy, a contemptuous designation for a
priest, and in the New York
argot of Mayor Ed Koch, one
who patronizes houses of ill
repute.
Anderson probably is the
Anglicization of the Sandinavian equivalent of "Andrew's
Son." It is also a city in Indiana and another in South
Carolina, neither of which was
named for the congressman
from Illinois. During the London blitz, an Anderson was a
corrugated steel air raid
shelter named after Sir John
Anderson, the Home
Secretary at the outbreak of
the war.
Anderson at least has the
iation of knowing there
are far more Andersons than
Carters or Reagans in the
1980-81 edition of "Who's Who
In America."
For those who can predict
the nation's future according
to the way the sun, moon and
planets stood at the time of
each candidate's birth, it must
be kept in mind that both
Reagan ( Feb. 6) and 'Anderson (Feb. 15) were born under
the sign of Aquarius,the water
bearer, whose appearance in
ancient times meant the Nile
was about to overflow. Carter
was born under the sign of
Libra (Oct. 1), the balance or
scales which weights day and
night as equal in the autumn
sky. Libras, according to
whether you have consulted a
Democratic or Republican
astrologer, tend to be either
well-balanced, judicious people or hedgy equivocators.
What's in a name? There is
a moral here someplace.
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Additional
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Heavy-duty muffler for many U.S.
cars and light trucks. Save now.
Single-unit systems excluded

COMPLETE EXHAUST
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1117500

INSTALLED
SERVICES INCLUDE:
1. Replace front brake pads
2. True rotors
3. Inspect calipers
4. Refill hydraulic system
5. Repack inner and outer
bearings
S. Replace front grease
seals
7. Inspect master cylinder
I. Inspect rear linings for
wear (additional cost if
repairs on rear brakes
are ossanh
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36-month Battery

Shocks-Alignment

Disc Brake Spe

Calcium/lead built. For many
cars and light trucks. Save
Copyright 19900y K morlm Corporolion

Install 2 HD shocks, align front
end on many U S cars'

Front disc brakes on
many American cars Save
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